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LITERATURE IN THE SCHOOLS.
H. N.

III.

CARVER .

J N selecting what shall be studied in
the class, it will be best, so far as
possible, to avoid extracts and choose
only what can be read through . Indeed,
it would always be better to go over the
selection at least twice, were that pos sible; once to get the form, the outline,
and a second time to get whateYer
can be gotten of the details. In the
first reading, very little should be attempted beyond getting the form; any
question as to the meaning of a word
or sentence, that may spontaneously
come up, may be looked into, but no
very careful attention should be given
to it.
Let us take, then, something which
we can go over in a short time, and
which will be worth all the time and attention that we can give it. For reasons
already stated, doubtless some other
selection would be more appropriate,
but for other reason s we will take this
one. It is part of an ode and is illustrated by what comes after it; yet it is
complete enough for present purposes,
and it contains some features that few
other selections would contain. It is
the first str ophe of Lowell's Fourth of

July Ode, and was ,,·ritten just at the
close of what we call our first century of
national life. Here is the selection, let
us read it.
''Entranced I saw a vision in the cloud
That loitered dreaming in yon sunset sky,
Full of fair shapes, half creatures of the eye,
Half chance-evoked by the wind's fantasy
In golden mist, an ever shifting crowd :
There, mid unreal forms that came and went
In robes air-spun , of evanescent dye,
A woman's :;;emblance shone pre-eminent;
Not armed like Pallas, not like H era proud,
But, as on household diligence intent,
Beside her visionary wheel she bent
Like Arete or Bertha, nor than they
Less queenly in her part : about her knee
Glad children clustered conftdent in play :
Placid her pose, the calm of energy;
And over h er broad brow in many a round
(That loosened wou ld have gilt her garment's
hem),
Succinct, as toil presc1 ibes, the hair was wound
In lustrous coils, a natural diadem.
The cloull changed shape,obsequious to the whim
Of some transmuting influence felt in me,
And, looking now, a wolf I seemed to sec
Linned in that vapor, gaunt a1Hl hunger-bold,
Threatening her charge: resolve in every limb,
Erect she flamed in mai l of sun -wove gold,
l:'enthcsilea's self for battle dight;
One arm uplifted braced a flickering spear,
And one her adamantine shield made light;
Her face, helm -shadowed, grew a thing to fear,
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And her fierce eyes, by danger challenged, took
Her trident sceptered mother's dauntless look.
'l know the now, 0 goddess -born,' I cried,
And turned with loftier brow 'and firmer stride;
For in that spectral cloud-work I had seen
Her image, bodied forth by love and pride,
The fearless, the benign, the moth~r eyed,
The fairer world ' s toil consecrated queen."

often, knowing the real meaning makes
all the difference there is between seeing clearly, and half-seeing, or not seeing at all, or seeing wrongly. But let
us take up some of the words of the
passage, and begin with the first one.
The word entrance, whether noun or

That is the selection. Let us read it
over once more. It is one of the most
beautiful things in our language. Plainly, it is an allegory, an allegorical representation of our country; not of th e
Goddess of Liberty, as is sometimes
said, but of our country the United
States of America, whether Benjamin
Harrison or Grover Cleveland be its
president, our country, as one of its most
gifted and patriotic citizens saw it, when
he thought of it as Jzis country.
Now, let us make a very imperfect
study of the selection. Vve will begin
with the words, and take some of the
most common ones.
No exhaustive
discussion of the words can be given;
the object is simply to find some method that may be suggestive to the young
teacher. One great troubl e in our reading is that we do not know the meanings
of the words, or know them in only the
vaguest way. I believe it was Coleridge
who said, that in our reading we should
be able to recall the exact physical image
represented in almost every comm o n
word, see it, or hear it, realize whatever
the sense image may be. Som e tim e s,
indeed, this will do no good, since often
the original image is so far removed
from present sense, that no vividness
can be obtained by recalling it. The
word loitered in the second line is a case
in point.
It originally meant stoop,
and any one can trace the connection
with the common meaning, which is all
the meaning that the word carries in the
passage we are considering. Still, very

verb, is the same word. It is a French
form from the Latin transeo, I go across.
An entrance is either a going across the
line which separates one place and its
conditions from another and its conditions, or it is the place which makes fre
crossing possible.
The word trance
has come to mean the state or condition
of one who has thus gone across from
the common world of thought, feeling,
and volition to another so different as to
be almost another 'vorld. The doctors
call it the cataleptic state, and the psychologists the hypnotic; it is the state
in which things are not seen as they are
in the normal state. Entranced, then,
means put into this state. Again, the
word vision is a French form from the
Latin visum, meaning a thing seen.
Like the other word, it bas come to
have a meaning much narrower than
the original word, which meant anything seen in th e n o rmal state; whereas vision is so mething seen in the trance
state. The word fair, too, must be disting uished from others of similar imp ort. It seems to come from a root
that means bound, but always with reference to other related things in some
moral sense. A thing is fair, when it
occupies its own place, is bounded, but
so as to help o ther things keep their own
proper places and so fill their own proper offices. The words fang, that which
holds, as a tooth does and peace, the
state in which things hold their own
places, are from the same root, and
have the same fundamental meaning.
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The words pack and compact contain
the same root; a compact is something
that binds together, makes orderly what
was before loose and without law. The
"fair forms," then, we're fair, because
they were bound together into one whole
of harmony and peace. A few lines
farther on, is the word glad. It strictly
means bright, shining, an attribute obtained through the sense of sight. Glitter, glare, glass are from the same root.
''Glad children" are bright children, but
the attention is fixed by the epithet upon mental attributes behind the physical ones, and causing the physical. The
word gilt, further on, is of the same import, but implies an attribute obtained
directly and not inferentially . These
examples must suffice to show something
of the method to be pursued with all
the common words, which are the ones
that need special attention.
The historical names must be well understood,-Pallas, the Greek goddess of
wisdom and of scientific warfare, with
her helmet, shield, and spear; Hera, or
Juno, queen of the gods, with her peacock, and pride, and schemes, her
scolding tongue and the frequent falls
that always foll ow pride. The charming story of Arete and Nausikaa should
be looked up in the Odyssey; and the
ol<l German legend of Bertha lookin g
out for the children not cared for by
mothers and nurse s, knitting and rocking the abandoned cradles, should be
hunted out; and the picture 0f Pentbesilea, queen of the Amazons, who, though
a virgin, dared to fight with men,shonld
be seen.
After the meanings of the words haYe
been well made out, so much of the syntax as will throw light on the thoughts,
should be workc<l out. The poet saw
the vi ion, because be was entranced,

and entranced is an adverbial appositive. It was not only the woman's
form but the shining too, that was preeminent, and the adjective is an aclverbial predicate.
"Resolve in every
limb" is the so-called absolute construetion, the copula being omitted, and expresses th e attendant circumstances of
the flaming "in mail of sun-wo\'e gold ."
"Flickering" is an adjective used attributively, instead of appositively; itwas
really a spea r which flickered because
of her excitement. Th e poet thought
we could see that without his telling it
formally.
After the lexical and grammatical
parts have been worked over with more
or less thoroughness in some such way
as that indicated, the rh eto rical parts
should be taken up in some such way as
the following. Of course, the passage
is an allegory, it says one thing, while
meaning another. The sky is a sun-set
sky, b ecause it was one of the clays
which marked the close of our first century of national life, and the poet was
all wrapped up in the one though t of
his country, what it ha<l been and what
it was yet to be. This preoccupation
with a single thought is nece ssa ry to
any entrance into the trance-state, or
hypnotic state. (It is unnecessary to
say, that the poet was never really in a
trance, ancl that the poem was written
in his own library and is purely the work
of his imagination.) He is thinking of
but one thing, and every thing he . ees
suggests what his thoughts arc occupiccl
with. The cloud loitered because his
thoughts were calm, and it macle him
<lream and see visions .
(The wonl
"dreamin~" is used cau:-;ati\·ely,-the
cloucl did not <lrcam, it caused the poet
Lo dream.)
The shapes were "half
creatures of the eye," because such pre-
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occupation will make any one see what
he is thinking about; and "half chanceevoked by the wind's fantasy," because
he was not yet completely entranced,
the inner world diu not yet make itself
completely an external world. The unreal forms .that came anrl went, were the
various things that we devise for our
country, visionary schemes that we honestly think would prove cure-ails for its
ills; they are air-spun, because they
have no strength of texture and tear all
to pieces in the stress and strain of real
life; they are of evanescent dye, because they keep their living colors but
a day. It is not necessary here to mention any of the concrete things he was
thinking about. Each teacher can find
the graves of political theories to suit
her own purposes. But amid all these
things, that merely came and went, one
thing "shone preeminent," it was the
semblance of a woman. It did not look
like Pallas nor like Hera, it was not armed nor was it proud, yet it lo oked none
the less like a queen, than did the arm-

ed goddess or the proud queen of all
the gods.
Bright children clustered
around her in their play, confident in
what they were doing and what was
about them; while she sat at her wheel
spinning their clothing, calm and placid
with the home-maker's strength. Then
the wolf, a mere wild dog, came, threatening her children. No need to say
what the wolf was; it has come a good
many times; nor is it needful to carry
this on any farther. Let the children
who are old enough to read it, once read
it understandingly, and their ideals of
life and of their country will scarcely be
other than what they should be. The
wri ter may say, in leaving the subject,
that he does not believe there is in all
literature, any nobler expression of patriotic faith, or any nobler ideal of patriotic love, than the strophe we have
been working at contains. Let the children once feel that there is nothing in
all the world higher or nobler than the
home -making woman, and it will be well
with them and with their country.

-. .
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THE PRISONER OF ASSIOUT.
GRAN r ALLEN.
,•

JT was a sultry December day at Medinet Habu. Grey haze spread dim
over the rocks in the desert. The ariel
red mountains twinkled and winked
through i.he heated air. I was weary
with climbing the great dry ridge from
the Tombs of the Kings . I sat on the
broken arm of a shattered granite Rameses. ?-.Iy legs dangled over the side of
that colossal fragment. In front of me
vast colonnades stood out clear and distinct against the hot, white sky. Beyond
lay bare hills; in the listance, to the

left, the muddy Nile, amid green fields,
gleamed like a thin silver thread in the
sunlight.
A native, in a single dirty garment,
sat sunning himself on a headless sphynx
hard by. He was carving a water-melon with his knife-thick, red,ripe,juicy.
I eyed it harrl. \Vith a gesture of Oriental politeness,. he offered me a slice.
It was too tempting to refuse, that baking hot day, in that rainles land, though
I knew acceptance meant ten times its
worth in the end in backshcesh.

Tf-.IE PRISONER OF ASSIOUT.
"Arabi?" I asked inquiringly of my
Egyptian friend, which is, being interpreted, "Arc you a "i\1usulman ?"
He shook his head firmly, and pointeel with many nods to the tiny blue cross
tattooed on his left wrist. "Nusrani,"
he answered, with a look of some pride.
I smiled my acquiescence. He was a
Nazarene, a Christian.
In a few minutes' time we had fallen
into clo e talk of Egypt, past and present; the bad old clays; the British occupation; the effect of strong government on the condition of the fellahin.
To the Christian population of the Nile
valley, of course, the advent of the English has been a social revolution. For
age down-trodden, oppressed, despised,
these Coptic schismatics at last find
themselves suddenly, in the ends of the
earth, co-religionists with the new ruling class in the country, and able to
boast themselves in many ways over their
old Moslem masters.
I speak but little collO(l uial Arabic
myself, though I understand it with ease
when it is spoken, so the conversation
between us ·was necessarily somewhat
one-sided. But my Egyptian friend soon
grew voluble enough for two, and the
sight of the piastres laid in his dusky
palm loosed the strings of his tongue to
uch an alarming extent that I began to
wonder before long whether I should
ever get back again to the Luxor Hotel
in time for dinner.
"Ah, ye , excellency," my Copt said
slowly, when I asked him at last about
the administration of justice under Ismail's rule, ''things were different then,
before the English came, a · Allah willeel it. It was stick, stick, stick, every
month of the year.
To prayers availed · we were beaten fur everything. If
a fellah didn't pay hi ta:\es when crops
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were bad, he was lashed till he found
them ; if he was a Christian, and offendeel the least Moslem official, he was
stripped to the skin, and ruthlessly bastinadoed. And then, for any insubordination, it was death outright-hanging
or beheading, slash, so, with a scimitar. " And my companion brought his
hand round in a whirl with swishing
force, as if he were decapitating some
unseen criminal on the bare sand before him.
"The innocent must often have been
punished with the guilty," I remarked,
in my best Arabic, looking vaguely
across at him.
'·Ah, yes," he assented, smiling. ''So
Allah ordained. But sometimes, even
then, the saints were kind ; we got off
unexpectedly. I could tell yon a strange
story that once happened to myself."
His eyes twinkled hare!. ''It was a curious adventure," he went on ; "the effendi might like, perhaps, to hear it. I
was condemned to death, and all but
executed. It shows the wonderful ways
of Allah."
These Coptic Christians, indeed,
speaking Arabic as they do, and living
so constantly among a ~1usulman population, have imbibed many Mahomedan
traits of thought, besides the mere accident of language, such as speaking
of the Christian God as ~ llah. Fatalism has taken as s~rong a hold of their
minds as of Islam ibelf. " ay on," I
answered lightly, drawing a cigarette
from my case. "A story is always of
interest to me, my friend. It brings
grist to the mill. I am a man of the pen.
I write down in books all the strange
things that are told me.''
~Iy Egyptian smiled again.
"Then
this tale of mine," he said, showing all
his white teeth~ and brushing away the
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flies from his sore eye as he spoke,
"should be worth you money, for it's
as strange as any of the Thousand and
One Nights men tell for hire at Cairo.
It ·happened to me near Assiout, in Ismail's days. I was a bold young man
then-too bold for Egypt. My father
had a piece of ground by the river side
that was afterwards taken from us by
Ismail for the Daira.
"In our village lived a . heikh, a very
hard man ; a Musulman, an Arab, a descendant of the Prophet. He was the
greatest Sheikh for miles and miles
around. He had a large white house,
with green blind to the windows, while
all the rest of us in his government lived
in mud-built huts, round and low like
beehives. He had date palms, very
many, and uoums, and doura patches.
Camels were his, and buffaloes, and
asses, and cows; 'twas a very rich man;
oh, so rich and powerful. \Vhen he
went forth to town he rode on a great
white mule. And he had a harem, too;
fuee wives of his own, who were beautiful a s the day- so girls who had seen
them
aid , for as for us, we saw
them not-plump women every one of
them, as the Khedive 's at Cairo, v.ith
eyes like a gazelle's, marked round with
kohl, and their nails stained red every
day with henna. All theworld said the
Sheikh was a happy man, for he had
the finest dates of the country to eat,
and servants and camels in plenty to do
his bidding.
"Now, there was a girl in our village,
a Nusrani like me, a beautiful young
girl; and her name was Laila. Her
eyes were like those of that cbild there
-Zanobi-wbo carries the effendi's
water-gourd on her head, ancl her cheeks
were round and soft as a grape after the
inundation. I meant to wed her · and

she liked me well. In the evening we
sat and talked together under the whispering palm-trees. But when the time
drew near for me to marry her, and I
had arranged with her parents, there
came a message from the Sheikh. He
had seen the girl by the river as she
went down to draw water with her face
unveiled, and, though she was a Nusrani, she fired his soul, and he wished to
take her away from me to put her into
his harem.
''\Vhen I heard that word I tore my
clothes in my rage, and, all Christian
that I was, and of no account with the
Moslems, I went up to the Sheikh's
house in a very white anger, and I fell
on my face and asked leave to see him.
''The Sheikh sat in his courtyard, inside his house, and gave audience to all
men, after the fashion of Islam. I entered, aml spoke to him. '0h, Sheikh,'
I said, boldly, 'Allah and the Khedive
ha\'e prospered you with exceeding
great prosperity. You have oxen and
asses, buffaloes and camels, men-servants and maid-servants, much millet and
cotton and corn and sugar-cane; you
drink Frank wine every day of your life,
and eat the fat of the land ; and your
harem is full of beautiful women. Now
in the village where I live is a Nusrani
girl, whose name is Laila. Her eyes
are bright toward mine, and I love her
as the thirsty land loves water. Yet,
hear, 0 Sheikh; word is brought me
now that you wish to take this girl, who
is mine ; and I come to plead with you
to-day as Nathan the Prophet pleaded
with David, the King of the Beni Israel.
If you take away from me my Laila, my
one ewe lamb--'
''But, at the word, the Sheikh rose
up, and clenched his fist, and was very
angry. '\Vho is this dog,' he asked,
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'that he should d a re to dictate to me ?'
He called to hi s slaves th at waited on his
nod. 'Tak e th is fell ow,' he cried in his
anger, 'a n d tie him h and and foot, and
flo g him as I bid on his naked back,
that he may kn ow, being a Ch ristian,
an infidel dog, not to meddle with the
domestic affa irs of Moslems . It were
well he we re made acquainted with his
own vileness b y th e instrumentality of
a hundred lash es. And go to-morrow
and bring Laila to me, and take care
that this C op t shall never again set eyes
on her!'
'''Nell, effend i, at the wor ds, three
strong Arab s seized me-fierce sons of
the d esert-a n d b ou nd me hand and
foot, and beat me with a hund red lashes
of the kurbash till my soul was sick and
faint within m e. I swooned with the
disgrace and wi th the severity of the
blows. And I was young in those days .
And I was ver y angry.
"That nigh t I wen t home to my own
mud hut, wit h b lack blood in my heart,
and took counsel with my brother Sirgeh how I shou ld avenge this insult.
But first I sent wo rd by my brother to
Laila's hut th at L aila's father should
bring her to meet us in the dusk, in very
great secrecy, by th e bank of the river.
In the grey twilig ht she came down. A
dahabi ah was passing, and it was a fo reigner, a very gr ea t prince, an American prince of great wealth and wisdom.
I r ememb er h is n ame even.
Perhaps
the effendi kno ws hi m. He was Cyrus
P. Quackenb oss, and he came from
Cincinnati.
"I have not th e honor," I answered,
smiling at this very unexpected \Vestern
intrusion.
"Well, anyh ow," my Copt continued,
unheeding my smile, "we hailed the
dahabiah, and mad e the Ame rican princ e
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u nde rstand h ow the matter sto od . He
was very kind. We were brothe r Christians . He took Laila on board, a n d
promised to deliver her safe to her au nt
at Karnak, so that the Sheikh migh t
not know where the girl was gone, no r
send to fetch her. And the counsel I
took next with my brother was this . In
the dead of the night I ro se up from m y
hut, and put a mask of white linen ove r
the whole of my face, to conceal my
features, and stole out alone, wi th a
thick stick in my hand:;, and went to
the Sheikh's house, down by the ban k
of t he river. As I went, the jack als
prowled around the village for food, and
the owls from the tombs flitted h ig h in
the moonlight.
"I broke into the Sheikh's room by
the flat-roofed outhouse that led to hi s
vvindow, and I locked the door; a n d
there, before the Sheikh could ro~se hi s
h o usehold, I beat him, blow for blow,
within an inch of his life, in revenge fo r
my own beating, and because of his in j ustice in trying to lake my Laila fr om
me. The Sheikh was a 1-lowe rful man,
with muscles like iron, and he grappled
me hard, and tried to wrench the stick
from me, and bruised me about the
bocly by flinging me on the ground; and
I was weak with my b.:ating, and ve ry
sore all over. But s till, being by nature a stron;s young man, ve ry fi erce
with anger, I fought him hard, and go t
him under m the end, and thwacked hi m
till he was as black and blue as I myself was, one l!1ass of bruises from head
to foot with my cudgelling. Then, just
as his people succeeded in forcing the
rloor, I jumped out of the window upo n
the flat-roofed outhouse, and leapt lightly w the ground, and clarte(llike a jackal across the O]Jen cotton-fields an(l between the plots of doura to my o wn lit-
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tie hut on the outskirts of the village. I Sheikh would kill me for my daring.
reached there panting, and I knew the
(Concluded 11ext 11tontk)
-Strand.

IRVING'S SKETCH BOOY.

THE

LOUIS AFFHAUSER.

world has had its stone age
and its iron age. It must, likewise,
have its paper age. The latter however
can not be far off. This is emphatically an age of books. But an age prolific in books could hardly be meagre in
authors. Indeed, they are proportionately as numerous as their books. An
examination of the Congressional library
shelves reveals the fact that upwards of
a quarter of a million distinct books are
traceable to the genius of American
authorship. ·words must necessarily
fail to give an adequate conception of
the magnitude of this collection. It constitutes a distinctliterature in itself. In
fact therein will be found the materials
from which is slow] y being fashioned the
noble structur~ of American literature.
T:; : present large result, however, is trace:' hle to small and very recent beginnings.
l tis curious indeed to note the inception,
growth and progress of the work. All
this superabundance of matter can never,
of course, hope for place in the structure.
The master architect, Time, will safely
sift out the debris. Therein, however,
will be found all the materials that shall
be used; the good and the bad, the
weighty and the frivolous, the durable
and the perishable.
Irving's Sketch Book, the corner-stone
upon which rests the after- ·tructure of
American literature, was quarried in
1818. That was its natal year. It may

* This,

have been regarded rather as a new kind
of stone, put it was not entirely so.
Neither can it exactly lay claim to being
first from the American quarry. Just
as there have been thousands of blocks
fashioned since, that can never hope for
place in the structure, so there are not
wanting excellent materials excavated
before that date, which must, after all, be
acknowledged merely preparatory. But
although fashioned in 18 I 8, the cornerstone, as with many more tangible structures, was not given its place until some
time after. In fact that hardly has been
accomplished at this day. The fitness,
however, has been acknowledged, and
time only is necessary as the agency by
which it shall be securely laid.
There is one notable difference between the Sketch Book and all previous
American efforts. "While many of these
had been applauded for their merit and
treasured for their worth, they had, without exception, been executed merely as
an avocation.* In fact the mere way
in which those productions were put together would have defeated fine composition. The American of that period ,.,:as
too much preoccupied with struggling
against poverty in the wilderness and
rearing a national polity instead to find
very much time for literature. If one
were found engaged in the work it was
not his exclusi,·e work. It was merely
hi pastime. He had a much deeper in-

of course, excludes political literature.
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terest in a score of other pursuits each
of which was far more remun~rati ve.
The end of all this is easily seen. It
could not well have been different.
\Vhile there was much produced that
might be considered ineritorions, none
was purely so. The American then as
now was proverbial for his hurry. Whilst
being busied in half a dozen other enterprises each demanding its proper portion of time, he still found opportunity,
in the midst of his hurry, to dash off the
literary productions of the day. It could
no more have been expected that anything so produced would prove entirely
meritorious, than one would expect to
find every editorial on some great daily
a classic. True literary ex cell en ce is
hardly of such mushroom growth. Yet
even mushrooms have their excellencies,
and they are never thought less because
of having sprung up so suddenly. Still,
althou gh having many attractions, they
are not put together so as to be enduring. There will be found creeping unawares into literary work of this class,
so many errors of mannerism and tautology, so many little imperfections and
inaccuracies, as to prevent, almost to
certainty, its being preserved in entirety.
Such was the field in r8r8. A change,
however, was at hand.
The Sketch
Book brought it. Although so superior
a work could, at that time, hardly have
been anticipated, it was cordially welcomed; with reason was it accorded
such a welcome. Its merits were many,
its defects comparati,·ely few. Its style
was chaste, simple and elegant. It had
the element of origiuali ty and purity.
As a species of fine composition it contained fewer flaws than many .of the acknowledged masterpieces of the language. It excelled all previous purely
literary productions by Americans in
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that it was the first to have hacl expended upon it sufficient time, labor
and genuine literary ability to permit of
its being accorded a place among the
classics of the English tongue.
From the first the reception of the .
Sketch Book was flattering. Its fame
had soon overleaped the boundaries of
national prejudice and of th Atlantic.
Soon it was published ~imultaneously in
England and America. lt was fully as
popular with the British pnblic as at
home. · The book contained among
others, Rip Van \Vinkle and The Legend
of Sleepy Hollow. These really mig~1t
have been thought uniqne in any ag", bllt
comingjustas the y did they were doubly
so. There was about them an air of
freshness, sprightliness and originality
that made them charming. They had
come from a quarter from which such
productions were least expected. They
had come from a quarter commonly regarded in England as an utopia and a
reality, an experiment and an established fact, a pigmy and a giant, a marvel
and an absurdity in the same breath.
Anything coming from that quarter, it
was the prevailing tendency only too
readily to ridicule at every opportunity.
In this national prejudice helped not a
little. Still, although prejudiced, the
English were not sufficiently so to ignore a book of genuine merit;ancl,aftcr
having passed the barrier of prejudice,
the knowledge that the production came
from this land of marvels helped rather
than hindered its success.
It has been said of the author of the
Sketch Book: "Although one of the
chief ornaments nf American literature,
Irving is not characteristically an .\merican author. Like most transatlantic
writers of his geueration he has di.-appointed expectation by a crupulous con-
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formity to acknowledged English standards."* . It might, with equal show of
truth, be claimed that Irving was not
distinctively an American author. That
there might be as much truth in the one
assertion as in the other is easily demonstrated : and yet, paradoxical as it
may seem, there is no truth in either.
A moment's reflection demonstrates the
paradox. The demonstration can, perhaps, be better illustrated by reference
to experience.
For example, it is human nature for
one to look forward to the time when he
shall become old. That he must become
so, should he live, is self-evident. But
as time passes, looking into futurity, it
is impossible for him to conceive when
he does become so. Like ari ignis-fatuus
the time constantly recedes. The child
of four expects to be old at six; at six
the limit recedes to ten; at ten the line
is drawn at fifteen ; at fifteen it passes
to twenty ;at a score it vanishes to thirty;
at thirty, to forty; from two-score, to
fifty; and from fifty to threescore. At
sixty, however, he finds himself
"\Yond' ring still though years have rolled,
When is it that a man grows old?"

Still, while it is impossible for one
looking forward to tell just when he becomes old, yet to the same one looking
backward at sixty, it could not be difficult to name a time when youth had
given place to sturdy manhood, manhood to its prime, nor when the vigor of
prime might have been said to be no
longer on the increase.
This much is true of individuals. It
appliesequallywell to nations. In traceing progressively the growth of constitutional liberty in England, it is difficult
to name any time after the 1agna Charta
when the old was not part of the new,
and the new part of the old ; when time-

honored abuses and progressive reforms
were not to be found contending, side
by side, for mastery. Yet, on looking
backward, nothing is easier than to name
a time when each bygone abuse had been
replaced by some progressive reform.
There is much similar in Roman history.
It is by no means easy to say when the
Roman Republic left off and the Empire began, nor when Christianity superseded paganism. It is equally puzzling
to determine, in mediaeval history, when
Europe succumbed to Papacy. Yet,historians looking backward have approximated dates for each of these events.
What is true of individuals and applicable to nations surely may be affirmed
of their literature! The most ungracious
must grant that there exists, at present, an American literature. It must,
likewise, be conceded that one hundred
years ago there was not. The matter
is reduced to certainty, then, that the
transition occurred at some period within a century. Indeed, the period is easily
narrowed down to thirty years. At the
dawn of the century American authorship was unknown. Sixty years ago it
was widely known. An examination,
then, of the first three decades of the
century must reveal, if it is to be revealed at all, the parenthood, natal era and
cradle of that infant literature. No one
at all familiar with the record of that
period can doubt that by the close of
the first quarter of the century one
American author ranked, and continued
until death to rank,head and shoulders
above all others; none can deny, likewise, that one book took precedence
over all others ; that this single book
made an independent name for American letters, and that that book was the
Sketch Book. One such sun·ey is sufficient to determine whether or not the
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Sketch Book and later works from the
same pen may be classed as distinctively
American. And if distinctively why not
characteristically? An inquiry into the
meaning of these terms may be of some
service in determining the matter. Characteristically means simply according to
the character; distinctively, in a manner separate and distinct. It might be
urged that these early works could not
have been characteristically American,
for at that time American literature had
no character. True enough . But strictly
speaking neither has an infant. Every
infant, however, has about it certain
characteristics which mark it distinctly from all others. Characteristically,
there was that about this infant literature which made it stand out in a manner quite separate and distinct from the
literature of England. To be sure it
had not all the characteristics of the
characteristically American production
of to-day.
But then neither has the
characteristic American production of
the present all the characteristics that
shall belong to the one of a century
hence.
The difference must become
much more marked after an elapse of
two, five or ten centuries. Yet should
the literature endure so long, no one will,
in time, have hesitation about pronouncing some literature from each of these
periods characteristic of it. But this
can only be accomplished by looking
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backward. So shall the judgment of
posterity be made. The real difference
between the judgment of the hour and
that of posterity is that they are made
from diametrically opposing standpoints : the one is made looking forward; the other, looking backward.
It is true, indeed, that in that early literature there will be found no great departure from acknowledged English
standards. It is equally true that in the
elegant, refined style of the Sketch Book,
and in the purity of its diction may be
found some resemblance to the style of
Addison. All that may easily be granteel. But then the same is true of good
American literature to-day. There never
has been an entire departure from English standards. No one desires it. That
is hardly essential to the existence of a
literature either distinctively or characteristically American.
Yet between
English and American literature there
is a wide and appreciably widening line
of difference. This line can not well
be traced back prior to the Sketch Book.
Its beginning must be placed at a elate
but very little later. The conclusion,
then is obvious; for there is but one :
if there is to be found, at present, any
appreciable difference between the two
literatures, the Sketch Book is the wedge
of separation, and forms the nucleus of
the breach.

ORSE DISCOVERY OF AMERICA.

(In Tltree Parts.
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URING the winter the adventurers
became dividetl in counsel. Thorhall wished to sail northward beyond
\Vonder·strand . Karlsefni,on the other

Part I I I.)

hand, desired to sail south. ·when the
season arrived, Thorhall and nine men
sailed away to the north beyond \Vonderstrands and Keelness,and encountering
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easterly gales, were driven ashore in
Ireland where they were thrown into
slavery, and Thorhall lost his life, "according ·to that which tra<.lers have related." Karlsefni cruised southward off
the coast with Snorri and Biarni and
their people. At last they came to "a
river which flowed from the land into a
lake, and so into the sea." The mouth
of the river was impeded by' 'great bars,"
and could be entered only at the height
of the flood tide.
"Karlsefni and his men sailed into
the mouth of the river and called it there
Hop. They found self-sown wheat fields
on the land there, wherever there were
hollows, and wherever there was hilly
ground, there were vinps. Every brook
there was full of fish. They dug pits on
the shore where the tide rose highest,
and when the tide fell, there were halibut
in the pits. There were great numbers
of wild animals of all kinds in the woods.
They remained there half a month and
enjoyed themselves, and kept no watch.
They had their live-stock with them.
Now one morning early, when they looked about them, they saw a great number of skin-canoes, and staves were
brandished from the boots, with a noise
like flails, and they were revolved in the
same direction in which the sun moves.
Then said Karlsefni: 'vVhat may this betoken ?'Snorri, Thor brand's son, answers
him : 'It may be that this is a signal
of peace, wherefore let us take a white
shield and display it.'* . And thus they
did."
The strangers then rowed toward them
and went upon the land. They were
"swarthy men, and ill-looking, and the
hair of their heads was ugly. They had
great eyes and were broad cheeked." t
After tarrying awhile, marvelling at all
they saw, they rowed away southward
round the point. Karlsefni and his men
remained in this place during the winter. ''No snow came there," it is. aid,
*The signal of peace.

t Usually supposed

"and all their live-stock lived by grazing." Next spring they were again visited by the natives. Early one morning
a great number of skin-canoes were discovered rowing from the south past the
cape, and "so numerous were they, that
it looked as if coals had been scattered
broadcast out upon the bay," and on
every canoe staves were waved.
''Therefore Karlsefni and his people
displayed their shields, and when they
came together, began to barter with each
other. Especially did the strangers wish
to buy red cloth, for which they offered
in exchange pel tries and grey skins. They
also desired to buy swords and spears,
but Karlsefni and Snorri forbade this.
In exchange for perfect unsullied skins,
the Skrellings would take red stuff a
span in length, which they would bind
around their heads. So their trade went
on for a time, until Karlsefni, and his
people began to grow short of cloth,
when they divided it into such narrow
pieces, that it was not more than a finger's breadth wide, but the Skrellings
still continued to give just as much for
this as before, or more."
This peaceful intercourse was suddenly put a stop to. A bull belonging to
Karlsefni and his people ran out of the
woods where it was grazing, and began
to bellow loudly. The Skrellings at
once ran to their canoes in terror and
rowed away. For three weeks nothing
more was seen of them. Then an immense number of canoes were seen approaching from the south, containing a
great multitude of the natives, uttering
loud cries and waving their taves in a
direction opposite to the course of the
sun.
Thereupon Karl efni and his men took
red hields! and displayed them. The
krellings sprang from their boats, and
they met them and fought together.
There was a fierce shower of missiles,

to have been Eskimo.

t Norse signal

for war.
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for the Skrellings had war-slings. Karlsefni and Snorri observed that the
Skrellings put upon a pole a great ballshaped body, almost the size of a sheep's
belly, and nearly black in color, and
this they hurled from the pole up on the
land above Karlsefni's followers, and it
made a frightful noise where it fell.
\Vhereat a great fear seized upon Karlsefni and all his men, so that they could
think of nought but flight, and of making their escape up along the river bank,
for it seemed to them that the troop of
Skrellings was rushing towards them
from every side, and they did notpause
until they came to certain jutting crags,
where they offered a stout resistance.
Freydis came out, and seeing that Karlsefni and his men were fleeing, she cried:
'\Vhy do ye flee from these wretches,
such worthy men as ye, when, meseems,
ye might slaughter them like cattle. Had
I but a weapon, methinks I would fight
better than any one of you!' They gave
no heed to her words. Freydis sought
to join them, but lagged behind, for she
was not hale ; she followed them, however, into the forest, while the Skrellin gs pursued l1er. She found a dead
man in front of her; this was Thor brand,
Snorri's son, his skull cleft by a flat
stone, his naked sword lay beside him ;
she took it up and prepared to defend
herself with it. The Skrellings then approached her, whereupon she stripped
clown her shift and slapped her breast
with the naked sword.
At this the
Skrellings were terrified, and ran clown
to their boats and rowed away."
In this encounter Karlsefni and his
party lost two m en. How many of the
natives were slain is not known. According to one recension a "great number" fell, but according to the other only four.
After this Karlsefni and his friends
thought it no longer safe to remain
where they were. They prepared, th erefore, to leave and to return to their own
country. Steering northward they found
"fi,·e krellings, clad in skin-doublets,
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lying asleep near the sea," with vessels
beside them "containing animal marrow
mixed with blood." The Northmen concluded that the Skrellings must have been
banished from their own land, and put
them to death. Then, continuing their
course, they "found a cape, upon which
there was a great number of animals,
and the cape looked as if it were one
cake of dung, by reason of the animals
which lay there at night." Shortly after
they arrived at Stream-firth "where
they found great abundance of all those
things of which they stood in need."
The next move seems to be uncertain,
for the saga continues: "Some men say
that Biarni and Freydis remained behind here with a hundred men and went
no further, while Karlsefni ancl Snorri
proceeded to the southward with forty
men, tarryin g at Hop barely two months,
and r eturning again the same summer."
The story then continues : "Karlsefni
then· set out with one ship in search of
Thorhall the Huntsman, but tb e greater
part of tbe company remained behind."
They sail eel a way northwanl round
Keelness, and th(;n bore away to the
west, having the land to the larboard.
Here tl1e country wa~ "a wooclecl wildern ess as far as they coulrl see, " ·ith
scarcely an open space."
fter going
a considerable.; distance they saile<l into
the mouth of a river "tlowing from tl1e
east toward the west," and lay to by the
southern bank. Here one morning, in
an open space in the woods above them,
they saw "a speck which seemed to shine
toward them." "They shouted at it;
it stirred, ancl it was a
niped who
skipped d o wn to tl1c hank of the river
by which they were 1yi ng. Thon·ald,
a son of Eric tl1e Peel, wa<; sitting at
the helm, ancl the C nipc<l shot an arrow
into his inwards. Thorvalcl drew out
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the arrow
and died soon
after from the wound." The Uniped
ran back to the north pursued by Karlsefni an·d his men, but they failed to
overtake him. "The last they saw of
him he ran down into a creek."
After this misfortune, the adventurers, fearing to risk their lives any longer, and concluding that the mountains
near to which they were, formed one
chain with the mountains of Hop, sailed back to the North and spent the
winter, the third since they had left
Greenland, at Stream-firth. "Then the
men began to divide into factions, of
which the women were the cause; and
those who were without wives endeavored to seize upon the wives of those
who were married, whence the greatest
trouble arose. Snorri, Karlsefni's son,
was born the first autumn, and he was
three winters old when they took their
departure." On their return voyage
"they sailed away from Wineland" with a
southerly wind, and "so came upon
Markland." Here they found five Skrellings; one was bearded, two were women, and two were boys. The boys they
captured. Their mother's name, they
said, was V retilldi, and their father's
Uvregi. They said that kings governed
the land of the Skrellings, one of whom
was called Avalldamo n, and the other
Valldidida. They stated that there were
no houses there, and that the people
lived in caves or holes. They said that
there was a land on the other side over
against their country, which was inhabited by people who wore white garments
and yelled loudly, and carried poles before them, to which rags were attached,
and people believed that \Vhitem en s
Land. Now they arrived in Greenland,
and remained during the winter with
Eric the Red. Biarni seems to have

parted company with Karlsefni, for the
saga goes on to relate how he was
"driven out into the Atlantic," and came
into a sea which was filled with worms.
Here, we are told he and half of his
companions perished, in consequence
of their ship becoming worm-eaten and
unseaworthy, while the rest managed to
escape in a boat coated with seal-tar a
substance which the sea-worm, it appears, does not penetrate.
The story contained in the Flatey
Book, as already mentio_ned, is in some
respects different. One or two points
have already been noticed. There are
others. Here the first discovery is attributed not to Leif Ericsson, but to
Biarni Heriulfsson. Biarni, it is said,
was driven to the southward out of his
course when voyaging from Iceland to
Greenland, and thus came upon unknown lands, and as the direct result of
his reports, Leif Ericsson is said to have
been moved to go in search of the lands
Biarni had seen, but not explored. He
found them in due course, the saga says,
"first the land which Biarni had seen
last, and finally the southermost land,"
to which, "after its products," he gave
the name of \Vineland. Over against
this, however, must be put the historical accounts as well as those of the
\Vestern Sagas, all of which agree in attributing the original discovery to Leif,
and under precisely the same circumstances. Further, not only is Biarni's
discovery unknown in any other Icelandic writing now existing, no other
mention of Biarni himself is to be found,
notwithstanding that his father is said to
have been "a most distinguished man,"
the grandson of a "settler" and a kinsman of the first Icelandic colonists.
Moreover, the discovery is antedated
by about fifteen years, and Leif' voy-
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age thrown forward to the year roo2.
Eric the Red, again, is said to have
died before Christianity was introduced
into Greenland, whereas according to
the historical statements, it was introduced before his death. Leif, again, is
made to sail on his errand from Olaf
Tryggvason, the year after Olaf was
slain. The chronology of the saga, in
fact, is all awry.
orne of its statements of fact are also wrong; for instance, Runolf, the father of Bishop
Thorlak, is said to have been the son
of Hallfrid the daughter of Snorri,
Karlsefni's \Vineland-born son, whereas he was Hallfricl's husband. Some of
the incidents, as already stated, are also
different from those of the \Vestern recensions, but for these we must refer
the reader to Mr. Reeves' volume.
These divergencies, however, it must be
noted, do not militate against the fact
of the discovery.
\.t most they simply
make a show of telling against the veracity of the sagas on points of secondary importance.
One other point deserves to be mentioned. The news of the discovery was
not confined to the N orthmen. It was
made known to foreigners by the prebendary Adam of Bremen, as early as
the year 1076. In his work entitled
Descriptio insularum aquilonis, the ma-
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terials for which he obtained during a
sojourn at the Court of the Danish king
Svend Estriclsson, and which he appears
to have completed in the year just mentioned, he writes : " 1oreover he spoke
of an island in that ocean discovered
by many, which is called \Vineland, for
the reason that vines grow wild there,
which yield the best of wine. Moreover,
that grain unsown grows there abundantly, is not a fabulous fancy, but,
from the accounts of the Danes, we
know it to be a fact. Beyond this island, it is said, there is no habitable
land, but all the regions which are beyond are filled with insupportable ice
and boundless gloom, to which Martian
thus refers : 'One day's sail beyond
Thile the sea is frozen.' This was essayed not long since by that very enterprising N orthmen's prince, Harold, who
explored the extent of the northern
ocean with his ships, but was searcely
able by retreating to escape in safety
from the gulf's enormou abyss, where,
before his eyes, the vanishing bounds of
earth were hidden in gloom. " \Vhether
Columbus was acquainted with Adam's
Description before he sailed on his famous voyage is uncertain. It is possible that he was, but the probability is
he was not.
-Scottislt Review.

HYPOTHESIS.

ELLALW GORE.

'H has lately been heard about
the "meteoritic theory" as an explanation of the origin and construction
of the heavenly bodies. This hypothesi , now generally ascribed to Professor
Lockyer, seems to have been first sug-

gestecl by the German astronomer, Meyer. His theory has met with some support from Helmholtz, Pro tor, Thornson, and Tail in Europe and from Pro fes ·o rs cwton ar.d \Vright in this country. Professor Lockyer has recently
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published a full exposition of his theory
in an elaborate and interesting work entitled "The Meteoritic Hypothesis : a
Statement of the Results of a Spectroscopic Inquiry into the Origin of Cosmical Systems." In this volume the
author has worked out his hypothesis
in great detail, and as his theory has
reeently met with much adverse criticism, a brief review of the principal
facts and arguments advanced by Lockyer, and also by his opponents, may
prove of interest both to those who accept and those who reject his views.
Lockyer commences his work with
an account of the falls of meteoric stones
recorded in history. The earliest of
these dates back so far as r 4 78 B. c., but,
of course, with some uncertainty. N umerous well attested falls are, however,
referred to, and many of these meteorites are preserved in museums, one
weighing over three tons being deposited in the British Museum. This fell at
Cranbourne, in Australia.
The general form of these meteoric
stones is fragmentary, indicating that
they are the fractured portions of larger masses, burst asunder by the force
of the explosion which usually accompanies these interesting phenomena. In
the case of the meteorite which fell at
Butsura in r86r, pieces picked up at
places three or four miles apart could
be actually fitted together to form the
original mass !
Meteorites are generally covered by a
black crust, clearly caused by the intense heat developed by the mass in
rushing through the earth's atmosphere
with a planetary velocity.
Meteorites are generally composed
of well-known terrestrial elements.
Among these may be mentioned iron,
nickle, magnesium, manganese, copper,

carbon, su1phur, etc. Some of them,
however, contain mineral comRounds
which are "new to our mineralogy,"
such as compounds of sulphur and calcium, sulphur ·with iron and chromium,
etc. Some meteorites contain a large
quantity of hydrogen gas, which has
been absorbed or "occluded;" others
contain carbomc acid gas. Some are
composed chiefly of iron, others mostly of stony matter.
Professor Lockyer made a number of
careful experiments on the spectra of
fragments of "undoubted meteorites,"
obtained from the British Museum.
These were examined at ~arious temperatures, varying from that of the
"Bunsen burner" to that of the electric
spark with Leyden jar. He finds that,
at the lowest temperature, the most
prominent line of magnesium is a fluting near the wave-length soo.
I may
here explain that by the term "fluting" is
meant a series of bright lines, usually
three, which are sharp on the side to·ward the red end of the spectrum, but
have a hazy fringe on the blue side .
These "fringes," when examined with
a powerful spectroscope, are seen to be
composed of a number of fine lines very
close together. In the case of"iron" meteorites, the lines of manganese are the
first to make their appearance, owing to
its volatility being greater than that of
iron.
Lockyer finds that only the lowest'
temperature lines of magnesium, sodium,
iron, chromium, manganese, strontium,
calcium, barium, potassium, bismuth,
and nickel are seen in the spectra of
the meteorites.
He shows the probable identity of
origin of luminous meteors and -falling
stars with meteorites, and also that
comets are probably composed of me-
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teoric stones. Discussing the observations of the aurora, he attempts to prove
that the phenomenon is due to meteoric dust in the "higher reaches" of our
atmosphere, and that the characteris6c
line seen in the auroral spectrum is identical with the brightest flutin g of manganese. Dr. Huggins's researches, however, show that this coincidence does
not exist; and some recent experiments
made by Messrs. Liveing and Dewar v;rith
an electric discharge passing through
dust show that the dust does not act
like a gas, and does not become luminous like the aurora, but that, on the
contrary, the electric current drives it
out of its path.
Lockyer next proceeds to discuss the
appearances presented by comets, and
the character of the spectra they show
at different distances from the sun, and
concludes that their spectra very much
resembles the spectra of meteorites
seen under similar conditions of temperature. He considers tbat the light
of comets is chiefly due to collisions
between the component meteorites,
and that the observed transparency of
comets may be explained by supposing
the meteorites to be small, and separated by considerable int rvals. A portion
of the light of comets, he thinks, may
be produced by collisions b etween the
cometic swarm and other swarms existing in space; and the record ed sudden
increase of light in the Pons- Brooks
comet of 1883, aml the Sawerthal comet
of r888, seems certainly in favor of this
idea.
Lockyer holds the , -iew that both
shooting star and comets ciid not originate within the solar sy tem, but are of
cosmical origin. This view of the origin of comet was held by the famous
Laplace, but Kant thought they origi-
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nated in the solar system ; and the terrestrial origin of meteorites was advocated by Sir Robert Ball and Tschermak.
Lockyer then proceeds to discuss the
probable construction of the nebulce, and
concludes that they are probably swarms
of meteorites; the collisions between
the component meteorites producing the
light emitted by these objects. He attempts to prove that the brightest line
seen in the spectra of the nebulce, "the
chief nebular line" as it is called, iscoincident with the edge of the magnesium
fluting seen in the spectra of meteorites.
The nebular line certainly lies very near
this flutin g, but the spectroscopic power used by Professor Lockyer was quite
insufficient to decide so delicate a q uestion. Recent observations by Dr. Huggins, with a more powerful spectroscope,
and by -:\Ir. Keeler, at the Lick Observatory, with a higher power still, have,
however, shown that the chief nebular
line in the spectrum of the great nebula
in Orion, and in some others, does not
coincide with the edge of the magnesillll1 fluting, but falls within the fluting,
toward the blue end o f the spectrum.
Classifying the sta rs in accordance
with his theory, Lockyer places some of
them on the rising branch of a temperature curve, and others, including our
own sun, and stars with similar spectra,
on the descending or cooling hranch of
the curve. From an examination of the
spectra, he considers that the reel and
orange stars of Secchi's third type, which
includes many variab le stars, are increasing in temperature, while the still
r edder stars of the fourth type, of which
some are variable also, are cooling
bodies, and arc ' approachi ng the extinction of their light.'' The stars showing bright lines in their spectra, he thinks,
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"are nothing more than swarms of meteorites, a little more condensed than
tho e which we know as nebulce." He
identifies some of the bright lines visible in the5e stars with the lines of bot
carbon, but this conclusion is disputed
by Dr. Huggins.
Considering the subject of the binary
or revolving double stars, Lockyer considering that they are merely condensed
swarms of meteorities, which had probably their origin in a single nebulous
mass, or a double nebulosity. He explains the phenomena of long-period
variable stars by supposing one swarm
to revolve round another in an elliptic
orbit, the increase of light at maximum
being caused by collisions between the
meteorites of the swarms when they
clash together at the periastron. This
seems a very plausible hypothesis, and
qnite as probable, I think, as other
theories which have been advanced to
explain the phenomena presented by
these interesting and mysterious objects.
Bright lines have been observed byEspin in several of the most remarkable
variable stars when near their maximum
brilliancy, and these may very possibly
be due to the heat produced by meteoric collisions .
Professor G. H. Darwin, the eminent
Cambridge professor, has proved mathematically one point in favor of Lockyer's hypothesis. He shows that the
conception of fluid pressure, required
by Laplace's Nebular Hypothesis, and
which is applicable to a gas, is also applicable to a swarm of meteorites. The
pressure exerted by a gas against the
surface of an enclosing vessel is supposed to be the result of collisions between the component molecules of the
gas, and Professor Darwin shows that,
if we supposed these molecules magni-

fied up to the size of meteorites, their
collisions will still give a quasi-fluid
pressure, and that the law of gases will
be applicable to a swarm of meteorites.
One objection may be raised to this
view, namely, that the ultimate molecules of a gas are supposed to be perfectly, or at least highly, elastic, while
meteoric stones have very little elasticity. Professor Darwin, however, points
out that when the meteorites come into
collision, the heat generated by the shock
volatilizes a portion of each, so that the
result will be like that of an explosive,
and consequently there will be nearly
perfect elasticity. He finds, further,
that the analogy with the theory of gases
will hold good for the meteoric swarms
from which the solar system-on Lockyer's hypothesis-is supposed to have
been evolved, a swarm extending beyond
the orbit of Neptune. He also finds
th~t the swarm when widely diffused
will be subject to gaseous viscosity, and
will first rotate as a solid body, but
when more contracted "the central portion will revolve more rapidly than the
outside."
With reference to the origin of comets,
Mr. Monck inclines to the opinion that
some comets, at least, originated "within the limits of the solar system," ancl
to this class he is disposed to assign
"the four comets which have been connected with meteor swarms. " He argues
that some meteors may Le of terrestrial
origin, and suggests that po sibly Lockyer's experiments may have been made
with some of these terrestrial meteorites.
There seems to be another weak point
in Professor Lockyer's hypothesis, and
that is that it offers no explanation of
how the planets and satellites of the
solar system were evolved. This has
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been pointed out by Mr. Monck. He
says, "\.Yill any advocate of the meteoric theory give us an explanation of
why all the planets and asteroids and the
great majority of the satellites revolve
in the same direction, why the orbits of
the larger bodies of the system deviate
so little from the circle, and why they
are so nearly in the same plane? Till
thi s is clone I think the nebular hypothesis has in this case the advantage."
•\. violent grazing collision between two
dense meteoric swarms might however,
conceivably, be supposed to produce a
rotation in the swarms, which would
give rise to the observed planetary motions.
Another objection rai sed by Mr.
Monck is} that it seems difficult to un-
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derstand how the requisite number of
collisions in a meteoric swarm could be
produced and kept up, and "that meteor clouds dense enough to produce
the requisite amount of light by their
collisions would also be dense enou,l.)h
to intercept a great part of it again on
its way to the earth." Mr. Monck's
papers on the subject were published in
the Journal of the Liverpool A.stronnmical Society .
Here the matter rests at present. It
will be seen that hitherto the weight of
evidence seems against the truth of
Lockyer's hypoth esis, but further researches on the subject will be looked
forward to with considerable interest.
-Gentleman's .ll[agazine.
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H EN Charles Francis Adams, in
his address at Harvard College
a few years ago, macle his famous attack on the excessive attention given to
Latin and Greek, it was as a signal-gun
for a long and bitter war between the
two great form s of scholarship,-classical and scientific. Classical scholarship, with its twenty centuries of prestige as the foundation of all learnin g,
and its hundreds of professors whose
lives had been elevated to it and whose
employment, in many cases, cl epe nclecl
on its continuance in public esteem, did
not lack in able defenders j while the
American spirit of the nineteenth century, with its insatiable desire for physical luxuries and convenie nces, demanded thatmore attention begi,·en to studies leading to so-calleJ practical re-
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sults.
After a half-dozen years the
smoke of battle has mostly cleared away
and neither sicle has lost much ground .
It is as firmly established as ever that
the study of the languages (the Latin
and Greek languages assumed) af{orcls
a certain mental discipline and culture
nowhere else to be found j but it is an
equally accepted fact tbat the sciences
pave the way to material advancement
and are closely connected with "common-sense." The truth is, neither is
sufficient of itself to furnish a complete
and liberal training. But when one of
our great inventors can see no goud in
a grand drama or a beautiful poem, then
the Greek professor may justly pity the
darklless of his soul notwithstanding the
light shed by his 7o,ooo candle-power
electric lamp.
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This long controversy has not settled
the question between classical and scientific studies. Hn t it has effected an important result in leading people to cons·der a littie more carefully what it is in
any study that is of most value. This
is especially noticeable in the matter of
English. Various forms of language
study are coming to be rated at new
values. Old ideas of parsing and sentence analy sis are going out of date.
The \ ery n~me::; of our text- books are
different. Instead of the old "English
grammar" ancl "Parsing- book" we now
have "E.·ercises in sentence-building,"
or "Lessons in English." It is said
that English has no grammar, and the
best way to learn composition is by
practice and by reading standard authors. Now, while these changes are undoubtedly doing a much-needed work
in removing some of the hateful formality that has encumbered the study of
English, I believe that this, like many
another reform, has gone too far. BecJ.use English has been studied wrongly
many seem to have concluded that it
need not be studied at all. l\Iany others in attempting to make it easy and
pleasant, have done away with much
t:.at is essc:1t:::l and most valuable. If
there is even a little ground for this fear,
it will be useful to consider some of the
reasons why the English language deserYes mor~ careful stu<ly than it 110\V
receives.
The object of study has usually been
considered as two-fold,-for practical
use and for mental discipline. In the
light of recent thought there may be
added a third, viz.: To give an elevated
form of pleasure. How can the English language be made to fulfill each_of
these purposes?
It is eviclent that language is the first

sign of civilized life.
Man has been
called a speaking animal. Without the
means of communicating with his fellows, even if endowed with reason, he
could have no thoughts but his own, and
advance in knowledge would be impossible.
Every business transaction is
achieved through language. The art of
numbers is the only thing to be compared with it in practical value, and
even the ideas of numbers are expresseel by words. It is not enough that we
should be able to express our thoughts
in a general way. I believe that what
is worth knowing at all is worth knowing well. Many a merchant has failed,
many a suit for scandal has been brought,
many an important order has been disobeyed, because some one did not speak,
write, or understand words correctly. ·
It is a matter of personal safety for every one who has dealings with his fellows that he use and understand Ianguage so accurately that if there be a
mistake it shall not rest with him. Again,
language is necessary for accurate thinking. It is said that words are only the
signs of ideas,-merely the counters of
thoughts.
The converse is almost
equally true,-that perfectly distinct
ideas must be embodied in words. Richard Grant ·white was not altogether
theoretical when he declared, "V'/e
think in words, and he who lacks fit
words lacks fit thoughts." Certain it is
that confused and indistinct ideas are
often made clear and distinct to ourselves by expressing them in words for
another. The rough, old college president in Canada was not entirely unreasonable. He was hearing a rather dull
recitation in mental philosophy, and one
of the students, in answer to a question,
after some hesitation, stammered that
he knew but could not express it. "Do
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you know?" demanded the old professor. The question is pertinent. Do you
KNOW anything that you cannot express?
I think not in any exact and practical
way. I believe that one r eason why
the knowledge obtained from the mathematics is so exact and reliable may come
from the fact that each word used in the
discussion of that subject stands for
some one clear and definite idea, and
each idea has some word to exactly express it; and a reason why the mental
and metaphysical sciences are so unsatisfactory and contradictory may be
that single ·words are used with different and indistinct meanings. And the
same half-unders tood meaning is expressed by different writers in different
words. Thus, in whatever we may be
engaged from the simplest every-day
matter to the most abstruse philosophical problem, it is language, the English
language, upon which we must place
absolute dependence. What other study,
then, is to be compared with it in point
of practical utility?
Secondly. Studies are to be considered with reference to mental di scipline.
The disciplinary value of certain languages needs no vindication. It is an
unquestioned fact that the greatest
scholars and think ers for two thousand
years have been, almost without exception, close students of the classic languages. The best students in almost
any of our higher schools are known to
be tho se who take classical rather than
English courses. Hence it is concluded that Latin and Greek are better
adapted to train the intellect than any
other studies.
\Ve cannot deny the
fact, but I do d eny the inference. To
become proficient in these su bjects requires, for the average youth, g reater
application than any other subject in

our schools. Through this application
the boy becomes accustomed to hard
work, so that when he meets a difficulty
in another subject he is not afraicl to get
right down and attack it with no idea of
giving up until he has conquered. I
have no desire to oppose the classics.
The long hours given to the Greek Grammar and lexicon can never be regretted.
But I challenge any man to refl ect carefully and then answer the question : If the same application and honest labor
had been given to tracing out the derivatio ns and exact meanings of English
words, and if the study given to Latin
and Greek authors had been spent in
equally long and conscientious attempts
to understand English and American
classics, would not the student's mind
have been equally well stren gthe ned and
disciplined, as well as being stored with
practical knowledge instead of that
which, for the most part, has n o use
outside of the study or examination
room? This, I believe, to be the great
reaso n why English is not to-day esteemed by our own people as a lan guage
for scholars equally with Latin, Greek,
and German: because, unconsciously
assuming that we know our own language perfectly, we give itno attention,
or, if we do take it up for a little, we
merely glide over the subject in a superficial manner without appreciating the
depth of possible meaning. There is
not nor has been any nobler language
on earth than ours . If the Greek has
fine shades that \Ye cannot express, 1re
have quite as many that th e Greek
could not e\·en understand. If the German has long compound words and sentence s requiring the closest tl10ught to
detect their relations, the English is
hardly behind. No man need flatter
himself that he knows the English lan -:
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guage and can find nothing worthy eve~
of the acutest intellect.
Grammatical and logical investigations lead us insensibly to the third
grand end,-intellectual pleasure. Every intelligent person has spent many of
his happiest hours reading some good
book. My plea is that our language be
so understood that the finer elements of
style will not be unappreciated, but that
the reader will delight in pausing here
and there to reflect on happy expressions and delicate shades of meaning,
and thus add many percent. to his pleasure in the work. When this is done
there surely will be no occasion to go
to any foreign language for poems, novels, or philosophical works. Our Ianguage has the most magnificent collection of masterpieces in every department
of literature that has ever been produced. Even when some foreign work is
found superior to anything of its kind
of English or American birth, it canalways be obtained in a good translation,
L.lnd so little is lost by tbe change, that
Ralph ·waldo Emerson declared he
''would as soon think of swimming
across the Charles river instead of going over the bridge, as to read any book
i~ a foreisn Llnguage if he coald get a
good English translation." As long as
our Shakespeare, Brownings, and Longfellow; our Dickens, Eliot, and Hawthorne; our Gibbon, Macaulay, and
Bancroft; our DeQuincy, Carlyle, and
Emerson, with hundreds of other writers who have expressed every good and
beautiful thought the world has ever
known, in language unsurpassed in
grandeur and beauty, all are inviting us
to delight in their pages, why do we
spend years of our short lives trying to
get an unsatisfactory knowledge of other languages ?

Now, if, as I have tried very briefly
to show, this one subject admirably
suppiies the three objects of study, furnishing at once most practical and useful knowledge, excellent mental discipline, and highest pleasure, why is it
neglected in our schools to make more
room for subjects that have, at most,
not more than one such value?
This is not fighting a windmill. The
subject has recently been much agitateel; each year English receives more
prominence in courses of study in
schools and colleges; but much more
remains to be done. Go into our schools
and see how many pupils are unable to
write an ordinarly grammatical sentence;
go into our colleges and see how many
students cannot make a respectable
speech at a dinner-party; pick up your
newspaper and see how many news reports are ambiguous in meaning; go
amongst the people and see how many
there are who can tell you no difference
between the poetry of Chaucer and Alexancler Pope, or between Bryant and
\Valt. Whitman; then consider whether
English receives all the attention it deserves.
One more thought remains to be added.
Much is now being said about
teaching patriotism. Dr. Hale has recently . suggested the establishing of a
university professorship to emphasize
the difference between the U nitecl States
and other countries. But no history or
other means can represent the character
and development of a people more accurately and vividly than the growth of
its language and literature. As the student becomes familiar with our language
and sees how, for more than a thou and
years, it has been growing out of the
mixed elements that composed it in the
beginning; as he notes the simplicity of
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the early Celtic phrases; the sturdy
strength of the Anglo-Saxon words ; the
dash and spirit of the warlike Normans;
the advantage taken so freely of whatever was most valuable in the Latin,
Greek, and modern French; as he traces
the marvellous development of our literature, and as he reflects that all this
is the indication of the life of a mighty
people,-he can not fail to be thrilled
with an increased pride that he, too, is
a part of thi s great life. The magnificent eulogies upon our nation pronounced by vVebster and Clay, gain some-

thing in significance when we think of
them not only as honoring onr nation,
but as expressed in our language. Our
cheeks burn as we sing, "My Country
'tis of Thee, Sweet Land of Liberty";
and the pride is hardly more in the sentiment than in the pure and simple power of its expression. So, in all our
speaking and rea ding, we may profitably remember that this la.nguage is not
the least of the inheritances that we, as
Americans, have received from the generations that have gone before.
Education.

EATING FOR SOCIABILITY.
(Extract fr om a Lecture by DR.J.H. KELLOGG. I\eportecl for TIIE
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UR modern diet has become very
complicated; we attach too much
importance to the gratification of the
palate ; we eat what we like, not asking
whether it is good for us or not. If a
friend comes, we must give him something to eat the first thing, no matter if
he has dined an hour before, and he is
expected to eat for "sociability," whether he feels the need of food or not, or
whether he would prefer to regulate his
own meals as to when and what he would
eat.
If some great event is to be celebrated,
the banquet is considered of more importance than the speeches. It seems
impossible to spend an evening pleasantly with friends, without having a
"spread" of some kind. Now this seems
to me to be a very gross way of looking
at social life. \Vhen we come together
for a pleasant time, why is it not much
better to have a "feast of reason and a
flow of soul" instead of filling our stomachs with unneces ary and indigestible
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food? \Vhy not have
feast of smiles
and intelligent conversation at our entertainments? \Vhy not have an abundance of flowers to gratify the higher
sense of sight, or a variety of delightful
odors to greet the sense of smell? Or
the sense of hearing might be appealed
to through fine music.
\Vhy should we
concentrate our chief energies in cultivating ancl pampering the sense of
taste ? \Vhy can we not render our social gatherings agreeable by gratifying
one or more of our higher senses in a
way to leave no sting behind in the form
of overtaxed digestive organs and consequent irritated nerves which in turn
have an injurious effect upon our moral nature by making us cross and irritable? It may require only a few seconds
for a delectable morsel to slip down the
oesophagus, and yet the poor stomach
is obliged to toil neccllessly for hours tc
pay for this momentary enjoyment.
True, the gratification of the higher nature is not ignored socially, yet it i us-
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ually subordinated. Our Christmas and
Thanksgiv'ing dinners and New Years'
festivals, make work for the doctors.
Valuable lives are frequently sacrificed
for the pleasures of the table. I knew
one very promising young man, a real

genius, to be taken sick immediately
after eating a very hearty Christmas
dinner; pneumonia set in and in three
days he was dead. Our customs of eating for sociability are very harmful and
we should educate ourselves out of them.
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COMPOSITION.
MANTIE

T

E.

HE most practical part of Composition work is Letter-writing. Almost every person has occasion to write
letters. It is well, therefore, for teachers to give their pupils thorough drill in
this branch of composition. Many who
write good compositions, or articles for
magazines and newspa1 ers, are not
smooth and clear in their expression of
thought in letters. A graceful, easy,
and simple style is desirable. All stiffness and formality are to be avoided.
In fact, most letters are conversation
upon paper, and should be subject
mainly to the rules that govern such expression of thought. Ungrammatical
forms and inelegant expressions are not
to be used ; but contractions and abbreviations are allowable. Many words
marked colloquial in the dictionary may
be freely used in letter writing.
Mere words do not make a letter. Do
not use empty expressions; such as,
''your letter was received and I hasten
to reply"; "There is nothing further of
interest to write, so I will close." N either hould one go to the other extreme,
and write a labored di cussion upon
some subject that may as w 11 be read

III.
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in some book or magazine. Our frienus
want to know how we are prospering,
in what work we are engaged, or what
is happening in the neighborhood around
us. Things of small importance to the
outside world, but which interest us, and,
therefore, are sure to interest our friends.
These are the things to put into letters,
and should be told almost as we would
talk, were our friends present.
In order to make our letters give the
greatest plea·sure to those to whom they
are sent, they should be sincere, ki11d,
considerate, and courteous. The object
in writing friendship letters is to convey
pleasing intelligence to our friends, to
make them glad to hear from us. As
far as is possible, in our letters as in
our interviews with friends, we should
tell bright, sunny, cheerful things; show
the best and most generous side of our
nature; not the sour, fault-finding, carping, or gloomy side. It is well to remember that to our friends as to ourselves, unpleasant things enough come,
without over burdening our letters with
such matters. Th n, in teaching children to write letters, inculcate the spirit
of kindly consideration for those to

'.
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whom they write. Teach them to tell
just such happy, cheery bits of news as
they would wish to have written to them.
Teach them to avoid the sa;castic or
sneering style, by young writers so often mistaken for wit and brilliancy. Every letter ought to be th e means of warming the recipient's heart t owards the
writer and towards the world for the
writer's sake. And every letter, no matter to how familiar a friend it may be
written, should be courteous. Too g reat
familiarity in letters, as in other intercourse, is displeasin g.
Three great re q uisites in all letters
are clearness, accura cy, and condensation.
Children should be taught to say things
simply. Not tlzat t!te reader may understand but t!zat lle must understand, is
the law which should govern all writing.
The statements made should be as accurate as po ssible. In conversation, details can be supplied, questions asked
and an swered, until the subject is fully
explained. But in letters, unless great
care is used, statements are likely to be
unsatisfactory. A diffuse and rambling
manner of expressing thought should be
avoided. Children sho uld be drilled
in condensing the items written. Great
skill many be shown in condensation,
and the letters, in consequence, will increase in interest.
Before beginning to write a letter, it
is well to have some plan o r order in
which the subjects which compose it are
to be presented. If it is in answer to a
friend's letter, it probably would be
more courteous to speak first of the
points of interest in his letter, commenting upon them and asking q uestions concerning them as they rna y seem to require. Then the affairs surrounding the
writer, or such as he may think will be
of interest to his friend, could be brought
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in j after which, the letter should be
closed with the usual complimentary
and kindly wishes. No deflnite plan
for this can be given, becau se ci rcumstances vary so greJ.tly with different
persons that what wou ld answer in one
case, woultl not do at all in another.
In thi s the teacher mu;t give whatever
instructions would seem most helpful to
the pupils in his or h e r particula r school.
Much attention should be given to
the Form of a letter.
By Form is
meant,
I. Heading.
I. Number of the house an l n :lme
of street.
2. Post office and slate.
3· Month, day, and year.
I I. Address.
r. Name of person addressed .
2. Post office and state .
3· Salutation.
I l I. Body of letter.
I. Arrangement of subjects itt p:Hagraphs.
2 . Margins.
IV. Subscription.
:r. Complimentary closing.
z. Full name of writer.
V. Folding.
VI. Supers cription.
J. ~ame and Title.
2. :\umber and street.
3· Po~t offic 2.
4· Sta le.
\II. Stamp.
1. Place.
2. Kind.
If the letter is written in a city, the
first item of the hc <Hling shc>uld be so
placed upon th ~ flrst ruled line of the
letter paper that the name of the street
will be about one -half an inch from the
right edge of the paper. The name of
the po. t office and the state should be o n
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the second ruled line and immediately
b elow· the first item. The date should
be on the tlzird ruled line and below the
other two items ; thus,ros East Main St.,
Indianapolis, Ind.,
Feb. 6, r892.
In case the street and number are
not to be given, two lines only would
be required for the heading. Sometimes the heading is all written upon
one line, but unless the pupil is a very
expert and legible writer, it is better to
have the items arranged as above.

The body of the letter should be suitably paragraphed.
Each new paragraph sh?uld begin about an inch from
the left edge of the paper. The body
of each paragraph should not be more
than one-half an inch from the left edge
of the paper. No margin should be
observed upon the right edge. It will
require some skill at first to fill the lines
properly to the right, but a little practice will enable pupils to space their
words so that the ragged, uneven appearance of the lines at the right may
be avoided.

In a friendship letter, it is well to
avoid the appearance of stiffness and
formality by having the name and residence of the person addressed placed at
the end of the letter, the salutation only being used at the beginning; thus,My Dear Friend,My Dear Father,Dear Uncle,This salutation is placed on the line
below the last line of the heading, and
to the left, one inch from the edge of
the paper. In business letters, the address should be more formal. The name
of the person addressed should be placeu 0 :1 the line below the last line of the
heading, and about one inch from the
left eoge of the paper. The post office
and state should be on the next line and
just below the name; thus,-

The complimentary closing should be
on the next line below the last sentence
in the letter. It should be so placed
that the name below will almost touch
the right edge of the paper; thus,-

ws E ast Main St ,
Indianapolis, Ind.
FelJ. 6, 1892.
Dr. Gilman Smith,
Buffalo, New York.
D ear Sir:-Seeing your advertisement for an
office b oy, I prese nt myself as an app licant for
&c.

The date sh ould always be so written
that it cannot be misunderstood. Clearness is especially necessary in business

letters.

Your sincere friend,
Thomas Adams.
Very respectfully,
Harry Mentor.
The name should be so signed as to
show whether the writer is a man or
woman, boy or girl.
The letter should be folded as simply as possible, and so as to fit the envelope, not leave a space at the end or
sides. The first page should not be
next to the envelope, but should be the
one first seen when the letter is unfolded.
In the superscription, the items should
be arranged in the order named above.
The name and title of the person addressed should be in the middle of the
envelope, the other items at proper
spaces below and so placed as to form
a diagonal line at the left. The name
of the state should always be written in
full upon the envelope to prevent any
possibility of the letter's being miscarried. This is a good form :
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correspondence might b e taught in this
order.

E. D. Smith, M. D.,
I 2 I 5 Pine Street,
Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania.

LETTERS.

The stamp should be in the upper
right-hand corner and about one-eighth
of an inch from the top and side of the
envelope, so that the postmaster's canceling stamp will easily mark it.

I. Social.
I. Friendship letters.
2. Notes of invitati~n: regret, congratulation, and condolence.
II. Business.
I. Application for a position.
2. Negative reply to the application.

Pupils should be taught the kinds and
sizes of paper suitable to be used in writ3· Another application enclosing
ing the various kinds of letters. There
recommendation.
is no place in which the lady or gentle4· Acceptance of this application.
man shows his knowledge or ignorance
5. Orders for books, goods, &c.
of the usage of good society more than
6. Bill for books, or goods ordered.
in letters. Cream white paper and en7· Receipts of various kinds.
velopes of good quality are always suit8. Promissory notes.
able.
For business purposes single
The next article will be the last in
letter-heads of commercial-cap size are the series on composition. It will conmost used.
tain suggestions as to the management
In teaching all of the above things to of classes in composition and letter work,
pupils, slates might first be used; af- outlining subjects, criticising essays,
terwards, paper and ink. The kinds of &c.

HABIT.
W. H.

WHILE we might not fully agree
that "Education is progressive
habituation," or that "good habits are
more valuable than good principles,"
we must certainly concede that any system or theory of education which leaves
this potent factor out of account fails
in a most important particular. What
are the things which we know? Not simply the things which we have studied, or
which have been presented to our minds,
but those things which have been so assimilated that they have become a "second nature" or habit. The relation of
habit to character may well merit the
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attention of the educator. Character
is that fixed habit of thought and action
which not only distinguishes or individualizes the man, but mainly affords the
motive stimulus that directs him in the
multifarious affairs of life. Since this
is true there is one point to be guarded
by marked vigilance, and that is ·to prevent extreme habituation in too few directions. When the habits run in one
channel, not only narrowness is the re sult, but the inability to broaden is a
necessary concomitant. But, at this
point, we are mel by the two great theories of education.
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First, that education does everything,
and second that it does nothing. The
first would make man totally a creature
of education, and education the result
of environments. The second that the
difference in education arises entirely
frqm the difference of natural endowments. The golden mean between the
two extre.mes commends itself in this
matter as in almost every other.
I wish to quote several definitions,
not that they are new, but in order that
we may be able to determine the more
nearly, if possible, the relation of habit
to education.
"Education can only develop and unfold; it can not create anything new."
-Rosenkranz.
"Education gives a man nothing which
he could not have developed from within himself. It gives him that which he
might have developed from within himself more easily and quickly."
-Lessing.
He says further, "Education can only
develop and form, not create. It can
not undertake to form a being into anything other than it was desti~ed to be
by the endowments it originally received at the hand of nature."
"It is self-evident that education is
restricted within certain limits; caused
on the one hand by the species, on the
other by individual organization. But
man can only, in the former case, determine what is predetermined in the
organization of the nervous system and
of the bodily machinery in connection
with it; can only in the latter case make
actual the potentialities of the individual nature, and not every youthful citizen can be trained to become a Socrates
or a Shakespeare."
-Mandsley.
One other quotation from high educational authority, -

"More people are spoilt by a false
education than ever inherited their corruption as a sad endowment from nature."
-Resewitz.
One of our recent writers on education declares that we are equal in but
one regard and that is "the capacity of
growth." But even this I think must
be taken in a modified sense. There
are different degrees of ability, different qualities of mind, and different aptitudes.
There are however certain
laws of growth, certain principles of
development that can be observed in
the training of children and in the formation of habits. These are usually
very simple and hence very practical.
What is the part that habit is to play in
the education of the child? Again I must
answer in the language of another. "The
formation of habit, which changes functions of whatever kind, originally performed but slowly and with effort, into
rapid and skillful actions, performed
with dexterity and ease; it makes study
easier, and finally builds the bridge
uniting theory with practice by changing dead knowledge into a living power.
Mankind is well aware of the power of
practice and habit as shown by numerous proverbs."
Teaching precepts and maxims is of
comparatively little value save as they
are changed into habits of life. Habits
of cleanliness, of regularity in eating,
sleeping, etc., should receive early and
careful attention. Evil habits are broken up by substitutin o- something better,
so the old will lose their power by disuse.
Habits of attention are of highest importance in education, and can be cultivated easily by gi ing the matter the
closest care in the early chool life.
Nothing should be vaguely or partially
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presented.
Zeal should characterize
every effort of the teacher in order that
the habit of attention may be formed
and maintained. Habits of obedience
or disobedience arise from direction or
lack of direction of the will in its earlier
manifestations. Habits of industry must
be taught and can only be acquired by
constant carefulness in youth. Laziness
is a universal weakness, and must be
counteracted by early training.
Mental, moral, and physical activities
in childhood must be so directed as that
habits of thinking, willing and doing
shall be formed to accomplish the greatest possible good both for the individual and for society. Plato made no mistake when he said, - "vVhat is practiced from youth up gradually forms part
of the character; wherefore we should
imitate only the good, and nothing bad."
Habits of accuracy in thought, of correctness in feeling and sentiment, and
facility in physical action are attainable
by proper means and under proper stimulus.
Radestock says rightly, "The child
should be weaned of all bad peculiarities, passions and emotions,-laziness,
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inactivity, fickleness, weakness of will,
quarrelsomeness, selfishness, vanity, o bstinacy and willfulness, anger and revengefulness." He says "This can best
be done by removing the causes and
incentives; the more rarely evil traits
find an opportunity of appearing and
gaining strength, the more they will lose
in power, just as physical powers grow
weaker when they are not practiced.
Where the removal of the incentives, or
the setting aside of all opportunities for
its expression is impossible, a dive rsion
of the attention of the child to more
harmless objects, especially games, will
often be very beneficial. In later years
a bad inclination is conquered more
easily by the introduction of an opposing stronger passion than by mere in struction; for, though we can refute
and conquer thoughts by thoughts, they
are powerless against feelings as well as
against the education of the energy of
personal will."
This habit moulding is indeed a great
part of the teacher's work. The field
is ample and the results may not easily
be estimated.

SOME LESSONS IN DRAWING.

VIII.

Perspective Drawing.
G. W.

A

FERGUSON.

MODEL for this lesson may be
constructed with a frame two or
three feet square made of narrow strips
of wood, say one by two inches. Bore a
small hole at right angles to and in the
center of one edge of the frame, so that

when placed on the standard, used in
last lesson, it will be in an upright position, two of its lints being vertical and
two horizontal.
There should be several holes bored
in the frame forming various angle
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with its edge: one should be close to the
corner and parallel to the mitre as shown
in the ·cut. There should also be a narrow strip of wood fastened to the centers of the opposite
sides,and a hole bored
. through its center so
that when on the
standard the frame
will be in a horizontal position.
The model should first be placed with
the center of its side resting on the
standard. While in this position it is called a square resting on one of its diameters.
Turn the model full facing you with
its center opposite and on the level of the
eye, sketch it, using only one line for
each side of the frame.
Bisect the lower side and drop a vertical line to represent the standard.
Your sketch ought to be a square
whose sides are vertical and horizontal.
Place your pencil on the upper right
hand corner, and fixing your eye on the
model, imagine a line connecting it with
the lower left hand corner, and, while
looking at the model, you should draw a
line parallel to the imaginary line; if it
hits the lower left corner, all right, if
not, try again until you can hit it.

.
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Place the pencil on the upper left corner and in a similar way connect it with
the lower right, then place on the lower
corners and connect with the upper ones.
You should also connect upper corners
with the center of the lower side.
If the model be turned round it will
be seen that the distance from the front
to the back grows less and less until
when half way round you only see one
vertical line.

sition, the horizontal lines appear to run
toward some distant vanishing point on
the level of the eye.
Supposing the model to be in a receding position, you may draw a vertical line of any length to represent the
nearer vertical side of the model, place
your pencil on the upper and lower ends
in turn and get the slope of the receding
lines as explained in last lesson. In order to find the back corners you may
employ any one of the four methods explained in the lesson on drawing the
screen. You place your pencil on the
upper end of vertical line as you did in
getting the slope of receding lines and
imagine a line drawn to the lower back
corner and while looking at the model
draw a line parallel to the imaginary
line thus cutting the lower receding line
in the right place for the back corner;
erect a vertical line from the point th_u::;
found, thus completing the drawing.
Drop a vertical line from where the
diagonal lines cross and you have drawn
the line for the standard.
By drawing the diagonals of any rectilinear
figure that has been drawn
in perspective we find
the perspective center
where the lines cut each

other just the same as though the figure
was not in a receding position, the perspective center being nearer the farther
than the nearer side of the figure.
Sketch the model in various positions,
and you will notice that the V. P. for
the receding horizontal lines is always
on the level of the eye.
Raise the model above the level of
the eye and then below the level of the
eye and turn and sketch in arious poWhen the model is in a receding po- sitions.
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You should now let
the model rest with
one of its corners on
the standard so that
the imaginary lines
connectingthe opposite corners will be
vertical and horizontal, then we would
call it a square resting on one of its diagonals.
Place the center of the model on the
level of the eye and full facing you and
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sketch as before; now turn the model
and place your pencil on the paper get
slope of the receding lines I and 2 regardless of length.
Make No. I of any length, get slope
of receding line from this point, draw
diagonals and find back corners as before described .
. How many vanishing points must we
necessarily have for the model in this
position?
Why is No. 4 shorter than No. I ?

"A LITTLE BUSINESS LETTER."
[The following abridgment of an fifth, enclosing fifteen cents, for which accept our
excellent little article in a rece~t num- thanks. Yours very truly, NEEDLEMA & Co.
Per A. S. W. [cashier.]
ber of the Youth's Companion attests the
timeliness of Miss Baldwin's paper on
Putnam, Conn., December I5th.
Letter-writing, on another page, and,
Sirs -Nearly three weeks ago I sent you fif in a manner, supplements her paper. J teen cents for a box of hairpins, and have not yet
25 Park Street, Avondale, Mass.
Dear Si1'S -Please send me a fifteen-cent box
of hairpins, with bill. I am staying here at a
friend's, and want them in time for a party.
Yours truly, RosE EvELETH.
I 7 Court Street, Boston, Mass.,
December I, I8go.
Mrss RosE EvELETH,
25 Park Street, Avondale, Mass.
Dear .Nfadam. - \Ve have your favor without
date, ordering a box of hairpins, with bill. We
do not like to make a charge for so small an
amount, and will ask you to send us fifteen cents
in postage:stamps, on receipt of which we will at
once fill your order.
Yours truly, NEEDLEMAN & Co.
Putnam, Conn., December 5th.
Dear Sirs.-I end you fifteen cents, and remain,
Yours very truly, RosE EvELETH.
I7 Court Street, Boston, Mas.,
December 6, I8go.
Irss RosE EVELETH, Putnam, Conn.
Dear Madam.-We have your favor of the

received them. You got my money, and that is
all you care about. I think you are just as mean
as you can be !
ROSE EVELETH.
I 7 Court Street, Boston, Mass.,
December 1 7, 1 890.
MISS RosE EVELETH, Putnam, Conn.
Dear Madam.- We have your favor of the fifteenth, and regret that you have been annoyed
by a failure to fill your order. We find on investigation that in your first letter you asked us
to fill a fifteen-cent order ''with bill," without
giving us your permanent addre s, since you were
visiting a friend; nor did it occur to you that,
since you were a stranger to us, it would have
been proper to mention the name of some other
firm in Boston with whom you were in the habit
of dealing, from whom we might obtain your address or other information in case the indebted ness should subsequently escape your mind. \Ve
therefore asked for a remittance before filling the
order.
In your second letter you made no reference to
your previous order, and our mail reader naturally thought that the remittan ce wa sent us a pay ment for some previous charge, as he dimly remembered, from its peculiarity, that he ha<.l seen
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a former letter from you among the thousands
received daily. He therefore entered its enclosure itpon the cash ticket under the heading,
"Money to be passed to the credit of the sender,"
and it was duly entered upon the ledger in your
name, the fact that it came from another State
than the original letter having something to do
with the mistake. The cashier then sent you a
receipt.
After some hours of $earch among our letterfiles , we have brought the original letter to light,
the filing clerk having made an error in interpreting its signature, as it seems to have been written
somewhat hastily, and we mail you the hairpins
to night.
Trusting that you will pardon us for the delay,
we remain,
Yours very truly,
NEEDLEMAN

& Co.

All this friction, hours .of labor and
days of delay, because a young lady
had not been taught how to write a business letter, and to send a remittance
when she wanted a fifteen-cent box of
hairpins!
There are several little things which
are worth noting in these letters.
r. Rose was in a hurry, and wrote
her name so indistinctly that one clerk
made an error in reading it.
2. Since the principle is the same for
fifteen cents as for fifteen dollars, it did
not occur to Rose that in asking a perfect stranger in another city to open an
account with her, that stranger would
naturally wish to know something about

her. Curiously enough, this does not
occur to a great many good people.
3· Rose forgot to give her permanent
address; and if she had added it, I fear
that she might have failed to state clearly which of the two addresses in the letter was the permanent one!
4· You will note that each one of the
letters of Needleman & Co. refers to
the contents of the letters to which it is
a reply, in such a way that each contains
both the question and the ·answer.
Thus, with the exception of the receipt,
which was simply a printed form filled
out, each contained the history of the
whole transaction up to that time. Rose
forgot that.
You will note, too, that in each case
the firm's letter begins by giving Rose's
full name and postal address. I have
seen recently a criticism of this course,
evidently written by some one who was
not in business. In point of fact, it is
a most important point, because the
letter might meet with some accident
which would deface the address upon
the envelope, and consequently would be
forwarded to the Dead Letter Office.
The clerks there, 0n opening it, would
discover the proper address, and would
forward it at once, thus saving what
might be a very serious delay.

TEACHING THE EFFECTIVE USE OF ENGLISH.

THE

ma~tery of English must be
sought indirectly and by successive
easy steps, and not at one bound; but
the aim should always be toward this
end. For what the pupil can express is
the only sure index of ·his progress and
thought.
Language is first learned

through the ear, and used orally and
unconsciously by a child, just as he
breathes. The child imitates. If the
language of those about him is correct,
his will be correct. The child must be
taught, from his first entrance at school,
to speak correctly; not by precept, but
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by example. He need not at first be
told why one form is correct and another incorrect; but keeping his attention upon what he really wishes to
say, the teacher should tell him how ~ to
say it properly-in good colloquial, everyday English. No bad language should
be allowed to go uncorrected. It should
not be emphasized ; it should be thrown
aside at once, and the right expression
should be substituted and impressed
upon the mind. New ideas should be
awakened by the teacher and expressed
appropriately, with the teacher's aid, if
necessary. This is a large and everpresent task in school-in all schools
from the first to the last. Sometimes
the thought suggests the expression, and
sometimes the expression suggests the
thought; but they should never be separated. One of the greatest faults in
the teaching of language is that speech
is allowed to be used without reference
to the ideas which it should convey.
Expression should not be stimulated beyond the thought to be expressed ; but
it should always accompany the thought.

******
The facile use of language is acquired
by oral speech as well as by writing. An
excellent school exercise is to induce
pupils to relate in clear, simple, conversational language, incidents in their own
experience, or to give descriptions of
places they have seen, or processes of
manufacture, the construction of tools,
machinery, or anything whatever with
which they are familiar. Or an interesting story may be read, and soon after a pupil may be asked to relate it before the school in his own language.
By the use of a little tact, such as every
good teacher has, a h ealthy emulation
may be aroused so that each pupil will
be ambitious to excel in an exercise of
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this kind. The only indispensable requirement here is that the pupil knows
something about the matter of which he
is to speak. In such an exercise the
pupil will make mistakes at first. He
should be commended for what he does
well, and then his mistakes should be
pointed out with kindly considerateness,
and in such a way that he will be encouraged to continue, and avoid them
in the future. In these criticisms great
emphasis should be placed upon the order of his remarks; that is, relative
statements should be grouped together
in such a way that one follows another
naturally, and grows out of it. This
exercise, continued weekly, or semiweekly throughout the school course by
a careful teacher, will greatly enlarge
the pupil's command of language. It
will give him confidence; it will create
a habit of logical thinking and of entertaining conversation.

******
A knowledge of grammar, up to a
certain point, and a certain command
of language, must precede the ability to
write at all; and by successive attempts
this knowledge is amplified. Both the
grammatical structure and the principles
of rhetoric may be taught, informally,
by the teacher in correcting the exercises of pupils, and in directing their
study of books placed before them as
models of style. In this way a real interest in the study of grammar may be
awakened, for pupils will perceive its
use; and in the same way they may be
led to an interested study of rhetorical
effects and how to secure them.
In criticising a pupil's writing, and in
guiding him in criticising his own, ask
just what he means by each and every
word, every phrase, and every sentence.
You will then learn whether the Ian-
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guage expresses any definite conception
and, if the writing is your own, whether
yon have said what you intended to say.
It is this severe and relentless examination that leads to precision, perspicuity,
and strength in style ; and without these
qualities there is no beauty. And if
in addition to this exercise, long and

patiently continueci, the mind is stored
with the riches of much learning, and
strengthened by prolonged logical
thought, then, when you begin to write,
you will express yourself in simple,
terse, direct, and vigorous English.
Prof A !bert P. Marble, in Ed. R eview.

Farcical ''Object-Lessons."

of which and more the children could
easily have been led to see. Doubtless
the teacher thought the children had had
a beautiful lesson; but had they received anything at all? Although city children, they spent the summer in the country-they had all seen and probably
chased several species of butterflies, and
possibly some of them knew more than
their teacher about the habits of butterflies.-Mrs. lvf. A. Aber, in Tlte Popular Science Montltly.

Let us see what "object-lessons"
chiefly deal with. Last year, in a normal school of the Empire State, a teacher of primary methods, proudly claimed by her principal to be the best in the
State, gave thimbles, scissors, chairs,
etc., as suitable subjects for object-lessons, and carefully led her pupils through
the steps required to develop in children's minds ideas of the parts and the
uses of these objects. Is there one child
in five hundred, at six years of age, ig~:wrant of these parts and uses? Then
the so-called development process is a
farce, and a waste of time and energy.
Look over manuals of object-lessons
and courses of study for primary children: you will usually find but few subjects leading the child from the beaten
path of his daily life into new, inviting,
and fruitful fields; and of these, note
the directions a to what is to be taught.
uch directions often resemble a lesson
on a butterfly that I heard given by a
kindergartner. \Vith a single butterfly
held in her hand she led the children to
speak of its flying in the sunshine, sipping food from flowers, livi~g through
the summer, and of the beauty of its
colors. Not a word was said of the
three parts of the body, the two pairs of
wings, the six legs, the antennre, and
the tube through which it sips food-all

Thorough Understanding in Reading.

Train pupils not only to call words
clearly and distinctly but to think about
the meaning of what they read.
Explain the meaning of difficult or
unusual words, and accu tom yourself
to "become as a little chilLl" in order
to know where they need help.
Question children upon what they
read. By conversation with them upon
the subject of the lesson endeavor to
make it interesting and instructive, but
guard against too much or pointless
talking on your own part or on theirs.
Explain all allusions of a mythological or historical character, or better
still, ask the class to look them up:
most of them will forget it, but it will
be good for the few who do not.
Give concrete explanations whenever
possible. For instance, transparent and
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· translucent by showing clear and color- varied to suit the ability of the pupils
ed glass; compressible by squeezing a and will be sometimes valuable as one
sponge ; opaque by showing some solid means of review.
JJ1antie E . .Balrlwin.
body; oblique by lines on the board.
Illustrate by objects whenever possiShow us what you are.
ble, and it is possible much oftener than
Do
it
now!
begin, begin! You
you would think, if you are not in the
"Mean
to;"
that won't take you far;
habit of doing it. In this way you not
If
the
thing
is
there
and in you,
only interest the children, but convey
Show
us
what
you
are!
much positive information.
Question in the review lesson about
Future statesman, preacher, poet,
what you told in yesterday's advance.
Playwright, leader of the bar,
Children learn more from what they tell
You may, but 'We do not, know it,
you than from what you tell them.
Show us what you are!
Occasionally require a written abstract of some suitable story.
Leave off dreaming, "if" and "and"JJfrs. C. H . Stanley, in Popular Eding,
ucator.
Gazing at a distant star;
The world's not waiting while you're
A n E xercise in Geog r a phy.
standing ;
Let the class stand. Every one who
Show us what you are!
fails or gives something given by some
one else must sit down. In answering, Set your lofty genius working,
Take a task to make or mar;
pupils are expected to confine themFame
nor wealth are won by shirking;
selves to that part of the subject that
Show
us what you are!
has been previous] y studied.
Name a city and tell where it i~ .
If you're abler, nobler, stronger
N arne some vegetable production and
Than the rest of us by far,
tell where it grows.
Don't just think so any longer;
Name some river and tell its course
Slw7o us what you are!
and into what it flows.
- Belford's JJ£aga ~ ine.
Name some manufactured article and
tell where it is made.
Name some mountain peak and tell
The grinding over and over of a subject
to what range it belongs and in what after pu pi Is have attained a fair kncnvl country.
edge of it, is nothing less than stullifyName !:iOme an! mal and tell where it ing- killing out curiosity and the desire
is found.
for knowledge, and begetting mechan N arne some mineral and tell where ical mental habits.
mined.
Tlt e late Supt. Jo!m Ifrlllrod<, Da)·arne some state or country and lo- ton, O!tio.
cate its capital.
A complete education fits a man to
Name some state and tell its chief perform justly, skillfully, and magnani product.
mou . ly, all the offices of peace and war.
The exercise may be extended and
-Milton.
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PSYCHOLOGY-TRAINING THE I MAGI NATION

The teacher should strive to cultivate
How does man get food from
in h~s pupils, charity,integrity, honesty, earth?
purity, temperance, self-respect, manHow does man get clothing f rom
liness, and whatever else makes human earth ?
life beautiful and good. The first conHow does man get fuel from
dition in such training is .for the teacher earth?
to be wlzat lte would lzave lzis pupils beHow does man get shelter from
come.
earth?
Questions to be answered by pupils
from their own observation and refleclion:

the
the
the
the

How does man get tools from the
earth?

PSYCHOLOGY-TRAINING THE IMAGINATION.
H. N.

CARVER.

IT is often said by those who call themselves practical men, that the work
of the poet or the musician, or of any
artist, is only dreaming, and consequently fruitless.
So, it has come about,
that whenever the word imagination is
used in the presence of these people,
they put on their war-paint and .talk
about unpractical and impracticable
things. Often, it must be confessed,
there is good ground for their distrust
of any thing that comes from Nazareth;
and yet their belief that they never
dream or form ideals, is one of the
slyest bits of self-deception that they
could indul.;e in. Even Thomas Gradgrind of Coketown, when he established
his school in which only facts should
be taught, and placed Mr. Choakumchild at its head, had an ideal school in
view, just as much as any dreamer,
whether Plato, or Pestalozzi, or Froebel.
And
Commodore
Vanderbilt, Jay
Gould, and Herr Bismarck, are all as
veritable idealists and dreamers, as
Plato and the "inheritors of his unfulfilled renown." The only question which

need concern the teacher is, which class
of men, the Goulds or the Platos, have
dreams that are destined to become
waking ones, as the old Greeks said,
that is, dreams which shall be realized
in the waking hours of real life. It
would be most interesting to work out
this line of thought, but neither time
nor the occasion will permit it. The
single point to be noticed is this: when
a man ceases to form ideals, he dies,or
"crawls round unburied, delving in the
nobler clod." The teacher has no higher duty to perform, than to teach her
pupils to keep before their eyes the ideals
which the drift of things will most protably work out into definite and permanent forms, the institutions of the coming state and society, To get a child
to plant his feet in the paths that do not
end, to show him how to walk sure-footedly in them, how to find delight in so
walking, and how to make the interests
of his life all gather about these paths,
-this is well-nigh the whole duty of the
teacher.
The imagination being what it is, the
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ideal-making faculty, that forms the
real images which we afterwards work
out into real forms, it is plain that there
must be as many "kinds" of imagination as there are living ways of life.
And th'e first kind may be called the
constructive, or mechanical kind, the
kind which every great inventor or mechanic has. \Vhile in one sense a relati vely low kind, in another sense it is,
if not the highest, at least the most important, since upon it depends all the
progress that is ever made in what we
call civilization.
Mechanical inventions are only man's instruments for
making the forces of nature do his drudgery, giving him the leisure to enjoy his
world and grow to his full stature of
manhood. It is, indeed, not desirable
that every one should be a mechanic,
but it would be a most desirable thing,
if every one could understand every one
of the machines that do our work, the
engines, dynamos, looms, etc. So, here
is the place where the training of the
faculty should begin.
Every child
should, if possible, be given a chance
to learn how to use tools. There are
few children who do not in their earliest
years show a tendency toward the use of
tools ; and in the years before they enter school, their play- things meet well
enough all their needs. But by the
time they reach the age of eight or ten
years, it would be an incalculable gain
could every one have a little shop of his
own, where he could use real tools in
making real things, saws, pla_nes, augurs
for the boys, and scissors, needles,
brooms, cooking-utensils for the girls.
There is nothing that so stimulates
thought in a child, as to see his own
thoughts taking shape in the wo rk of his
hands; nothing about which so much
interest gathers, or is so provocative of
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new thought, as to know that his own
hands can make the tools with which he
must fight the battle, which even a child
knows life to be. \iVhile in the schools
comparatively little can be done in this
way; still a good deal may be done, if
the teacher will only use a little ingenuity and forethought. \Vhatever the
child can make for himself, will always
be better than anything which the directors can buy. The showy apparatus
made by some enterprising firm, is often
of less account than some rude thing
made by the pupils themselves. The
pretty red and blue counters, nicely tied
up in bundles of tens and hundreds with
rubber bands, are le:;s valuable than
sticks which the boy can cut, or break,
for himself. The great scientific discoveries are always made with relatively
simple and rude apparatus, no matter
how complex it may be in itself. Needful complexity in apparatus always
comes in extending what has been discovered already. Edison will wind his
wire on fence -poles around his big hill
of magnetic ore, and find out something
about the sun-storms. Pretty soon some
instrument-maker will fix up a bit of apparatus with a deal of mahogany, and
brass, and varnish for our parlors, where
gloved ladies aml monocular gentlemen
can stick rubber tubes into their ears,
and cry oh ~ and ah !
Strange as it may seem, at first
thought, there is nothing that might be
made more valuable in cultivating the
imagination, so far as work in the schools
is concerned, than geometry. Of course,
geometry is "a dead language" now ·
there is no living problem, which can
be solved as Euclid would have solved
it. Yet Plato thought the gods geometrized, and so indeed they did, in Plato's
time. Geometry was the only method
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which Plato had of solving mathematical -problems, that is, the scientificproblems of his time. Th e problems which
vex mathematicians now had no existence for Plato,-he never thought of
them, or only in such a vague way that
they were not problems, did not require
solution. But the living world for the
child is Plato's world; and, educationally, h e must go through it just as Plato
did, though in a much shorter time. It
need not be said, that the methods to
be adopted he re are not those used with
a class of aclults . 'Vhat is to be done,
is to get the children to have such an
insight into the simpler principles of the
science as will enable them not only to
solve problems, but to invent new ones
for themsel ves, in other words, do what
Pa cal did, become so deeply interested
in their own abi li ty to use geometrical
principles that the work will become
play. There can be no question, that
this may be done, nor of the value of
its result . . If the teache r who has some
knowledge of geometry obtained in the
usual way, wishes to see how others have
used the science with children, the little
book prepared by Herbert Spencer's
father and published in the Science
Primer cri es will be found very suggestive.
But the training of the imagination
is u ·ually th ught of in connection with
th e so-called libera l arts, poetry, music,
etc.; and a word must be said u p on this
pha e of the subject. And the first
thing of much importance, is to do what
may be done in gettin g the children to
culti vate what has been called the visualizing power, that is, the power of

reproducing vividly in the memory
scenes already witnessed. It will be
found that there is much difference in
different pupils, and even in the same
pupil when recalling different scenes.
Let the pupil recall the arrangement of
things at the breakfast table, how the
parties sat, how the various dishes were
arranged, what different colors were upon the table in dishes, fruits, etc. Let
him talk about it, tell what he sees as
vividly as he can, tell not what he remembers of it, but what he now sees
with his mind's eye. Other scenes may
be treated in the same way, the teacher
always doing what she can to invest the
work with a vital interest, yet keeping
it at as high a level as possible above
the mere trivial and vulgar. Descriptions found in the reading lessons may
be used for similar purposes.
The great value in an educational
sense of such books as Robinson Crusoe,
The Arabian Nights, The Pilgrim's Progress, lies in this one thing, they furnish
so many scenes that can be visualized,
seen in this vivid way.
These suggestions may be found helpful to the young teacher, at least she
may be assured that whatever she may
be able to do in thus cultivating the
imagination will not be fruitless. Indeed, it is very doubtful whether anything she may do will have much educational value until the imagination of
her pupils thus invests the matter with
its own living tints and tones.
ndoubtedly there is danger of the work
ending in mere dreaming, building aircastles; but the work i of so much importance that the risk may be taken.

NOTES:- SCIENTIFIC A.ND OTHER fVISE.

It appears from the census of I89o
that a little more that 29% of the population of the United States dwell in
cities of over 8ooo inhabitants:-"Urban
population." The proportion of urban
population has steadily and somewhat
uniformly increased from 3· 35 % of the
entire population in I 790 to 29 . I 2% in
I89o.
Power of Penetration.

The destructive power exerted by a
projectile from the I Io-ton gun has
been shown by a full-sized diagram more
than forty feet in length, which traces
the path of the huge conical bullet
through various obstacles, the diagram
professing to be a correct representation
of an effect which actually occurred.
The projectile itself is depicted em bedded in a mass of brick-work into which it
has penetrated three feetj but before finding itself at this end of its journey it has
made a hole first through a twenty-inch
steel plate, then through eight inches of
iron. It next tore its way through twenty
feet of oak timber, five feet of granite,
and eleven feet of concrete, still having
sufficient impetus to bury itself in the
brick-work, as already described.
-C!tambers's Journal.

grain may be diviued into ::?,ooo,ooo
parts, and a cubic inch into 9,533 ·8o9
523 parts, each of which may be distinctly seen by the naked eye. A grain
and a half of gold may be beaten into
leaves of one inch square, which, if intersected by parallel lines drawn at right
angles to each other and distant only
the one-hundredth part of an inch, will
produce 25,ooo,ooo little squares, each
of which may be distinctly seen without
the aid of a glass.
The surface of any given quantity of
gold, according to the best authorities,
may be extended by the hammer 3 ro,
8I4 times. The thickness of the metal
thus extended appears to be no more
than the 566,ozoth part of an inch.
Eight ounces of this wonderful metal
would gild a silver wire of sufficient
length to extend around the globe~
The Famous Astronomer, Adams,
is Dead.

The death is announcefl of John Couch
Adams, F. R. S.
John Couch Adams was born in dhc;
at Lirlcot, near Launceston, Cornwall,
and was educated first at the village
school and afterwards at De,·enport,
where he showed g reat aptitude for
mathematics and astronomy. At CamCuriosities About Gold.
bridge he was a Senior Wrangler in
Gold is so very tenacious that a piece mathematics, and soon after graduation
of it drawn into wire one-twentieth of was elected to a Fellowship, ancl became
an inch in diameter will sustain a weight one of the mathematical tutors of his
of 500 pounds without breaking.
college. The first great service render Its malleability is so great that a single ed to a::tronomy by ~f r. dams \\"as the
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discovery of the planet Neptune, which
about the same time was also discovered
by the French astronomer, M. Leverrier.
In r85 r Mr. Adams was elected President of the Royal Astronomical Society,
an office which he held for the usual
period of two years. In the autumn of
r8s8 he became Professor of Mathema6cs in the University of St.Andrews,
and the next year Lowndean Professor
of Astronomy and Geometry in the University of Cambridge, the position which
he helct at the time of his death.
Prof. Adams was one of the delegates
for Great Britain at the International
Prime Meridian conference, which was
held in \Vashington in October, r884,
and was a member of numerous dis tingui bed scientific societies, both British
and foreign. To lose in quick succession two such men as Prof. Airy and
Prof. Adams, the world astronomical,
and other, is indeed unfortunate.
How High is the Atmosphere?

One would hardly think of looking to
the moon for information about the
height of the earth's atmosphere. Yet
it is in just that way that evidence has
ccently been obtained that the atmosphere extends much higher than has
commonly been assumed.
Observations of lunar eclipses made
at the celebrated observatory of Lord
Rosse in Ireland have shown that the
amount of heat received from the moon,
which heat is, of course, merely reflected sun heat, just as moon light is only
reflected sun light, begins perceptibly to
diminish several minutes before the
shadow of the earth reache the moon.
The inference i that the earth's atmosphere partially cuts off the sun's heat
as it comes between the moon and the
sun ahead of the edge of the solid earth,

and calculations based upon the length
of time during which the loss of heat
from the moon is felt before the eclipse
begins, indicate that our atmosphere
reaches a height of at least one hundred
and ninety miles.
How different this is from the height
usually stated may be seen Ly consulting a popular school-book on physical
geography, published within a few years,
in which it is affirmed that beyond a
height of forty miles the amount of air
remaining would be too small to affect
the sun's rays perceptibly in any way.
So in the most unexpected, and sometimes wonderful ways we are continually
learning somethingnew about this timeworn globe on whose surface we dwell.
- Youtlt's Companion.
Effect of the Gulf Stream.

The question is often asked, To what
extent does the Gulf Stream modify the
climate of the United States ? To its
supposed erratic movements is laid the
blame of every abnormal season. There
is every evidence that the Gulf Stream
is governed absolutely by law in all its
changes. The course through the ocean
is without doubt fixed. Its fluctuations
are by days, by months, by seasons, or
by years, and they do not vary materially one from the other. Its temperature
changes, depending upon the relative
heat of the tropical and polar seasons,
and upon the strength of the producing
trade-winds. The warm water may be
driven toward the shore by the waves
caused by a favorable wind, but the current remains in its proper place. The
warm water gives off a certain amount
of heat to the air above it, and if this
air is moved to the land we feel the
heat. The presence of the warm water
on the coast of Europe would in no way
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modify the climate if the prevailing
winds were easterly instead of westerly.
If the prevailing winds in New England
in winter were southeast instead of northwest, the climate would be equal to that
of the Azores Islands, mild and balmy.
For the cause of abnormal seasons we
may look to meteorology. The current
is in its place ready to give. off the heat
and moisture to the air whenever the demand is made upon it, but by the erratic
movements of the air this heat and
moisture may be delivered at unexpected times and seasons, and thus give rise
to the erroneous belief that the Gulf
Stream itself has gone astray. Century.

by Sir William Thomson's tidal clock.
Perhaps we are interested in questions
of speculative science-the age of the
earth, the constitution of m:ttter and the
size of its ultimate m olecules, the origin
of life on the earth an<i its probable duration; none of these questions can be
adequately discussed without mention
of his name, and on some of th ~ m he is
the only authority.
In collaboration
with Prof. Tait he has written what is
generally acc~pted as the text-book on
natural philosophy, and some of the most
brilliant mathematical investigations we
have ever seen are clue to him. When
the history of science in the nineteenth
century comes to be written three name::;
Sir William Thomson.
will stand out pre-eminent-those of
If ever a peerage is the fit reward for Faraday, Darwin, and Sir William Thornscientific eminence, says the Builder, son.
never was that distinction better bestowed than on Sir William Thomson, presiThe Distance of th3 Stars.
dent of the Royal society, on whom the
The mean distance of stars of the same
British queen has just bestowed the title. magnitude is approximately the same;
The days are past when a man could and if, therefore, the distances of some
say with Bacon: "l have taken all knowl- of the nearer stars are obtained, the ap edge to be my province," nor is it now proximate remoteness of any given catpossible even to so take all science, but egory is easily calculated. But to fin(l
Sir ·william Thomson may justly claim independently the distance of any indito have taken all physical science as his vidual star, its parallax must be known
province, and there are few who can -the angle, that is, between two lin es
rival him in any one branch of it. Go drawn from the ends of a base-line of
where you will, you find traces of his known length to the star in question.
restless activity. Every telegraph office Now, if the mean distance between the
is stocked with instruments of his in- earth and sun be taken as such basevention; a large part of London is light- line, 93,ooo,ooo miles in len g th , to ineel by dynamo machines which are mod- elude an angle of one second (one 324,
ifications of one of his, and in the test- oooth of a right angle) , the line must b e
rooms of all the institutions in the drawn to an object zo6, 265 X 93, ooo, ooo
world the most accurate instruments are miles distant. Well, no star is so near
his also. We go to sea,and we find the as tlzis. The neare st star, a Ccntauri,
means of taking soundings without stop- has a parallax of three-fourths of a sec ping the ship designed by Sir ·william ond. To bring within easier compreThomson ; we arrive in port, and find hension the enormous distance thi . parthe bight and time of the tides predicted allax involves, let the rapidity of light be
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considered. Light travels at the rate
of over one hundred and eighty thousand ·miles a second, and a year of such
travel may be taken as a unit for stardistances. Thus the distance of a Centauri would be measured by nearly 4;lz
"light-years." The Polar Star is forty
light-years, Sirius one hundred and twenty-one li ght-years, distant from our
globe; while stars of the sixteenth magnitude may be so remote that it would
take a wave of light thirty-six thousand
years to reach the solar system . The
paral~ax of Sirius is only about one thirty-third of a second-a striking example of the dependence of the most prodigious measurements of astronomy upon the minutest readings of apparatus,
nece ssitating the utmost perfection of
workmanship, as well as consummate
skill and know ledge on the part of the
observer.
-Spectator.
Origin of the Piano.

tuted the chief difference between the
harpsichord and the piano. In Maffei's
writings Cristofori's name is given as
"Cristofali, "but this is proved to be an
error, because inscriptions upon existing piano-fortes give the name as"Cristofori." Father Wood, an English monk,
living at Rome, is also said to have
made a piano~forte similar to Cristof-ori's in I 7 I I, which he exhibited in
England, where it attracted much notice.
Cristofori did n ot remain idle after
introducing his first instrument. He
became prominently known as a maker,
but died in 173I, comparatively poor.
Two piano-fortes by Cristofori, at present in Florence, dated 1720 and 1726,
show that he anticipated the principles
of an improved action,and ma·ny other
points of equal importance in the structure and acoustics of the instrument.
All authorities admit that he \vas a great
figure and a genius of no common order.
-Popular Science Montltly.

The piano-forte was invented by Bartolommeo Cristofori, a harpsichordmaker of Padua, Italy, who exhibited
four instruments in r 709. The honor
was formerly claimed for Marius, a
French maker, who produced a piano
in qi6; while German writers maintainecl that Schroeter, of Dresden, was
the initiator of the instrument. The
earlie t date ascribed to the latter's
achievement, however, is I 7 r I. During
the present century, however, an Italian
document was discovered, written by
Marchese Scipione Maffei, a Florentine
scholar, in t 7 I I, which testifies that
Bartolommeo Cristofori,of that city,exhibited four pianos in I 709, which statement was originally published in the
Giornalo in that year, accompanied by
a diagram of Cristofori's action principle, employing hammers, which con ti-

The annual return of the militia for
r89o gives the strength of the "unorganized" force as 7,69I,987. This is a
mere census statistic,and is the number
of able-bodied men liable to military
duty. In some states it is determined
by actual enrollment,and in others it is
estimated .
The organized militia numbers 109,
67 4, or 9, ooo officers and roo, ooo men.
The average attendance at camps as re ported by the adjutants-general of States,
varies from 75 to 95 per cent., but in
some of the States in the South and
\ est there is no provision for armorie
or encampments, and the troops have
not yet attained such organization or
instruction in military duties as to make
them valuable in an emergency.

The Militia of the United States.

THE PLATFORM.

THE THREE PARSONS.
ROBERT OVERTON.

W

HICH I don't belong to the 'Stab- place : and afore we engages a h and, we
lished Church, myself, sir, as have a lot down on trial. We pays our
am a Independent, a-beggin' your par- money and we takes ou r choice.
Now, gen'rally speaking, when we're
don, as I know for to be a church parson.
on the lo ok-out for a minister, we have
But yer see what I says is this: you one chap clown one Sunday, another on
take a lot o'men like us fisherfolk, as the follerin' Sunday, and so on till we're
works 'ard all the week, and mostly un- satisfied-one done, t'other come on.
der command, a-doin' what the skipper But it so happened, one time we wanttells us-'aulin in ropes, settin' sail, ed a minister, we all seemed most dreaddraggin' nets, and one ·thing and anoth- ful particular ; we couldn't satisfy ourer as you naterally don't know nothing selves. We had six down runnin', but
about-with nobody for to feel authori- none of 'em didn't suit. At last, by
ty over like, 'ceptin' maybe a boy or some little misunderstandin' we had
two what anybody ca:n knock about ; three come clown to preach their trial
well, now, if so be as we chaps go in sermons on the same Sunday; and we
for the 'Stablished Church, we ain't no- arranged it that the Rev. Paul Duster
body no more at Church than aboard should preach in the mornin', the Rev.
the boats; we ain't got no woice in Halgernon Sydney Crackles in the arwhat's to be done, and we ain't got no ternoon, and the Rev. John Brown in
sort of power or command like. But if the evenin'.
·w hen the Sunday came when we was
we goes in for the Methodies or the
Baptists (which is a lot, howsomclever, to try 'em, we was all agog like.
"You mark my words, mate," says
as I don't 'old with it all, as I knowed
one old man who almost got 'is death Cockles to me in the westry, "there'll
through a being kep' under too long, be some close sailin'. I'm rather inconsequens of the minister a-lettin' 'im clined," he continuers wery thoughtful,
slip and 'is legs gettin' entangled in the ''to bet on the old gentl'm 'n wot's go t
sheet), but if, I say, we join any of the the runnin' this morning, as is strict
sectises, why we get made a lot of,- orthodox, and appears to me to carry a .
some being stooards, some deacons,and deal of can vas. ''
some a-takin' round the 'at. You should
"'Ere he comes," I says, and sure
see me and old Cockles foller our min- enough he were just tacking acro ss the
ister out o' the westry o' Sundays, or road under convoy of Bill Tubbs, the
a-makin' the collection arterwards, and butterman, as was understood to have
our names called out sometimes from took 'im in hand .
A dreadful severe-looking man were
the pulpit :
"Brother Cockles and
Brother Coleman."
fr. Duster, with a himmense head and
Then, again, if we don't 'old with face, both on 'em bald and shining, and
what our minister preaches; or if we 'is head all over bumps. He certainly
seem to want a change, we can tell 'im were awful himpre ·sive to look at. The
to look out for a call to some other sermon he preached were severe ortho-
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dox, and the language quite as uncommon as you could ha' got in a 'Stablished Church,-Greek and Latin, and all
sorts.
"'Ere's words," I says to Cockles.
''Words, and sound doctrine too,
mate,'' says Cockles-as was wery particular about doctrine.
And surelywe got enough about doctrine that mornin', for all the sermon
was a-up'oldin' of all our sec' believes,
and a-showin' 'ow all other sectises is
wrong. The Latin quotations went down
himmense, and I see severalladies overcome by the Greek. The sermon, in
fact, caused a tremenjious sensation, and
Tubbs trotted )is man away in high
Sl erits, and lookin' proud and triumphant, as though the whole thing was finished and 'is man engaged.
In the arternoon we meets for to hear
the second preacher, as turned out so
wery poetical and 'eartbreakin' that he
seemed fairly like takin' the wind out of
the other's sails.
His woice had a
beautiful shivery-shakery in it, and he
wep' that copious I thought sometimes
we should have to bale the pulpit out
and ask 'im to weep over the side. Lor!
how he shot about that blessed pulpit !
first one side, then t'other, 'is eyes a-rolin' and 'is face purple, a-gurglin' and
a-yellin', anrl a-whisperin' and a-shoutin'. He were a lean, pale man, regular
poetical-lookin', with long hair, and a
nose a trifle red at the knob.
At half-arter six, we meets for to hear
the last preacher. Only a few on us saw
'im before he got into the pulpit j but
we quite agreed that let alone 'is name,
which were dead agin 'im, he wasn't the
man for our money, and I see at once
as he didn't go down like with the congregation. He were only about twentyfive, and a trifle undersized, and at first
sight didn't look anything at all out o'
the common j but somehow I fancied
there was a something in 'is eye and hangin' about 'is mouth that showed he'd got
good stuff in 'im . Howsomdever, I
didn't think he'd do for us, whatever
he'd got stowed away. ·w ell, he preached his sermon,-a short straightaway
sermon, what everybody could under-

stand. It wasn't doctrinal, nor it were
not poetical, but just practical, a-tellin'
us as how everybody in the world had
dooties to perform, from queen to pauper, and then a-going on about our
dooties, and how we should stick to 'em
and "never say die" like,-sort o' standin, by the ship, however the winds might
roar and the sea rage.
Arter the meetin we had a little gatherin' in the westry-just a few on us to
talk matters over, don't yer know-and
the only question seemed to be, should
we go in for doctrine and elect the doctrinal chap, or wote for the poeticalbloke?
We seemed about equally diwided on
the point, no body sayin' nothin' about
the young chap what had j.ust preached.
Words got rather 'igh at last j and Tubbs
(as though considered conwerted by
some, were in my opinion not quite
done yet) got so excited about Cockles
backin' the other man, that I believe if
Tubbs hadn't been small and unnateral
fat, he would ha' struck Cockles.
On the follerin' Wednesday night there
was to be a church meeting to settle
about electin' one on 'em.
I reckon that Sunday night will never
be forgotten, mister, so long as this 'ere
place has got a boat on the water, or a
house on the shore j the night of the
great storm we call it, when the Spanish
''San Pedro" went to pieces.
I 'ad a look out to sea accordin' to
custom afore I turned in, and I see a
wessel in the offing, which I made out
to be a London-bound ship. I didn't
much like the looks of things, and I
said a bit of a prayer for all poor chaps
afloat and in danger that night.
Well, sir, an old sailor like me always
sleeps with one eye open, so when the
winds began to gather strong, and the
waves to tumble and roll, and dash
against the jetty there, I woke up. Byand-by the wind got higher, rattlin' the
winder-panes, shriek in' and 'owlin', and
the sound of the risin' waves got louder
and louder. All of a sudden I thought
of that ship I had seen passing, and out
I jumped from my bunk into my clothes,
clapped on a soq':wester, and made for

the beach,
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Lord save us, what a night it was!
You see the black rock out there, sir?
vVell, you've never seen that covered
since you've been 'ere, I know, and you
might stop for years and never see it
covered; but that night the great black
waves were beatin' right over the top,
and bang across the jetty. The sky was
just as black as ink, and the wind blowin' at last fit to wake the dead. By-andby, crack, blaze, crack went the lightnin', and boom, boom, boom, followed
the thunder, the awful sound pealin'
above our heads, and seemin' to roll
away over that dreadful sea. Almost
all the men and women in the place were
on the beach, and even little chil'len 'ad
crept away from home, and were clingin' to their mother's gowns.
The first flash had showed us an awful
sight,-a ship, part of 'er riggin' all entangled on 'er deck, driftin' s~rait on for
the rocks. Nought on earth could help
'er-there she was-a noble, handsome
craft, drivin' right ashore, drivin' fast
and sure into the jaws of death! Only
the hand of God itself put out from
heaven could keep 'er off. The women
and chil'len were weepin',-weepin' for
brave men to die, for sailors' wives to be
made widows, and sailors' little ones
made orphans that night; and many a
man's true heart, as we stood there grimly silent, was wild with sorrow at its
own helplessness.
Just as another flash of lightnin' lit up
the scene, she struck with a great shiverin' shock; wild cries from the wreck
were borne to the shore, and the women
shuddered and fell on their knees, while
from man to man went the question :
"Can we do nothing-not/zing-to help
them now ?" But what could we do? Vve
hadn't got no lifeboat then, sir, or no
rockets or such-like apparatus, and we
knowed that none of our boats could
live in a sea like that; while as to swimming off to the wreck-no wonder that
even brave hearts quailed a bit, though
a rope 'ad been fetched and was lying
handy. All at once I heard a noise behind and turns round. A lot of lanterns
had been lit, and I could see everything
pretty plainly. Clingin' together in the

background was still the women and
chil'len, between them and us was two
of the parsons, the poetical one on 'is
knees and t'other one 'is hat blown
clean away and 'is bumps all wi sible,
was 'oldin' on tight to a jetty post, and
giving went. to the doctrine that it was
God Almighty's will the poor fellows in
the wreck should perish.
As I said
afore, every hale man in the place seemeel on the beach; but I didn't see the
young preacher chap of that evenin', as
I found arterwards had gone to a farm
a little way up country. But just as I
was thinkin' of 'im I see 'im comin'
makin' with quick, hasty strides towards
the water. With a light spring he jumps
down on the beach and straight on, 'is
mouth set firm and steady, and all 'is
face glowin' with a light which wasn't
on it in the pulpit-straight on, lookin'
neither to port nor starboard, but straight
for'ard.
''Stand aside, women !"
Calm and cool he orders them, and
to right and left they scatter.
Straight on he comes-past the poetical parson on 'is knees, and the doctrinal one a-'anging to the jetty-poston to where we men was standin'- and
then off he flings 'is hat and coat and
boots, and takes 'old of the rope ; as
though in a moment he understan<.l s all.
''Lads, bear a hand !"
But now we crowd round 'im,crying,
"Sir, you shall not go!"
·with 'is own hands he fixes on the
rope to 'is body, wavin' us off as we
press round 'im and then gi vin' one look
towards the wreck, and one look- bright
and quick-up to heav en, he takes a
step back, and then : ''Stand aside,
lads!"
With a great rush everybody presses
for'arcl to the water's edge, and with
bated breath and strainin' eyes we watch
the strugglin' swimmer.
Beaten, buffeted, bruised, tossed hither and thither
-can he ever reach the ship? To us
on shore it seems impossible. But God
himself, sir, must have filled that brave
young man with strength for 'is daring
deed-for see ! strugglin' hard, though
not so strongly as at first 1 for 'is limbs
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must be all numb and weary now, and
per'aps even 'is heart is giving waysee ! he is getting a little nearer, still a
little nearer j and the poor foreign fellows on the "San Pedro" are crowdin'
over the side cheerin' 'im on with wild
and thankful cries.
But we on shore are silent still, for
our hearts is too full for word or shout.
But at last we break that silencebreak it with a shout I can almost hear
yet- such a "Hurrah." as I never heard
afore or since-for at last the swimmer
has reached the ship, and a great wave
flings 'im almost on board j and we
make out many hands stretched forth to
help 'im over the ship's side. The women were cryin' for joy now-aye, and
many a rough fisher-chap drawed 'is
sleeve across 'is eyes to brush away. tears
he need never ha' been ashamed of.
Well, sir, every man on that wessel,
which turned out to be a London-bound
Spaniard-was saved. One arter another they come ashore, and such a setout I never did see, for blest if they
didn't want to kiss and 'ug as though
we 'ad all been a parcel of women together.

Bruised and pale, with blood still
a-trinkling from a great gash in 'is head,
where he must ha' struck the rocks, at
last there came ashore young Parson
Brown, and men, women and chil'len,
all eager to see 'is face or touch 'is hand,
crowded round 'im.
"Lads," says old Cockles, "I can't
say much, but what I do say is"-and
he takes 'old tight o' young Brown's
hand-"God bless our Minister!"
"Hooroar! God bless Our Minister!"
• "Hooroar !" I yells, and then, dreadful excited, I walks up to the Reverend
Halgernon Sydney Crackles, and I says:
"Poetry be blowed! Hooroar!"
Just then I caught .sight sight o' that
there unconwerted Tubbs.
He also
were laborin' under dreadful emotion,
'is little fat body a heavin' and puffin'
and tremblin'. All of a sudden he starts
for'ard, pantin', and makin' straight for
poor Duster, he shakes 'is little fist in
the gentl'man's face, and hollers"Doctrine be blowed !"
"God bless Our Minister, Hooroar!"
That was the way we elected a parson
that time, sir.
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JN these notes, it is my purpose, not
only to furni sh forecasts of the astronomical events to be expected from
month to month, but also, from time to
time, to call attention to recent important discoveries and to such important
astronomical events as may be of gen eral interest.
During the first half of February, a
number of important astronomical events
attracted the attention of the general
public. The close approach of Venus
and Jupiter at their conjunction was one
of these. The di covery of a new temporary star was another. The appear-
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ance of a sun spot of extraordinary dimensions, a third. And a fourth occurred on the evening of the 13th, in the
shape of one of the most mag ificent
displays of Aurora Borealis, or Northern Lights, ever witnessed in these latitudes.
In astronomical circles, the discovery
of a temporary star is an event of great
interest. Such stars are not numerous.
Only six, including this one, have been
observed during the present century,
and only twelve during the past two
thousand years. The present Nova, as
such stars are called, is in the constel-
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lation Auriga, situated about 2° south
of the star Chi. In the early part of
March, this constellation passes the meridian, almost in our zenith, about seven
o'clock in the evening.
Nova Aurigae made its appearance
early in December. The region in which
it is situated was photographed late in
November and again on the roth of
December. The star does not appear
in the first photograph. It does appear
in the second. This shows that it made
its 'appearance between the times when
they were taken. It was not discovered
by means of these photographs. They
are simply silent records of that part of
the sky indicating its presence or absence
at the time they were taken. But early
in February its brightness had increased so much, that it took the rank of a
fifth magnitude star, and astronomers
throughout the world were notified by
telegraph of its appearance. It seems
to have already passed its most brilliant
phase. If its history is to be the same
as that of other temporary stars, it will
soon fade and become invisible to the
naked eye, and perhaps invisible even
when the eye is assisted by the most
powerful telescope. Its variations of
light during its period of visibility will
be carefully noted, and even if it become 'nvisible, astronomers will continue to watch its place in the sky, to see
whether, at some future time, it again
makes its appearance. When the results of the spectroscopic study of its
light have been published by the astronomers of the world, the evidence may
be put together and some interesting
conclusions may, perhaps, be drawn
concerning the nature of this small, but
interesting, class of stars.
These stars usually appear suddenly,
attain their highest brilliancy quickly,
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and then sink into insignificance or even total obscurity as suddenly. ·with
certainty, we do not know the cause of
these wonderful variations of light.
Th eo ries have been advanced affording
explanations. But theories should be
accepted with caution. They should
not receive our entire approval, until
they have been thoroughly tested and
shown to afford the most satisfactory
explanation of all the observed phenomena.
In the case of temporary stars, the
theory which seems best to satisfy the
observed conditions, is that which follows from the consideration of swarms
of meteorites.
In our solar system
there are swarms of small bodies circulating about the sun. The velocities
of these swarms are very great. The
separate bodies composing them are exceedingly small, when compared with
the great celestial bodies. The swarms
are not globular, but much elongated,
often stretching out in a slend er thread,
for millions of miles. The meteoritic
bodies are not uniformly distributed
along these threads. There are, here
and there, greater aggregations of them.
Now, we have reason to think, that
there may be similar swarms or streams
of meteoritic bodies outside our solar
system, and that they may at times encounter each other. The collision of
one swarm with another, will generate
a vast amount of heat and light, ancl
prod11ce the appearance of a star. The
light will not last long, for the bodies,
although numerou , are very small and,
consequently will radiate their heat and
light rapidly. It is evident, then, that
the hypothesis of two intersecting
swarms of meteoritic bodies is sufficient
to account for the appearance of temporary stars. Previous to the collision,
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no star is seen. When the streams begin. to intersect and collisions become
numerous, the star becomes visible, and
increasingly so, as the collisions become
more and more numerous. The maximum light is reached when the number
of collisions begins to decrease and when
the heat generated no longer exceeds
that radiated. After the collisions have
ceased, the heat quickly radiates, and
the star disappears. This is a theory·
It remains to establish it, or to disprove
it. If established, it may be used as a
part of a greater theory concerning the
evolution of the universe.
It is well known, that solar disturbances, as exhibited in the number and
size of sun spots, are periodic. At regularly recurring intervals of eleven
years, there are times of maximum numbers.
For several months preceding
and following the maxima, sun spots
are numerous. The next maximum is
not due for several months, yet sun
spots are now, and have been for a considerable time, exceptionaly numerous.
On directing my telescope to the sun
on Feb. s, I was surprised by finding
an enormous spot near the eastern edge
of the sun. The rotation of the sun,
had just brought it into view. This was
''The Great Sun Spot" which attracted
so much attention a week later. When
first seen, its enormous dimensions were
apparent, but it was then so near the
edge of the sun that it could not be seen
to the best advantage. When it had
moved towards the center of the sun,
by reason of the sun's rotation, it was
measured and found to be about 135,
ooo miles in length and 7s, ooo miles in
breadth.
When first seen, the darkest portion
of the spot, called the umbra, consisted of several elongated and more or less

irregular parts, all surrounded by a common penumbral fringe. A week later,
the umbra! portion had broken up into
a large number of smaller ones, the
common penumbral fringe still surrounding them all. At this time, and also
later, the central parts of the penumbra was in color, decidedly an orange
yellow. This is not an uncommon color
for very large spots, though it is not ordinarily seen in the penumbral portions
of small ones.
This was the largest sun spot in twenty
years. Its unusual dimensions renderedit easily visible to the naked eye,defended, of course, by a piece of smoked glass. It appeared on a part of the
sun's surface which, for several years
has been curiously intermittent in its
activity: its activity resembling in a
measure that of a geyser.
The display of aurora borealis on the
evening of February 13, was one of the
most magnificent ever seen in this country. It may be years before we have
another display rivalling this one. It
excelled others in the extent of its visibility, in the lightning rapidity of the
appearance and disappearance of its
rays, in the great numbers of these rays
and their individual breadth, and most
of all in its rich coloring. As a background, there was a brilliant w"ering
crimson cloud, occasionally showing a
pale tinge of emerald green. Through.
this cloud, shot streamers of a paler
color, rose pink, sea shell, all the delicate tints of the cameo, and occasionally a ribbon of pure white. All formed a gorgeous spectacle.
Auroras result from physical causes,
and when these causes shall have been
discovered, it will be possible to predict
the times of their apr earance. Provisional predictions have already been

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
made, and in some cases they have been
fully verified; in others partially so.
The local distribution of auroras, their
position in space, the cause of their
brilliant coloring, their periodicity, are
questions which remain to be settled.
For this purpose, exact observations at
widely different places are needed, and
cooperation in this work will be heartily
welcomed. March and October are the
months which have heretofore enjoyed
the largest numbers of auroras.
I will dose this article, with brief
notices of the planets during Yrarch.
Mercury will be near the sun during
the early part of the-month. But at the
end of the month, March 30, it reaches
its eastern elongation at a distance uf
more than I 9 ° from the sun.
For a
number of days near that time, it will
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be easily visible to the naked eye.
Venus will continue the most brilliant
of the planets. During the month, its
brilliancy will become about one-fifth
greater than at the beginning.
Mars is a morning star throughout
the month, and is not in a good situation for observation.
Jupiter will be near the sun throughout the month. They will be in con junction March 20.
Saturn is in the constellation Virgo.
It is in a very favorab le situation for
observation this month. The rings of
this planet now have their edges turned
very nearly toward us, so that they can
not be seen, except in large telescopes.
Uranus is also in the constellation
Virgo. Neptune is in Taurus.

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
(Conducted by Our R eaders.)
No1•xs: -1. Hereafter all communications Intended for
this department to be noticed must be signed. We will
not publlsb your name,llowever, when requested not to do
80.

2. We have so arranged with the Sigma PI Math. Association that all mathematical questions will hereafter be
printed and answered In the columns devoted to the As o·
elation. Readers everywhere. however·, are Invited to
assist allferetofore .

26. Answer following from the Complete Arithmetic, Ind. Series. Page 25 I,
Ex. 6; page 258, Ex. 46; page 283,
Ex. 36; page 245, Ex. 9·
Teaclter and Subscriber.
27. What is the capital of Arizona?
of South Dakota?
W. E. Miclzael.
28. On what occasion was the following quotation used ?- "God reigns, and
the government at ·washington still
lives. " What is the complete quotation?

E.J.F.

29. vVho has the key to the old Bastile of France ?
I d.
30. Tell about the successive restrictions and regulations of Chinese i mme gration.
hl.
3I. H ow are seedless oranges grown?
c. M. J.
32. \Vhat does Lowell mean in the
poem "The Cathedral'' where he . ay.,
"Like words made magical hy poets dead,
Wherein the music of all meaning is, etc."?

Please explain the stanza.

I d.

33· To what proposition in geometry
do you attach the name "Pons asino rum?" Give language.
J. F. R.
34· What is the result in the follow ing combination: 8Yz+r6/.{-6_Y.3 X5?
State the principle which governs the
operation.
Id.

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
35- What was the battle of the Kegs? forms that are flippant simply because
Flickinger.
they are cosmopolitan.
The discussions are often partisan and provincial
ANSWERS.
in the extreme ; and the news publishI.
Let roo%=cost of flour
ed is often published only to sell thE;
paper, and caters to the lowest passions
roo%=$r26.75
and tastes of the mere mob. Of this
r %=rh of $r26 . 7 5 =$r. 267 5
fact,
the objections urged by the New
r }'3% =r ,73 x$r.2675=$r.69,com. on
flour.
York papers against the law forbidding
$r26.75 + $1.69=$rz8.44, proceeds the publication of details of executions
from sugar.
may be taken as proofs.
C.
Let roo % =value of sugar
I7. r. If A and B do the work in 14
days in r day they will do l 4 of the work.
roo%-2 Yz %=97 Yz %,proceeds .
z. Let i of B's work= what B will do
97 Yz% =$I z8. 44
1
in
I day.
r%= 9h of $r28.45=$ H 'V
1
3·
Then % of B's work=what A will
roo %= roo X $ H _V=$r3r. 73 l3 Ans.
do in I day.
WA. H.
IJ. The educational benefits obtained
4· ! of B's work+% of B's work=t
from reading newspapers may be sum- B's work.
marized thus :-It breaks up provin5· t of B's work =i4 of all the work.
cialism, and is the best substitute for
6. 7.{ of B's work =t of 114 = -i-8 of the
traveling. ·whether one knows it or not, work.
every one's life is largely conditioned by
7· ~ of B's work=4 X -.l = i~, the
the thoughts, beliefs, and modes of liv- amount B does in r day .
ing of persons with whom one can never
8. i?J will require r day.
come into personal contact. Commer9· ;{9 will require Yz day.
cial nations are always keen, quick to
ro. H will require V days=z43izdays,
see the relations of things, and skillful B's time.
in adapting their lives to changes in their
r r. r\-429= 93-a, amount A does in r
environments . It gives the reader wider day.
sympathies, makes him more charitable
12. 93 require r day.
in his judgments about men and institu13. 9\- requires 7':3 day.
tions, enables him to share more readi14. H requires 9-l days = 32 7'3 days
ly in any new advantages any where dis A's time.
J. D. French.
covered, enlarges his world of duty and
I9. r. ! of J's money= -}of C's money.
enjoyment, and makes his individual
2. % of J's money + $33 =% of C's
life participant of the universal life. Its money.
disadvantages are mainly the excesses
3· % of J's money= %of C's money
of its advantages,-"quality o'er-driv- - $33·
en becomes defect." What is gained in
4· .7{ of J's money= !"! of C's money
breadth is commonly lost in depth. Its -$II.
charitable judgments very often end in
5· t of J's money= H of C's money
excuses and palliation. Once in awhile - $44·
the reader must go into the wilderness
6. H of C's money- 44= ~ of C's
forty days, or lose his identity amid money.

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
7. -H of C's money-% of C's money
=$44·
8. H of C's money =$44·
9· r\ of C's money=$4.
ro. H of C's money=$6o.
r r. ! of C's money = J of $6o=$36,
Jane's money.
. ·. Charles had $6o, and Jane $36.
J. D. French.
22. The only effective method of
treatment for stuttering is continued
disdplinary exercises of the respiratory
and vocal organs.
These must be continued patiently
and unintermittingly, and must be supplemented by unwavering determination
to succeed on the part of both pupil
and teacher.
The stutterer must learn to breathe
properly, to completely fill the lungs
and economize the breath j she must
then practice diligently on vowels, singly and in combinations j then on combinations of vowels and consonants j
then on monosyllables, pol ysy lla bles
and phrases. The last should be spoken
like a many-syllabled word, thus,-"Imust- learn- to- speak- de- lib - er-ate-lyand-for-ci-bly."
All the above exercises must be practiced with varying degrees of pitch and
force. Next she may practice the reading of poetry and, finally, prose.
To the foregoing, add exercise and
fresh air to invigorate the system, cheerful companionship to counteract the
ever-present nervousness and despondency, and success is pretty certain to
follow. Remember, however, that a
cure is not to be effected in a few weeks,
nor, possibly, in a few months.
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ples, but I think it worthy of the serious
attention of our querist.
"The way
to resume, is to resume," says the Sage
of the New York Tribune. The way
to prevent whispering is to prevent it.
I know of no rule that fits the case.
There are certain !telps and devices frequently recommended, but the power
to prevent it, like the power of elo quence, "exists in the man, and the oc casion." If pupils are kept busy and arc
interested in their work, the whispering
will usually take care of itself. How
will this rule do? Do not give them tim e
to whisper.
W H. B .
-I
24. { like
him

r

I

i

better
[as]

l~he

------

LJI

-

1 see{

of him

more I the
B. F. Sisk.
26. roo per cent. = cost of rst farm
85 per cent. =$4,6oo
roo per cent. = 18°:P of $4,6oo =$ 5, 4II
. 76 187
roo per cent. =cost of 2nd farm
ITS per cent=$4,6oo
roo per cent. = H 8 of $4,6oo =$ 4, ooo
$ 5,41 I. 76 r8r-$ 4, 6oo =$ 8 I I. 7 6 tR7
$46oo -$4ooo== $6oo.
$8 I L 76 l1-$ 6oo== 2 I I. 76 1~7
. ·. The lo ss was $2 r r. 76187 .
B.
27. (I ) Phoenix.
( 2) Pierre
K.
JO. The total numb er of Chin ese reported as having arrived i n th e U nited
States previou s tc I85 r, was 46. In
I854 the number was increased to ove r
Ed.
r3,ooo, and from r 854 to r88z th e a r2J. Horace Greely's method o f re - rivals ranged from about 5, ooo to a:
suming specie payment may not be in many as 35,614,-the number that ca me
e rfect accord with pedagogical princi- in r882.

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
The constantly increasing numbers of
Chinese laborers, and the hostility
against them in the Pacific States led to
m ore stringent restrictions. The Burlingame treaty of r868 provided for free
emigratiop and immigration. This treaty
was afterwards so modified as to permit
the U. S. to limit or suspend the coming or residence of Chinese laborers,
but the absolute prohibition of such immigration was forbidden.
A committee from the Senate and
House of Representatives was appointed
in 1876, to investigate the matter. This
committee reported in 1877 recommending legislation to restrain the incoming of Chinese. No difficulty was
met from China, as they did not favor
the emigration of their subjects, and in
188o the treaty was modified. In r882
after much debate Congress passed a
bill suspending immigration of Chinese
laborers for twenty years.
Pres. Arthur vetoed the bill, but a
modified act limiting the suspension to

ten years became a law. The Chinese
who had become residents of the country were not to be disturbed, and therestriction was construed to include only
laborers, skilled and unskilled. The law
is successful, as the number of Chinese
arriving in r884 was reported to be but
84. A few are said to cross the border
from British America, but this number is
not large. In late years a great number
of Chinese has returned to China, and
hence the number of them has greatly
decreased within the last five years.
No legislation, I think, has been had
on the subject since r882, although
several court decisions and construetions have been made that have affected travelers, students and others, but
the main requirements of the law are
unchanged.
New legislation will be
had, no doubt, within a year.
W. H. B.
Correct. answers have also been received to questions
by C. M. Jansky, W. A. H111, Jacob EJgenheer, G. E. Gor·
butt, J. D. Logue and J. B.S.

26. Dr.

Cr.
Am't.

5 6 35
4 IS 14

2 9750

6s8o
8 IO 13I 83840
8 IJ 134 96480
8 19 140 133000

740

4

I

Dy Cash

5 12
" "
S 2 8 By note @ 60
6 23
8 5

By C~t.sh

''

"

1800
6oo
da's 350

540

6oo

date\days\ - to Prod.
due run

I\
4

I

0

5 12 41
7 30 120
6 23 83
8 5 126

00000

24600
42000
44820
75600

I 162630

220 days, nearly, after April I =November 7·
Solution.-April I, the earliest day upon which a payment is made, use as a focal date. Find
the day of maturity, the days to run, and the product of each amount, on both the Dr. and Cr. of
the account, reckoning the day of maturity, as cash. The balance due, $740, is found by subtracting the am't Cr. from the am't Dr. The balance products, $I62,6Jo, divided by the balance due,
$740, determines the date of note to be 220 days, nearly, after April I, or November 7·
NoTE. -The exact quotient of $162,630 divided by $740 is 219ft·

SIGMA PI MATHEMATICAL ASSOCIATIO.ft:
At the first regular meeting in February, which was on the 13th, the following officers were elected for the ensuing term of six months: Pres., J. C.
Me Ghee ; Vice. Pres., T. G. Rodgers;
Recording Sec., Carrie Mills ; Corresponding Sec., L. M. Troup ;Treasu rer,
M. C. L1ndis; Librarian, Carroleane
Tyrrell ; Asst. Editor, D. D. Feldman.
QUERIES .

39. Show that if
a + b + c = o, x + y + z + w = o,
then the two equations
yax + v ' by+v·cz = o, ybx-v:::.Y+vcw=o,
are deducible the one from the other.
(Ex. 12, Page 285.)
40. If the number of combinations of n things
r- r 2 together be equal to the number of combinations of n things r + r 2 together, find n.
(Ex. 10, page 294·)
4 1. Prove that if the term x" occurs in
expan•ion of

1x + ~} nthe

the

coefficient of the

~

term=---------.
I }(n-r) I -Hn - r)
(Ex. 17, page 307.)

42. Show that the sum of all numbers that are
expressed by the same digits is divisible by the
sum of the digits.
(Ex. 40, page 297.)
43. Show that if p be greater than n, the co-

x"
efficient of

in the expansion o f - - -- is
{I-x) 3 "
p(p2_ 1 ') (p2 _ 2 z)
[p 2-(n-r)2)
1 2n - r
~~ . 35, page 322. )
44. Show that the coefficient of >. 211 i~1 the ex{I - 2x)3
pansion of - -- - is
(I - 3x2)4
(n ...L I) (n 2) (5n + 3l
xfJ

3"-'--------2

[Ex. 36, page 323.)

45. Show that the n '"coefficient in the exp:msion of{ I - x)-" is always the double of th e
(n - 1) 11'.
(Ex. 39, page 323.)
46. Show that if t,. denotes the middle term
in the expansion of ( 1 + x) 2 ", then

+ t1+ t2

• = {I-4x) -7(
[Ex. 40, page 323.]
47. A wooden wheel of uniform thickness,
4 feet in diameter, stands in mud I foot deep.
What fraction of the wheel is out of the mud?
0. L. D.
4 8 . I buy four sets of books listed at the same
price. I get a discount of 10 and 5 oft on the
rst, 20 and 10 off on the 2nd,2o and 5 off on the
3rd, and 25 and 10 off on the 4th. I mark the
1st so that I may throw off 10 p~r cent, and still
make 10 per cent., the znd that I may throw off
20 per cent. and st ill make 10 per cent., the 3rd
that I may throw off 20 per cent. and still rr.ake
20 per cent., and the 4th that I may throw off
25 per cent. and still make 25 per cent. If I sell
the four sets for $zoo, what did each cost, what
was each marked at, and what per cent. tlo I
make on the whole purchase?
J. B. S.
49. If an article had cost me 20 per cent. less
the number of per cent. gain would have been 20
more. What was the per cent. gain ?
Id.
50. Mr. Burton bought a bill of goods amounting to $850 on 8 months credit, but accepted the
merchant's offer of 5 per cent. discount for cash.
If money is worth 6 per cent., how mnch does
Mr. Burton gain or lose hy his acceptance? C. B.
51. If a man 6 feet high weighs 144 pounds,
what is the weight of a boy of similar build whose
height is 4 feet?
Id.
52. A man bought a horse and carriage for
275 and .~ of the cost of the horse + 33 was
equal to ~ the cost of carriage. What was the
cost of each?
Wm. O'C.
53. The sides of a field are 30, 40, 6o and 70
rods respectively. What is the area of the field?

t0

I d.
54. A Philadelphia manufacturer is informed
by his agent in Buffalo that 3600 is due him on
the sale uf some property.
lie insuructs the
agent to remit by a draft payable 6o days after
sight, exchange being U per cent. premium. The
agent, by mi take, remit a sight draft which,

THE EDITOR.
when received in Philadelphia, is accepted and
paid aft'er the expiration of the 3 days of grace.
If the manufacturer immediately puts this money
on interest at the legal rate, wili he gain or lose
by the blunder of his agent?
Icl.
55. What is the perimeter of a rhombus, one
diagonal being 10 rods and th e area 86.6o)i?

(n-r+I)(n-r)x
X
7· - - - - - - - - - [n~-2nr-2r+nJ

Ir+

x

I

8 . . . [t]-[2] = [51 - [6].

T.G. Rodgers.

C. G. H.

56. A lever is

feel long. On one end, 4
feel from the fulcrum, is a weight of 300 pounds;
un the same s:de, 2 feet from the fulcrum, is a
weight of 1000 p0unds.
What weight at the
other end of the lever will counterbalance both
I d.
these weights?

A
36.

I.

SWERS.

By the Binomial Theorem the coeffi 11

cient ofxr + 1 in the expansionof(I + x) + I =
(n + r)n(n - I) .... (n - r + 2)(n-r + I)
1r

+ I

2. The coefficient of x,. =
(n

+ 1) n (n- I) .......... (n -

r + 2)

Ir

if .........

3· Let x =·n (n (n- r + 2).
(n + I)(n-r + r)x
(n + 1)x
4· - - - - - - - - --=

I~

I~
(n2 - 2nr --I r +

PROGRAMMES.

10

2r + n) x
I

5· The coefficient of xr + I in the expansion of
(r + x)" =
n(n - I) .... (n-r + 2)(n-r + 1)(n -

I~

r)

=

6. The coefficient of xr-J
n(n-1) ...... ... . (n - r + 2)
1 r-1 _

36. Feb. 27.
T. G. Rodgers
The Multinomial Theorem,
Exs. 2, 8, I4, 24, 28, 3I, 35, 39 and 40, Pages
328-29-30 . .
Ilistcry of the Cynic School, E. F. O'Riordan
37· Mch. I2.
Logarithms,
C. G. Hankey
Exs. 5, 6, 8, 9, I3, 14, 15, 17, 19 and 20, Pages
333-4·
History of the Epicurean School,
Addie Clark
38. Mch. 26.
Exponential & Logarithmic Series, D . D. Feldman
Exs. 1-I2, inclusive,
Pages 342-3
History of the Stoic School,
Joseph Conroy
39· Apr. 9·
Convergence and Divergence of Series,
Carroleane Tyrrell
Exs. I-- 12, inclusive,
Page 351
lli!'tory of the School of the Middle Academy,
L. D. Summers
40. Apr. 23.
Interest,
Carrie Mills
Exs. I- 8, inclusive
Page 356
History ofthe School of the
ew Academy,
May Tinsley
41. :vlay 7·
Equation of Payments,
L. M. Troup
Exs. I-- 12, inclusive,
Pages 360- 1
History of the School of the Platonists,
L. C. Libby

THE EDITOR.
Of the ninety-six school houses in
Steuben Co., Ind., eighty have the National Flag floating over them. Supt.
Carlin says that the other sixteen are
soon to have flags. The flags cost about
eight dollars each.

Dubois County for the second time
has lead Indiana in the work of the
Teachers' Reading Circle-eighty-six
applicants having successfully pa sed
the examination, sending to the ecretary one hundred eighty-eight manu-
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scripts. The Institute for r892 will be ble for this. They continually implore
held at Jasper, Aug. r5-19. Ron. Her- or command their pupils to "speak
vey D. Vories, Profs. Carr and Aley, louder. " And children, in their efforts
and Richard Lew Dawson will be the to respond, acquire the habit of shouting, screaming, or roaring, to such an
leading instructors.
extent that it goes with them through
Tlte Public ScltOol, an excellent lit- life.
This is, perhap , true in many cases.
tle monthly published by Supt. Sullins
of Tippecanoe County, Indiana, contains But there are teachers who go about
each month some little articles written by the school-room with catlike tread, and
children of the schools of the county. muffled voice that is as exasperating as
Those we have seen were prepared by the shouting of which complaint is made,
children from 7 to I 2 years old, and are and who reqL1ire their pupils to speak
printed just as the little ones wrote them with bated breath.
without any corrections by teacher or
Now, though Shakespea re :-;aiel of that
editor. The plan is a good one, and if most perfect woman, Cordelia, "Her
an active part is taken by the pupils of voice was ever soft and low,-an excelall the schools of the county, as should lent thing in woman," yet there i · such
be the case, it can not but be produc- a thing as making the voice so subdued
tive of excellent re sults. No better way that it is only a murmur which one vainexists of testing a pupil's mastery of a ly st rains his ears to hear.
subject than to require him to put his
Between the two extremes there is,
knowledge of it in writing.
fortunately, a golden mean, and he who
tri e may easily attain this. To speak
American Shouting.
clearly and distinctly, and yet not shout\Vherever one may be, whether in the ingly, is within the pow r of all; and
streets, street-cars, railway trains, pub- to modulate the voice so that it sha ll
lie buildings, or the school-room, Amer- not rasp one's nerves is certainly a deicans may always be known by their sirable thing to do.
voices. High, shrill, strident, men, woTry it, teachers, in your school-rooms.
men, boys, girls, make themselves heard \Vh en you speak to pupils, speak disand felt, until one's ears are weary and tinctly but in a middle ton . And when
long for rest. To such an ex tent is this you ask them to speak louder, show
true of us as a people that in Europe them what you mean.
we are spoken of as "loud-voiced .\mer.Increase t!te 7.•olume of tone, lmt do
icans."
1101 pitclt t!ze 7.•oice !u;:;lttr.
Persi :t in
N w, why is this? I· it not partly this till the children see the beauty in
because we are such a hurrying, nervous, your voice and their own · till the musi
restless people that we do not take time of the full, ri h medium tones shall subto acquire one of the surest marks of due their restless, nervou ·, high -st rung
good breeding, a well modulated voice? nature , ancl they shall b e omc, in voi e
In the s hool-room thi · loudness of al lea t, what every American boy and
voi e is particularly noticeable. One girl de ires to be, a gentleman, or a
of our educators ha recently aid that lady.
teachers are in a great degree re pon i-

THE EDITOR.
Attorney General Smith's Opinion.

Section nine (9) of the amendatory
Act of .March 2, 1889, ''providing for a
general system of common schools, the
officers thereof, and their respective
powers and duties and matters properIy connected therewith," (Acts 1889,
page 67), provides for the holding of
township institutes, or model schools
for the improvement of the teachers.
Such institutes shall be held one Saturday in each month, and in the discretion of the township trustee, two Saturdays in each month, may be appropriated for such purposes.
When employing teachers, the township trustee shall specify in a written
contract with such teachers that they
shall attend the full session of each institute contemplated in the statute or
forfeit one day's wages for each day's
absence therefrom, unless such absence
can be accounted for because of any of
the reasons named in the statute.
Teachers who attend institutes are
paid the same per diem as received by
then when teaching. This provision is
just, in that it recognizes compensation
for services rendered to the State by
this class of public servants, and at the
same time is an inducement to teachers
to encourage them in an interchange of
views which ultimately lead to the improvement of the general system. The
penalty for not assisting in the prosecution of this work has been fixed by the
statute, and every teacher when he contracts to teach a common school must
agree in writing to attend the institutes
or forfeit a day's wages. The statute
imposes this forfeiture and the trustees
are simply directed to contract with
teachers with reference to it, and when
they have done this their duty in that
behalf ends.

The proposition that a trustee may
contract with teachers to the effect that
they shall not be allowed the statutory
wages for attending institutes is plainly
in violation of the statute. Trustees
have no authority to make such contracts. Their powers and duties are
prescribed by law and the statute relating to them must be followed according
to the letter and spirit of the enactment.
In every case the statute must be looked to by the trustee for authority to act
in a given matter, and if it is not found
in the statute it does not exist.
The statute in question is plain and
does not need the aid of construction to
ascertain its meaning. It contains no
provision authorizing township trustees
to enter into contracts with teachers
the effect of which is to deprive them of
pay when attending institutes, and any
such provision in a contract with a
teacher would be in conflict with the
plain meaning of the statute, and void.
It would be taking from the teacher by
contract, the very thing which is guaranteed to him by legislative enactment.
Reviews and Written Examinations-

"0ne extreme follows another." Let
anything become a fad in educational
circles, as elsewhere, and it is sure to be
lauded, paraded, and worked, to such
an extent that the very object for which
it was intended disappears in the rpists
and hazes bf super-abundance.
·written examinations, notwithstanding the abuse to which they have been
subjected have not yet served their day,
and must not be la1d away among "the
things that were." A quarter of a century ago written examinations made
their debut in Indiana at our normal
mal school and secondary institutions.
They were very rea onable as first in
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their demands upon the examiner and
examined. They were tests of ability.
By them the teacher was able to measure his success in imparting instruction,
and the pupil was able to discern the
w~ak points in the work he had attemptto perform. At this early day • written
tests did not crowd out all oral examinations. Gradually written work became
more abundant and burdensome. Teachers spent nearly all their time grading
manuscripts. Pupils studied solely to
get good grades in their examinations.
Many teachers
and "Educational
boards" made great effort, in the preparation of questions, to display their
extraordinary leaming. How the examined envied the examiner his wonderful breadth and depth of knowledge!
How the great examiner exulted in his
power to torture the miserable applicant
for a grade! County examiners, County
superintendents, principals and city
superintendents were the terror of teachers and pupils young and old. Experience counted for nothing as compared
with the ability to tell the year, the
month, the day, the hour, in which thefirst
gun was fired in some noted conflict.
The "construction" of a participle outweighed five years of success in the
school-room. These were some of the
features of the examination fad when in

I8]

erly conducted afford one of the very
best mea11s of testing the knowledge of
the pupil, as well as the skill of the
teacher. The habit of stating clearly,
concisely, and in logical order, what we
have learned, can be best gained in this
way, and must prove invaluable in every
walk of life. The practice, so common,
of studying for examinations, is to be
deplored and should be broken up. This
can be done by giving frequent written
and oral tests of the daily work, and by
laying less stress on final examinations.
It is well in estimating grades, to count
the daily work of the pupil as worth
three-fifths, and the examination twofifths. To illustrate,-suppose that the
daily work of John Jones is estimated
at 90 per cent. and his examination
shows but 70 per cent. The estimate
of daily work is multiplied by three, the
examination multiplied by two,-the
results added and divided by five. This
will give 82 per cent., the pupil's standing for the month or term as the case
may be.
The Star.

R. Nightengale, of '88- '90, returned to
Valpo, Feb. 12, to spend a few days
with old friends.

Misses Florence Marble and tella
Clark, teachers in the Chicago Public
Schools, spent their \Vas hi ngton's Birththe zenith of its glory. Many of these day vacation with friends on the Hill.
vivid tints are fading, and common
The "Stars" postponed their program
sense is beginning to rule in the exam- of Fe"IJ. 6, to allow the Alumni Associainers' realm.
tion the night for their elocutionary enIn some localities these written tests tertainment given by Miss Blood and
have been abandoned entirely. This, Mrs. Riley, of the Columbia School of
Oratory, of Chicago. The entertainment
of course, i.s as great mistake as was the
was a success in every particular.
extreme weight given to examinations
The lecture by Col. L. F. Copeland,
ten years ago. The golden mean beon "Seeing the Elephant," given under
tween the two extremes is commended the auspices of the ''Star ociety" Feb.
again to the thoughtful, conservative I 3, though not financially as successful
~duc~tor, ·written examinations prop· as some of his previoqs l _ctqres n~r
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have been, was fully up to the standard been agitated for the last seven years,
in •vit, humor, and eloquence, and was has again been thoroughly discussed
and disposed of, for the time being, in
greatly enjoyed by all who heard him.
Here as elsewhere,
Star Society and the Classic class the usual way.
great
minds
evidently
flow in the same
have lost two of their energetic workers
channel if not in the same direction.
during the past month.

H. R.

Miss Sarah Ream left Feb. 2, for Atlanta, Ga. , to accept a position in Clarke
WHAT THEY ARE DOING.
University. She expects to return May
I. A. Meredith is at Mentone, Ind.
r 2, and continue in school until the
D. E. Minor is comfortably settled
close of the year. Although deeply regretting her loss, her classmates and at his home in Thomas, Alabama.
many friends wish her the success she
Anna Derschell is teaching with markdeserves in her study and work.
ed success in Lake County, Michigan.
M. C. L.
C. A. Engebretson is principal of the
The Crescent.
schools of ·willow City, North Dakota.
Effie ·w atson, a "Crescent" of '9o, is
J. W. McCaslin is principal of a flourassistant principal at Chatsworth, Ill., ishing school of penmanship at Huntwhere she is meeting with well merited ington, Indiana.
success.
W. B. Black,Scientific of '82, is servC. C. Rogers of '9r, is located at ing his third term as superintendent of
Liberty, Mo. instead of Chillicothe as the schools of Jackson Co., Ind.
reported in the last number.
Frank L. Jones of the class of '9o is
F. E. Gates, graduate of the Law de- principal of the Greentown high school
partment of last year, is practicing with at Greentown, Indiana. He enjoys perfect success and is pleased with his work.
excellent success at Adair, Iowa.
E. J. F ermier was recently advanced
G. Ruring, Scientific of '9o, has been
re-elected principal at Everest, North on examination. from the Freshman to
the Sophomore class of Purdue UniverDakota. at an increased salary.
sity, Indiana.
·
A. C. Pattee, who was obliged to leave
H.
\V.
Sheel,
teacher
of
mathematics
school on account of ill health, is located at SanFrancisco, Cal., where he ex- and natural science in the Norwegian
Luther College at Decorah, Iowa, has
pects to study law in the near future.
recently been appointed county surveyC. A. Bowen, a "Crescent" of '86- or of \Vinneshiek county.
'87, who will graduate with the Classic
\V. A. Root is principal of the school
class of '92 in Ann Arbor, Mich., spent of Norrie, \Visconsin. He has the coma few davs with his old friends at this plete confidence of his pupils and panlace. His brother, T. W. Bowen, of trons.
The school was never more
'87- 8 is civil and mining engineer in prosperous than it is in his hands.
Boise City, Idaho.
B. F. Sisk is principal of the New
Phoena Johnson, Scientific of '9o, has Augusta, Ind., High School. He gets ·
resigned her position as teacher in a goDd salary and the schools are doing
Chillicothe, Mo., and returned to this the best of work.
place to study music preparatory to acR. J. Stilley is successfully teaching
cepting a position as teacher of that art in Okawville, Illinois. His term conin the N ormal at that place.
Mrs. tinues 8 months longer, after which he
Dieuis of 'go and 0. H. Burnett of last expects to return to school.
year are also again in our midst.
R. H. Gregory has recently entered
The removal of the wall between the a school of medicine at Louisville Ken''Star and Crescent" Halls which has tucky. He says that he is very well
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pleased with the school but thinks Louis- formerly Miss Jennie Osborn,of the Scientific class
'84 They are well pleased with Kan. The
ville, with the exception of Pittsburg, of
schools are in good condition and he is doing
the dirtiest city on the earth.
splendid work. Graduates from our school are
admitted to the State University.

This is the

B. H. Williams is now in business in home of several other Normalites: Hugo Hohn ,
Fairfield, Washington. He writes as Scientific of '87, is in the First National Bank.
Charles A. Arand, Classic of '88, is practicing
follows:-

! met with the greatest success last year. My law here with great success. L. C. Libby Classic
income out of business was about $ I200, and this of '89, is president of a college in Texas. F. W.
year it will be fully as much if not more. I am Turner, also Classic t1f '89, is superintendent
co partner in the harness business, and general •of schools at Blue Springs, Nebraska.
manager of the same. I have two men working
Dr. and Mrs. B. J. Cigrand, of Chifor me in the harness department and it keeps cago, were at the Normal during the
me busy keeping them supplied with work, with
holidays visiting class-rooms, greeting
the business I have to look after.

acquaintances and spending pleasant
Mrs. Lucy Wade of the Dickson moments with the professors and teachNormal College, one of the flourishing ers. "B. J." as he was familiarly callschools of Tennessee, writes as follows: - ed on College Hill, is of the class of '85,
! am always glad to receive THE STUDENT, and at present enjoys the reputation of
and only wish 1 might greet it oftener. Ourschool being one of the youngest, most prosis quite good, 475 having been enrolled already
this year. I am working hard, but feeling wdl, perous, and prominent dentists of ChiAfter leaving school, he taught
having imbibed enough health, strength, and en· cago.
ergy at theN. I. N. S.,last summer,for a year's for some time in Wisconsin, and subsework.
quently entered theN orth-Western ColHarry Byers,of '87,thus accounts for lege of Dental Surgery, at Chicago,
where he won the degree of D. D. S.,
his time:Since I finished the Scientific course in your with honor, having been the valedictoHe
school, I have taught one term of school, worked rian at the graduating exercises.
a while in an en~iMering corps, and in May 1888 has since graduated from the Chicago
located atClearfield,Pa., and hung out my shin· School of Sciences; and of late from
gle as surveyor and civil engineer. In Nov.of the
same year I was elected county surveyor and find the Chicago College of Prosthesis. He
plenty of work in connection with the office . is at present secretary of two of ChiDuring the last summer I have done the engi- cago's leading dental societies, The
neering for the County Commissioners and vrepar- Dental Legal Association, and the Aned plans and specifications, and superintended
the construction of a bridge of two spans of 136 aesthetic Club. He contributes to denfeet, piers 32 feet high, across the west branch of tal journals, and also to educational
the Susquehanna. Perhaps you remember J. T. magazines; and conducts the educationJohnson of '88? He has been admitted to the bar al Dept. of the Chicago Argus.
He is
and is practicing law at R oanoak, Virginia.
now occupied in writing a book, which
Florence M. Kent writes:the Harper Bros. will publish some
My second year in Spokane is even more pros- time in May.
This volume "The Story
perous than the first . The public schools here of The Great Seal of The United States,"
are equal to the best in the land. Fine buildings,
will be an historical treasure, since litgood management and the latest modern improve tle or nothing has ever been published
ment~,·ogether with good pay,constitute some of
the good points. Of the fifty teachers employ- on the thoroughly interesting subject.
ed forty -nine are of the "weaker sex" and it is This book will be illustrated and will
needless to add that "no masculine need apply."
contain upwards of soo pages. Last
I am sure you will be pleased to learn that Miss
Jennie C. Grove has been very suc~essful in her but not least, he is proud of being the
elocution work at the Jenkins University of this happy father of a little boy.
place. This is her second year and she will probably remain until something better "turns up".

E. A. Manly is doing good work for
the schools of Dawson, Minn. He is
George C. Baker of Marysville, Kan.,
deservedly popular not only with hi s pukindly sends the following notes:pils but with the citizens of the place.
1 am located here as principal of the High
In a recent issue "Tlze Western Guard"
School. Geo. W. Haan,an old Valpo boy,is su·
perintendent of the city schools. His wife was says,-
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It has all the facination peculiar to such
a subject. "After steam, telegraphy,
the electric light, and - the telephone,"
says the astronomer, "would not the
discovery of unmistakable signs of the
existence of a humanity inhabiting another region in our solar archipelago
prove the most marvelous apotheosis of
AMONG THE MAGAZINES.
scientific glory in the nineteenth centuThe contents of the March ARENA ry?"
are sufficiently varied to interest all
The Century Company has printed
lovers of serious literature. The Rev.
Minot J. Savage, contributes a remark- in a neat pamphlet a series of Editorials
able paper on psychical research, giving upon Cheap Money, which had appearmany thrilling stories for the truth of ed in the CE rT uRY MAGAZINE. The
which he vouches. This paper is as in- articles are honestly written, are in no
teresting as fiction, although it is pre- sense partisan, and give a mass of inpared in the interest of science. Prof. formation upon subjects which every one
Joseph Rhodes Buchanan, the well- who cares for the prosperity of his
Every
known author of New Education, writes country should understand.
thoughtfully on Full-orbed Education, a voter and every young man who expects
paper which should be perused by every to be a voter should read them, and
parent and teacher in America. Henry ponder well their lessons before he
\Vood contributes a paper of great abili- votes. The writer, who is a wage-workty and interest, entitled Revelation er, does not believe that any more imTltrough Nature. Hamlin Garland de- portant matter has been before the
scribes in his graphic manner the Far- country for years, than this one of cheap ·
mer's Alliance members of the present money, and he believes the articles are
Congress. This paper is accompanied sound to the core.
by nine photogravures. Ron. Walter
There is no journal published to be
Clark, LL.D., Associate Justice of the more heartily recommended to those
Supreme Court of North Carolina, fur- who wish to keep track of the world's
nishes a masterly argument in favor of progress, particularly along the line of
governmental control of the telegraph natural science, than THE PoPULAR
and telephone. Charles Schroder insti- SCIENCE MONTHLY.
tutes a comparison between ChristianiIts interesting pages are always filled
ty and Buddhism, showing wherein the with the healthiest. and wholesome. t
former religion is superior to the belief material. The contents of the March
of the East Indians. The editor dis- number are varied and unusually attractcusses Tlze Dead S ea of tlze Nineteentlt ive. Every article is worth the price
Century, a thoughtful paper on the in- of the number, but I wopld call the parcreasing misery of the very poor in our ticular attention of our readers to the
great cities. From the above it wil1 be following: A description of the A usseen that the March ARENA is an ex- tralian Marsupial Mole, the latest imceedingly strong and brilliant issue of portant discovery in zoology, furnishthis vigorous review.
o magazine of ing a connecting link between the orthe present day publishes more striking nithorhynchus and pouchet.l animals
and thought-inspiring articles than the like the kangaroo and opposum; Dr.
ARENA. It is one of the foremost and Andr'ew D. White's paper on the warmost scholarly journals in America.
fare over astronomy · an interesting il-

A short time ago an additional department
was opened in our schools but again Prof. Manley has over 6o students in the High School department. Under Prof. Manley's management
our schools have reached a high degree of excellence and non -resident pupils are taking advantage of it.

The most notable article in the March lustrated paper on organ-building by
PETERSO is an interesting speculation Daniel Spillane, and a popular les on
on the chances of inter-planetary com- on the mechanism of the eye, JVayside
muni·c ation, by Camille Flammarion. Optics.
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vV publish in this issue the notice of
a li st of prizes offered by the Californian Illustrated Magazine, which is of especial interest to teacher~. The magazin ~
which has been a phenomenal success,
now occupying a leading place among
magazines publi hed west of ew York,
is edited by Prof. C. F. Holder, the well
known author. Prof. Holder, holds the
chair of Biology at Throop n1versity,
Pasadena, is a trustee of the J ,o ·Angeles
State Normal, and late President of the
Pasadena Board of Education. He is
author of Holder's Zoology, u ·ed in the
public schools of Indiana. The magazine promises to give special attention
to educational matters- and will soon
pubh h an exhaustive plea for the pen sioning of teachers.

JANUARY EXAMINATION QUESTIONS FOR INDIANA.
CoNDUCTED BY

READING.
"So boldly he entered the Netherby hall,
' Mong bridesmen, and kinsmen, and brothers,
and all;
Then spoke the bride's father, his hand on his
sword
(For the poor craven bridegroom said never a
word),
'0 come ye in peace here, or come ye in war,
Or to dance at our bridal, young Lord Lochinvar?"
- Scott.
I. Give five questions showing the way in which
you would lead a child to enter into sympa·
thy with the above situation.
20
2. How would you lead a child to make the
thought of the author his own?
10
3· How would you secure freedom from self10
consciousness in your pupils?
4· Why should reading be taught in our schools?
IO
5· Read a selection.

0. P.

5·
6.

7·

8.
9·

McAuLEY.

due in 3 months, reckoning money at 6%
per annum?
If ·3 of an estate is worth $7,500, what is the
value of .48 of the estate?
A dock which loses 4 min. in 12 hr. is IO min.
fast at midnight on Sund;:.y, what o'clock
will it shnw at 6 o'clock on Wednesday ev ·
ening?
The height of a tower on a river's bank is 55
ft.: the length of a line from the top to the
opposite bank is 78 ft., what is the breadth
of the river?
Which is the better investment, 3~% bonds
at 91, or 4 % bonds at 103?
What sum will amount to $3,213 in ten years
at 8 per cent. simple interest?
ANSWERS.

7(1~ of / 4 )

so

ANSWERS.

a. What do you understand by entering boldly
into the hall?
b. Why is the bridegroom spoken of as poor
and craven?
c. What feeling prompted the father of the
bride to speak to Lochinvar as he did?
d. Why do you think he put his hand on his
SWGrd?
e. What would be a more natural way of
asking the questions?
2. By requiring him to express the thoughtin his
own language.
3· By having him read to bring out the sense in
the selection. ·
4· It will help the pupil to be less self consciou,,
aRd appear more at ease.

1.

~L~ o£7 f
2. Show how the first case of percentage is but a
special application of multiplication of decimals.
3· What is the difference between simple interest
and true discount?
4· What is the present worth of a bill of $170

r\)

1

l;r= lX\r4 =3~ Ans.

1.

ARITHMETIC.
[Answer any etg ht. ]
7(1 ~ of r\)
- - - - - -+- l ;r= what?

7(! of

~1 ~~l"'= ~1 ~~-r=~

I.

2. The first case of percentage is used to find a
certain per cent. of the base. But the rate
,per cent. is simply so many hundredths,and
may be so written, decimally. Hence we
may multiply the base by the number of hundredths indicated by the rate per cent.
3· If a note he discounted thesameday it is given, the simple interest and the T. D. are the
same; but, if the note is discounted later
than the day on which it is given, the P. W.
becomes greater than the piincipal of the note,
and hence the T. D. becomes less than the
interest.
4· Amount of I for 3· I mos. @ 6 per cent. =
$1.01$5
$ 175 +- 1.0155 = $172 . j289o2 + , P. W. of
bill.
5·

·3= ·30
2 . . JO= 7500
3· rh="S"\r of 7500= 250
4· r4H=48 X 250= 12000.
6. 1. From midnight on Sund ay to 6 P . M . , Wed nesd ay = 66 hr.
2. 4 min. =r~ hr.
3· . ·. ls hr. : xhr. : : 12 : 66.
4· . ·. I2x= 66X ~"5 hr.
5· x=H·hr. +- I2= r1lfhr. = 22 min., time lost
6. If the clock had lost no time, it would
show 6:10 P. M.
7· 6:10 o' clo ck-22 min.= 5:48 o'clock, P.
.M. Ans.
I.

JANUARY EXAMINATION QUESTIONS.
7· The figure would be a right-angled triangle,
with the height of the tower for the altitude
and the width of the river for the base, the
hypotenuse being the length of the line
stretched from the top of the tower to the
opposite bank.
Let b denote the base, thus
b=v78 2 -ss 2 =v6o84-302s =v~ =
SS-3o8 + ft.

.·.---.

8. I. Let 100 per cent . = amt. invested in bonds
at 91 per cent.
100 per cent. = P. V. of Bonds.
9 " " = Discount.

91
91

=

M. V.

= Ioo per cent.
= l.Jlr0 per cent.
= 3-rJV per cent.,=income from

I
3%
"
former.
H . Let Ioo per cent. = amt. invested in
bondc; at IOJ per cent.
IOO per cent.=P. V.
3 " " =Prem.
103
= M. V.
. . I03
= Ioo per cent.
=H~ per cent.
=tH per cent., income from
4
latter.
. ·. The latter are the better investment.
9· $1 @ 8 per cent., simple interest, amounts to
$r.8o in 10 yrs.
$3213+I.8o=$1785. Ans.
GRAMMAR.
I. What is the distinguishing characteristic of
the verb.
2. Name th e verbs in the following: "To whom
being going. almost spent with hunger, I am
fallen into this offense."
3. On what basis are verbs classed as regular and
irregular?
4· Write five regular verbs ; also five irregular
verbs.
5· What is a factitive or causative object of a
verb?
6. What classes of words do adverbs modify?
Give an example of each, and designate.
7· Compare each of the following adjectives:
large, beautiful, vertical, happy, evil.
8. Use each of these words correctly in a senrenee: practical, practicable ; contemptuous,
contemptible.
9 . State the distinction between these two sentences: He is writing plainly. Plainly,he is
writing.
ro. Analyze : "It is chiefly through books that
we enjoy intercourse with superio r minds.''
A SWERS.
r. A sentence cannot exist without it, and it al ways a serts something.
2. "Having gone," "being spent," (these are
participles) and "am fallen," a finite verb.
3· On their form.

4· Love, study, elect, rent. expect. Write,teach•
steal, go, be.
5· One upon which the action exerted is indirect.
6. Adverbs modify verbs excepting as their objects or subjects, adjectives, adverbs, and expressions used as such. a. He studiesjaithfully. b. He is a very happy man. c. He
is very studiously inclined.
d. The man
went nearly to town. "Nearly" modifies
the phrase "to town."
7· Large, larger, largest; beautiful, more beauLiterally, vertical
tiful, most beautiful.
cannot be compared.
Happy, happier,
happiest; evil, more evil. most evil. By
many this last- is not compared.
8. That is a practical subject, but it cannot be
considered practicable. He is a contemptible man.
9· The first sentence refers to the legibility of his
writing, and the second to the fact that be is
writing.
Io. "It is chiefly through books that we enjoy
intercourse with superior minds." The sub ject is the clause "that we enjoy intercourse
with superior minds;" "it" is an expletive;
"is"is the verb, modified by "chiefly" as an
adverb, and by the phrase"through books;"
"that" is an introductory connective; "we"
is the subject of the clause, "enj oy" the
verb, and "intercourse" the object element.
The phrase "with minds" modifies "enjoy,"
and "superior" is an adjective modifier of
"minds''.

1.

2.
3·
4·
5·

6.
7·
8.

PHYSIOLOGY.
With what purpose in view do you teach phys
iology!
Name in order, beginning with the mouth, the
parts of the alimentary canal.
What change does starchy food undergo in digestion? Fatty food?
What is the office of the portal vein? Of the
pulmonary vein s?
By what membrane are the bones covered?
What is its use? How are bones connected?
What is a ''sprain?"
Where is animal heat generated? How? What
connection ha respiration with animal heat?
Name two important benefits of bathing Give
two important rules as to bathing.
What is the effect of exercise upon the heart,
the skin, and the appetite, respectively?
AN WERS.

To develop the minJ,and as a basis for the art
of H ygiene.
2. 1outh, fauces, pharynx,oesophaguss,stomach,
small intestines. large intestines.
3. It is changed into sugar by a process of fermentation. Fat i acted upon in two ways:
r. It is saponified, i. e. changed into oap.
2. It is emulsified,i. e. finely divided by the
action of the albumenoids and alkalies of the
small intestines.
1.

JANUARY EXAMINATION QUESTIONS.
4: T0 convey blood and products of absorption
from the digestive organs to the liver. To
convey the aerated blood from the pulmonary capillaries to the left auricle.
5· a . . Periosteum. To nourish the bone, and to
give attachment to ligaments and tendons.
b. By ligaments. c. A sprain is a partial
rupture of the fibers in the ligaments of a
joint.
5. In and among the cells of the active tissues.
By chemical change. Respiration furnishes
the oxygen for the chemical changes.
7· To remove the products of excretion from the
skin, and to stimulate it.
8. It increases the force of the heart beat. It
increases the capillary circulation, and the
How of perspiration. It increases the appetite.

., .

GEOGRAPHY.
Describe or illustrate, as to a class, the change
of seasons.
2 •. What would you attempt to teach a school regarding Persia, and in what way?
3· In . what zone does the greater portion of North
America lie? Australia?
4· What are the causes of winds? Name some of
the more important ones.
5. Bound Kansas and name its chief products.
6. Give the locations of the more important mineral producing regions of the United States.
7· What circumstances largely determine the location of the different races of men upon the
globe?
8. What are the exports of Peru?
9· Bound Egypt and give an account of its great
river.
10. For what is Australia noted.
I.

ANSWERS.

Holding the globe so that the axis shall incline
about one fourth of the distance .from the
vertical to the horizontal and shall point toward the north, :pass around some object
used to represent the sun and show how any
point on the surface will receive the sun's
rays more or less obliquely as it passes
through different parts of its orbit.
z· That it is a high plateau, with little rain and
much desert land. A despotic government.
The religion 1s Mohammedism. That the exports are opium, tobacco, silk, wine, gums,
drugs, dyes, wool and carpets; and that they
have only a few miles of railroad, and very
few roads of any kind.
3· a. North Temperate. b. South Temperate.
1.

4· a. The unequal heating and unequal evaporation of different localities. b. The Trades
and the Anti -Trades.
5· Nebraska, Missouri, Inrl.ian Territory, and
Colorado. The chief products are corn and
cattle.
6. Pennsylvania, Kentucky, and Alabama for
iron and coal; Pennsylvania, Ohio, and In
diana for gas and oil; Northern Michigan
and Wisconsin for iron and copper; California and Colorado for gold,and Colorado and
Nevada for silver.
7· Climate and productions.
8. Sugar, cotton,nitrate of soda, wool, and Peruvian bark.
9· a . Bounded on the north by the Mediterranean Sea, east by the Red Sea, south and
west by indefinite lines. b. The river has
two branches, one from the Great Lakes and
the other from the plateau of Abyssinia. It
flows through a desert in its lower course and
grows smaller toward the ·m outh. It over·
flows its banks every summer.
10. Australia is noted for its mineral products,
its wool and its wheat.
SCIENCE OF EDUCATION.
(These questions are based on the Reading
Circle work for the current ye:1r.)
Present your views on the subject of moral
training in the public schools, discussing the following topics :
1. The necessity for such instruction.
2. What should be taught.
3· How the instruction should be given.
A SWE'RS.
1. Moral training is training in conduct, that is,
in those acts which conduce to happiness or
unhappiness because of their relations to the
acts of others like ourselves. Conduct is
three-fourths of life. Hence, moral training
must he important.
2. Morality.
3· Chiefly practically, by letting the pupils see
for themselves that certain lines of conduct
invariably lead to their own happiness, and
others to their unhappiness.
Especially
should every pupil who is disposed "to be
ugly'' learn that others can get more fun
out of his ugliness than he can himself,real,
genuine fun. Threatening, scolding, and
goody stories should be absolutely avoided.
Lecturing and preaching are of no account.
Real anecdotes of real noble men and women are valuable in helping the pupils form
proper ideals of life and -conduct.

i
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CAREFUL AND SKILLFUL DENTAL WORK AT MODERATE PRICES.
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----6®®DJ::.JJ::::rTIST? ~d-VALPARAISO,
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New and Second Hand Books, Stationery, Inks, Pens, Tablets, Blank
Books, Drugs, Lamps, Notions, etc.
- - A FULL LINE OF STUDENTS' SUPPLIES.- -

Orders for Books and anything kept in our line p romptly filled by

.'

THE LIGHTCAP COMPANY,
105 College Ave., Valparaiso, Ind.

~anGy ~POGBFias,

W. G. WtNpLE, 8tapla and
Fine Lamps and

Glassu~are.

DELICIOUS PIES, CAKES, COOKIES AND CA DIES, ALWAYS FRESH.

Just the place to get a toothsome lunch put up.
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TO STUDENTS' NEEDS.
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------GO TO_________..
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St.,

-NORTH SIDE COURT HOUSE.-

I buy and sell for cash. My goods come direct
from manufacturers. I can offer you a larger
assortment and lower prices than most
shoe stores in towns of this size.
Repairing a specialty.

First class work at lowest prices

=====GUARANTEED.=====

Wh~n ~ou

go to g~t ~our ldt~rs,

drop in and see the beautiful new store of
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ADVERTISING DEPARTMENT

W • G. LETJ(EJ{MAN

J

The oldest established and most

.
~T J reliable drug store in Valparaiso.
DRUG-G- I~ MUDGE'S GA.L:liERY, THE FL01¥ER GARDEN.

Col'nerllJainand Wal'hington!iits.

OF VALPARAISO ,

is known for miles around, as producin g the highest grade of Photographic Art.

A Monthly Journal df'voted exclusively to the
cultivation and care of Flower and House Plants.

-

iiTHE FLOWER GARDEN,"

Valparaiso, Ind.
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T. M L

ER,~

Bloch's Laundry
Is The Place

Livery, Board and Sale Stables,

where you can ge t work done to suit.

VALPARAISO, IN D.
-GOOD RIGS AT REASONABLE RATES.-
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...
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38 WEST MAIN STREET,

FINNEY & BARTHOLOMEW
carry a first class line of
1

SPECTALTY. --

Good Goods at Lowest Prices, our Motto .

FURNITURE,
PICTUR E FRAMES,
AND MOULDINGS.

.A.11

~i:nds

INDIANA.

JOHN LEPELL,
Fine Ftirn.iture,
MIRRORS, PICTURE FRAMES.
EAST liiAIN STREET.

e>f lv.l:eats.

Th e Very Choicest and Best, and at Low Prices.
{,

f

.,

J. W. SIEB, NO. 5 FRANKLIN ST.
-ll l l l l li ._ _
jill~

makes the best PEIOTOCRAP!ES and CRAYON
PORTRAITS in all sizes and styles at lowest prices.

~

Please call and examine our ample whether wiRbing work
a;I_ES_ _ _ _"'-:.____.,~ done or not.
No. 27 Union St.,

COLLEGE HILL, Valparaiso, Ind.

J. R. PAGIN, DENTIST.
OFFICE OVER VAIL' S JEWELRY STORE.

THE STUDENT.

Th~ North~rr-

Ind. Normal

So~ool

DefmdrlfeQt of :P~or.7o2rm~~'1 GtQd 0'1~e'wrltiQ2·
Expenses the very lowest, teachers the most thorough, the work the most complete and sat is ·
factory.
The country may be "flooded with stenographers," and there may be many who are willing to
accept positions at wages that barely make them a living, but there never was a time in the history
of the country, when there was such a strong demand for good stenographers; and when it is once
known that a person is a thorough stenographer, there is no question about the party obtaining a
very superior position, and that, at the best of wages.
One need only to look under the surface for a moment to see that there never was a time when
good stenographers were in such demand as now. It is because the vast multiturle are only halfway prepared for the work, and their general education is so deficient that they do not, and can not
give satisfaction, and hence are unemployed, or employed at such low wages.
Without any additional expense whatever,a student, in connection with Phonography and Typewriting, may take any and all studies that will assist him in his general work.

Catalogue free.
Address H.

Principal, or 0. P.

B. BROWN,

KINSEY,

Associate Principal,
VALPARAISO, INDIANA.

- O F THE-

no~tbern

Indiana normal 8ehool,

Now stands at the head of the Musical Conservatories of the \Vest. This is
not a statement only, but investigation will more than verify it. Students who
come from the large cities say that they have better advantages here, owing to
the fact that they receive more personal attention.
The best of instruments are used; the instructors are the most competent, and
the expenses the lowest.
No othe_r institution offers anything like equal advantages at such low rates.
That the department does what it promises is proven by the rapidly increasing attendance, and in the constant demand for those trained here.
Send for Catalogue.
Address H.

B. BROWN,

Principal, or 0. P. Kr

SEY,

ssociate Principal,
VALPARAISO, I TDIA A.
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WE HAVE ALSO ENLARGED OUR FACILITIES FOR

~~BOOK MAKING,~~

uling,

rin ing:,

inding.

Wt! llfamifacture a line of TABS, S\1ALL BLANKS, STUDENTS' NOTE BOOKS, RE BOOKS, GRA\1.\TAR BOOKS, SCRATC£I BOOKS, ETc. For use in schools.
ll f anu_farturiu,:; Cmllml'rria! Blanks FOR TiiEOl'Y L-- SCLIOOLS is our specialty.
Our
line f or ~chools is "·orked on the uest pnpe r and listed the lowest of any Commercial Blanks made.
They are now imitated by many othe r manufactures. To avoid this imitation, see that each shee t
of paper is \\'ater marked "Sunny Side :'dills." In this line we mnke a J<HJ R;-<AL, Lt·:D<~~:R, DAY
BooK and CAsH BOOK, 40 pages ea., prec;. hoanl cover, listed at ro cents each. In leather and
marble paper, board bindings, rz .Yz cts per quire. Cro\\'n cap, heavy pnper, leather luck and marhie paper sides, O\'er reaching- cover · , di~it line ruling, ~ J and .Yz p:1~e Accounts in Ledgers, and
ind exed on edge, r 6 21 cents per qnirc. Same in cloth in place of marble paper, but" ith leather
corne rs, 25 cents per quire 48 page,; per quire. Our line of • ·otes, l )rafts, Receipts, Checks and
other blanks have. been so extensively called for tb.1.t \\'Care making engraved forms, giving the appearance of lithographic work. Th ese are listed at .5 <JO per 1 00 hooks, 36 in a book. Onr llills
Payable and Pecei,·able, Bil l Head Tab-; and Bank Pass lldJks are the same price, 5 cents each,
PORTE'~--c

,,u.,~

For Banking-,

we make,CASJI BOOK. ,

cOLLECTI ON

REGISTERS,

TICKLERS, Disco u:-rr BooK~, LEDGERS, A 1 D INDIVIDUAL LED-

Also, Srx--COLU:\1N Jo uRNAL:, L U;\lll ER BooKs.
Specia l Rulings of any kind made to order.

GERs.

D. F. l'ERRL ' E , Uook seller ancl Stationer,
Valparaiso, Ind.
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THE STUDENT.

Lowe & Ewil)g's Gcesar's Gallic War.
Notes and Special V{ICabularies on t!ze same paa-e witlz text.
Separate Text witlzout Notes or Vocabula ry for class room .
OTHER FEATURES.

NOW USED IN

Ancient and Modern Maps facing each other.
z. 1arking of long vowels.
3· References for collateral reading.
4· Comprehensive Life of Cresar and Treatise on
Military Art.

High Schools and Colleges from
Maine to California.

I.

Fine Cloth Binding,

IN LATINUM .
A Manual of Latin Prose based on first four books of
Cresar. Professor j. D. S . RIGGS, Ph. D.

The Inductive and Grammar Methods so
combined as to secure the advantages of both.
A gain of three months to the beginner in Latin.

Each lesson is a connected and logical whole
of grammar work, oral and written composition
and conversation. The sentences are idiomatic
and illustrative.
ADOPTED

IN

INTRODUCTION PRICE, $1.00.

IN

Some of the best Coll eges, Academies and IIigh
Schools in the country .

Over 300 High Schools, Academies and Colleges.
1

FOR IN'J'RODUCTION, 50 CTS.

Sample cop ies mailed on receipt of introduction price.
ALBERT, S£}0TT ~co

..,

JUST THINK OF IT!

FFI..EE!

Educational Publisllers,
106 JJ,.abaslt .Jivenue, OHIC.JIGO, ILL.

GIVEN A AY!

VALUE, $195.00.
THE ENCYCLOPEDIA BRITANNICA, with American Additions and Revisions thoroughly Americanizing and Revising this great work to 189r , including Biographies of noted Living
Persons, by W . H. DePuy, D . D. LL. D . , the widely known Encyclopedia editor. This edition,
with its thorough equipment of NEW MAPS brought up to date, makes

THE .MOST COMPLETE ENCYCLOPEDIA THE WORLD HAS EVElt SEEN.
"~

'A"G!Iiii 't""A"TQ
W IV

iW II

~

..

ctavo, Postpaid, $r. 25 . Separate T ext, Paper, Free.

BELLUM HELVETIUM.
A Beginner's Latin Book. Professors LOWE and
BUTLER.

ADOPTED

...

VQ'U"~~ _1Ve have determined tll_at no 01~e can offtlr further excuRc for not ownlug this
II 111•w~ 1
)!onarch of Encyclopednts. \\ri te for terms of our wonderful offer.

20,506 Pages! 10,643 Illustrations! 671 Maps and Plans! A Digest of the Libraries of the world! COMPLETE AND UNABRIDGED. Costing Originally to
Produce over Three Million Dollars.
HOW TO SECURE IT WITHOUT ONE DOLLAR OUTLAY ADDRESS,

STAR PUBLISHING COMPANY, 16 .Montgomery St., Jersey City, N. J,
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"I advise all parents to have their boys and girls taught shorthand writing and type wntlllg.
A ste~ognipher who can type write his notes would be safer from poverty than a, gi~at, Gr,eek !lcholrar ."-CHARLES READE, on "The Coming Man.•·•
'
· _, •·: ·. ·· '.: · -.~ · :

,.-rhe IIighest
l ') evelopmetl.t of" t.l1e
~riti:ng

Machi11.e is the

Remington ~tandard Typewriter.,
The only award made by the Paris Exposition for improvements in type,vriter
mechanism, was a bronze medal presented to Mr. \V. K. Jenne, the superintendent of the Remington factory.

-The W. S. &D. PARAGON

Rl~DONS

are warr~nted to give satisf~ction. -

WYCKOFF, SEAMANS & BENEDICT,
175 MONROE STREET , CHICAGO .

VALPARAISO
is situated on the Pittsburg, Ft. Wayne & Chi·
cago Railway, a main thoroughfare of the
--system known as--

THE

7\me:rioan System .
-.----of Shorthand.

·THE PENNSYLVANIA LINES.·

To supply the increasing demand for stenog-

It is there·by in direct communication with Chicago on the west, with Plymouth, Columbia City
and Ft. Wayne, Indiana; Van Wert, Delphos,
Lima, Upper Sandusky, Bucyrus, Mansfield,
Massillon, and Canton, 0.
On express trains Pullman Sleeping and Dining cars are carried via Valparaiso to

raphers, schools of shorthand and type' writ-

PITTSBURG,
BALTI 10RE,
WA HINGTON,
PHILADELPHIA,
NEW YORK.
For complete information regarding rates of
fare and time of trains, .apply to
GEO. A. DODGE,

Ticket Agent, Valparai o, Ind.,
.JO EPH WOOD,

General Manager,

E. A. FORD,

ing have been established in various parts of
the country, and, with few exceptions, all business colleges now have a "department of shorthand" A number of systems are taught, but

U1at of' Benn Pitmun is more gen.
erally used t11an any other in tllis
country, and n1ay be called lite
4 '.J1merican Systena."- f!xtract f rom tlte
R ep ort of the Commissioner of Edu.cati01~ (fVasltington, D. C.), f or tlze year I 887-88, page 927.
For catalogue of shorthand publications by
Benn Pitman and Jerome B. Howard, address

The Phonographic Institute,

General Pas enger Agt.

Pittsburg, Pa.

CINCINNATI, OHIO .

8

A D VERTIS I N G DEPARTMENT.

CHICAGO & GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY.
THE GREA. T TRUNK LINE between Valparaiso and all
points East and West.
In traveling to and from the "Northern Indiana Normal School," see that
an~ secure. comfort, speed ami safety at lowfirst class service.

tickets read via above line,
est rates compatible with

N. B.-Passengers to and from the East will enjoy the novel experience of passing through
Great International Tunnel.
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Through Palace Sleeping cars between Chicago and New York-Trains 4, 6, 8, 1, 9, 7; Boston-Trains 4 and 5;
Saginaw Valley-Trains 6 and 5; Detroit-Trains 6 and 5. Trains 8 and '7 run through solid between C hicago and
New York via Erie Ry. Meals sened en rente In splendid New Dining Cars.
For time tablell, tickets. and further Information, apply to J.uuts MoC:RRll:, Agent, Valparaiso.

GEO. D. REEVE.
'.l'rafilc :.U:anager.

':'~HE

W, E. DAVIS,

Gen. Pa•seuger and Tlc ke& Ag&.

NE\-V KIMHALI..J PIAN(_).

Fron• a large number of testimonials In our possession, referring to the excellency of the KIMBALL PIANO, we
take pleasure In quoting [by permission] the names of a few well known musicians of Europe and Amerira, who hsve
used and recommended the KIMBALL PlANO:
FROM ADELIN A PATTI "The Queen of Song."
FROM CHARLES KUNKEL. ''The well known ComposChicago, Dec. 16, 188!1.
er and Pianist "
w. w. KIMBALL Co., Chicago, Ill.
St. Louts, Mo. Sept. 21, 1891.
Gentlemen: -It gl ves me great pleasure to testify to the
merits of the N.&w KumALL PtANO. It has a wonderfully W. W. KIMBALL Co., Chicago, Ill.
sweet and sympathetic tone und supports the voice In a
Gentlemen :-Accept my congratulations. A firm makmost satisfactory manner.
lng a nlano that places It In the front rank of plano makers
F ROY. E MIL LIEBLING. "Chicago' s Leading Pianist." Is to be,'lndeed, congratulated. You make such a plano
Chicago, April 11th, 1889.
and I take pleasure In stating that I have always found
W. w. KIMBALL Co., City.
Gentlemen : -Your plano has an excellent touch and the the tone re:ftned, syml)at hetlc and sonorous, satisfying the
tone Is perfectly satisfactory and In these two most import- demand of the most fastidious artist. I will use your pi·
ant par ticulars the KIMBALL PIANO will compare fuvora- auos at my concerts where · o-ever I chance to meet them
bly with those of older and well known makes. I give It
Agaln my congratulations.
m y fullest lnoorsement.
AND ALSO
}Ifnnle Hauk,
Lilli Lehmann,
Wesleyan College of Music, Bloomlngton, Ill., St. Aloysius chool, Chicago. Ill. Our Lady of Angel Seminary.
Slg. Francisco Tamagno,
Slg. Del Puente,
Lyons, Iowa, Mnont t. Jos e ~ Academy, Dubuque, Iowa,
Emil lflsher,
Max Alvary,
Northern-Indiana Normal cl:iooi.Valparalso, Ind., Bloom.
Paul KaUsch
Mme. Albanl,
mgt(JD, oru;ervatory of Mu lc, Bloomington, Ill., Grand
Frederir.k Archer,
Julius Perotti,
Italian Opera Company, Me tropolitan Opera Company,
Lillian Nordica,
Slg. Ardltl,
Boston Ideal Opera Company, and many other prominent
P. S. Gilmor e,
Han Balatka.
artist . Illustrated Catalogue maUed.

W . W. KIMBALL CO. ,
Office and Warerooms, K I MBALL BUILDING, 243- 253 Wabash Ave., Chicago.
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Except Sun(]ay.

No. 2.

BUFFALO.
CL8VELA ND.
BELLEVUE.
FOSTORIA.
NEW HAVEN.
FT. WAYNE.
ROU1'H WHiTLEY.
C LA rpooL.
MENTONE.
ARGOS.
KNOX.
SOUTH WANATAH.
V ALP ARAll::IO.
HOBAHT.
HAMMOND.
C'HIC.AGO.
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10 !):1 A. ll,
8 15 ..
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"
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tion, Van Buren St., Chicago, and N. Y . , L. E. &
Ry. Station, Buffalo.

I

1 2U P. ~1.
2
3 02
•.

6 4:) A. !11.

844
10 30
11 10
12 30
1 50
3 01
3 4'l

No.

The following is time corrected to Dec. 13, 1891.
Trains depart from and arrive at Union Railway Sta-

GOING EAST.

READ THIS SIDE DOWN.

No . 4.
!l 20 P.
0 4:)

LOCAL.

!11.

..

20
2 Ol
1 45 ,,
12 36 ..
12 \.16
ll 48 A.
11 21 "
10 40
10 0:)
H 46
9 21
8 4.')
7 ;j5
!)

6 O.'i P. ) I .
3 !)t) ..
:11.

2
1
12
10
9

20 "
17 ..
30 "
40 A.
07 "

8 1!)

lf.

,,

7 13 ••
6 06 ..

ltEAD THIS SIDE UP.

Through tickets to all points on sale at principal offices of the company at lowest rates for any
class of tickets desired . Baggage checked to destination.

LEWIS WILLIAMS,
General Supt.,

B. F. HORNER,
General Passenger Agt. ,
CLEVELAND, OHIO.

Te~chers ~a:n.ted!
If you are preparing yourself, or have prepared yourself, for the great work of teaching, you will
want a position in September next. We shall be pleased to assist you, if you will let u hear from
you. \Ve refer with pleasure to over 40 former graduates and students of the orthern Indiana
Normal, whom we have located in the last two years. We have a large patronage, all through the
\Vest and South, among the best village and city schcwls, . ormals, Academies, Colleges, Etc.
Send for manual, blank, etc. Address,

C. J. ALBERT,

Do

Manager~

The School und Colleg·e Bureau, ELMHURST, ILL.

yoz~

want to make the best use of your time9
Do you u;ant a live and praetical book on teaching ?
Do yor~ Lvant so1ne j'resh exercises?

IF SO, WE CAN HELP YOU.
\ VELCH's

"How

r. oo

TO STUDY",

A book for self-improvement in school or home .
\.V ELCH's "How TO ORGANIZE, CLASS TrY A~D TEACH A Cou~TRY

ScHOOL", $1. oo

GURNEY' . NEW 0PE~TNG EXERCISE '

I.O O

All new and timely books written by successful teachers.
To any new subscriber to THE STUDE~T, we will furnish either of the above
books for ."'1.35 ·
THE TUDEXT I yr.,
Any one of the above books,

I. 2j

\V e furnish b oth

I.OO

2.2j

--l.:Jt"i.--

In ordering by mail 5 cent must be added for postage .

ao

-r.e.:)~THE

STUDENT,
to roLLEGEAvE .•
.....
\lALPARAI

~o, I l\ID~

ADVERTISING DEPARTMENT.

IO

-UNEQUALED MUSIC BOOK. For Singir.g Uasses, Etc.

MODEL TEXT BOOKS.

GOOD LUCK,
BY S. W. STRAUB. Note the following important
features in the Elementary Department: 1. Truth·
ful statements in simple language. ~- Daily reading
exercises, perfectly g-raded. 3. Exercises and Topi.cs introduced in their be~torder. 4. The OJ'inciples
of reading are vmctically taught, so that pupils
learn to read in alL keys in the time that is genera tty gi>en to only one key [key of C). 5. Modulating

exercises by which readi11gthecla~sics is madeea.sy.
The only correct time signatu ree are used.
See what charming matter the body of "Good
Luck" contains: 1. .An unusuaii~J large number of
easy and delightful pieces for •·first term work ." 2.
Choice Quartets and fine four part songs. K. Solos
of exceptional beauty with instrumental accompani·
ments. 4. A number of humorous pieces th>~t are
irres'istible in a clnss or concert. 5. Splendid ~olo~
with Yocal accompaniments. 6. Sacred music, ex·
cellent Ant:hems, Hymn tunes etc. 7. Pieces that
include hummi11g and whikitling novelties. ~- Farm·
er's celebrated Oratorio Chorus 1md Quartet, "Great
and Marvelous.'' 9. Bishop's great Concert Glee,
with obligato solo, ." Now Tramp o'er Moss and
Fell.''
Goon LucK contains 192 pages, is well printed,
wire stitched. Price only fiO cents.

e.

S. W. STRAUB & CO. , Pub,
243 State St., CHICAGO, ILL.

Houston's New Physic al Geography.
Hart's Composition and Rhetoric.
Smyths'

~

merican Literature.

Thorpe's Civil Government.
Chase & Stuart's Latin Grammar.
Chase & Stuart's First Year in Latin.
Chase & Stuart's New Illustrated Ccesar.
Chase & Stuart's Classical Series.
Trimble's Hand Book of Literature.
Hous ton's New Physical Geography is used in
the l'\0rthern Indiana Normal School.

Eldredge & J)ro.,
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Th~ Gr~at

Civil War.

C')
0
0

r+

~

w
0

If you send rocts. to the undersigned,

you will receive by return mail, post

0

b
0
0

paid,

SUCCESSOR OF THE UNABRIDGED.
Re-edited and Reset from Cover to Cover.

Hart's Outline of the Civil War,

for every Family and School.
Work of revision occnpied over 10 years.
More than 100 e<.litoriallaborers employed.
Critical examination invited. Get the Best.
Sold by all Bookse llers. PRmphlet free.
CAUTION is needed in purchasing a. dictionary,as photographic repr int!" of an obsol ete and comparatively wonhle- s edition of
Webster are being marketed under various
names and often by misrepresentation.
The International bears the imprint of
G. 8& C. MERRIA.l.\18& CO., Publish ers,
Spriugfitlld, 1\lass., U.S. A.

and .Aid!torl for T eac!u'ng same.
Address,

T. 'J'V'. HART,
Co. Supt. Sc!IOols,
VANDALIA, ILL.

A GRAND INVESTMENT

(

ADVERTISING DEPARTMENT.

II

Edited by CHAS. FREDERICK HOLDER.
Author of Life of Chas. Darwin; The Ivory King; A Strange Company; Living Lights; Element
of Zoology.

S N FRANCISCO, CAL.

$3. 00 PER YEAR.

25

CTS. PER COPY.

That all those who can write, and write well, do not appeH in the great
monthly publications of the day, is well known. There are number who ha,·e
the gift, if so it may be termed, who are not aware of it, and to encourage these
and bring new and untried writers into the field, THE CALIFORNIA has decided
to offer a series of prizes for articles on various subjects:
Si.xt!t. $100 for the best article on "Ilow to
First.
75 for the best article on "How to
Communicate with Other \Vorlds," as Mars,etc. Reach the orth Pole?"
Saond. $7 S for the best paper on "The Ori Sevmth.
for the best article on "Shall
gin of :\Jan; his fir,t appearance, etc.; the age We Restrict Immigration?"
in which he appeared," etc.
Eig!tt!t.
for the best article on "ProtectT!tird. $7S for the ue~t article on any subject,
ing Orange Groves from frost.''
i.llustratecl by the author in pen and ink, sepia or
Ninth . S3 S for the best short poem, illu tratoil (ulack and ,,·hite). $5? each for the second
ed by the author.
and third best.
Tent!t. $50 for the best illustrated article on
Fourtk $50 for the best short story, illustrat"Have \Ve a Tational Architecture?"
ed by the author.
50 each for the second and
Ele<•enth.
50 for the best a rticle on "Are
third best.
Fiftlt. $50 for the best paper on "Is a U n i · Our Teachers \Veil Edu ca ted ?"
ver5al Religion Po ible ?"

so

so

The articles ~ hould be forwarded by June, 1892.
be obtained by addressing
EDITOR
ACADE:\lY OF

Further particulars may

THE CALIFORNIAN ILLUSTRATED MAGAZINE,
SCIE~CE

BUILDI rG ,

SAK FRJ\1 CI. CO, CAL.

Tlte Representatiz•e Jl[agazine of t!te Pacific Coast.

FC>R.1892.
E
All about the Pacific Coast. Every 1 umber Illustrated. Improvcmen L:-; in e•ery direction. In making up your li ·ts for r892 include TII E 0 "ERU:\I.
'e nd

20

c. for

ample with Prospectu ·.

ADOREs

..po

~Iont aome ry

THE OVERLAND MONTHLY ..
treet,

THE STUDENT.

I2

General Grant's Memoirs--OriJinal ~7.00 edition for 30 cents.
1Vo book, excepting the Bible, has ever had tou ch a sale in the United States as General (~rant's
Memoirs. 650,000 copies have already gone into the homes of the rich, but the subscription price
of 7.0-::> has placed it beyond the reach of peop le in m :lde rate circumstances. If 65o,ooo peoplehave been willing to pay $7 oo .for Grant's Jl,femoirs, tlzere must be a couple of million people in the
United States wlw 'Want them, and will jump at tlze opportunity to buy them at the low figure here
offered.

\Ve will send you General Grant's Memoirs, publisher's original edition, best
paper, cloth, green and gold binding, hitherto sold by subscription at $7. oo,

and absolutely a proposition such as has never been made in the hi;;tory of b:lok publishing. The
two splendid volumes of Grant's Memoirs, of which 65o,ooo copies have been already sold -not a
cheap edition, but the best--for 40 cents ; provided you send your subscription to THE ST UD E T
for one year, and also a subscription of $J,OO for the CosMOPOLITAN MAGAZfNE, the brightest and
cheapest of the great illustrated monthlies, itself equal to the best $4,00 magazine.
The COSMOPOLITAN is enabled to make this offer because of tlze purchase o.f 6oo ,ooo 'l!Olumes at
a price wlzidz even publislw-s would deem impossible,and witlz tlte idea of running up its circulatiou
to lw!f a million copies. By contract with the COSMOPOLITAN we are enabled to offer our readers.
a share in the low price obtained through the largest purchase of bouks ever made in the history of
the world.

If, however, you have Grant's books, the CosMOPOLITAN's offer will permit you to take instearl,.
Gen. Sherman's Memoirs, 2 vols., sold by subscription for $5 oo
Gen. Sheridan's Memoirs, 2 vols., sold by subscription for 6,oo
Gen. McClellan's Memoirs, sold by subscription for ...... $3.75
All these are bound in cloth green and gold, in uniform style with Grant's Memoirs.

The CosMOPOLITAN and STUDENT are sent postage prepaid, but the postage ou the books, at the
rate of ~ cent per ounce, must be remitted with the order: Gen. Grant's 1emoirs, 96 oz -4
cents; Gen. Sheridan's Men;oirs, 92 oz.-46 cents; Gen. Sherman's Memoirs, 84 oz.-42 cents ;
Gen. McClellan's Memoirs, 48 oz.--24 cents, or the books can be sent by express at the expense
of the sub criber.

Send us at once $3. oo for year's subscription to the CosMOPOLlTA , 1.25
for year's subscription to THE STUDENT, and 40 cents for a set of Memoirs-$4. 6 5
in all --to which add postage on the particular set of Memoirs selected.
If you are not acquainted with THE o. i\IOPOLlTAN send a po tal card to the
publishers, ~1adison Square, New York City, for a sample copy.
Address

THE ST DENT,
ViJlparais o Ind.

STUDENTS' LOCAL DIRECTORY.
The publisher recommends, and guarantees fair dealing on the part of, every one noticed
in this Directory.]
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[NOTE:

•

B. M. BEEU, M. D., Pnysician and Surgeon .
Cor. Chlca~o and Lafayette Sts.

PHYSICIANS.

•

CHAS. S. PEIRCE, No.7 E. Main St.

SEE ADY.

t.

SEE ADV.

AYLESWORTH'S. No. 21 E. Muln

L. W. ELLIOT, M.D., Homeopathic Physician and Sur·
geon. Cor. Mr. In and F ;·anklin Sts .

PHOTOGRAPHERS.
M. M. 1\IUOGE, No. 13 ~Ltln St.

f>EE ADV.

DENTISTS .
DB. H. N. TIENXEU, NQ 11 E. ~1aln

J. M. H.\TIKLESS, Cor. Co11cge Ave. n.nd Union St.

s:.

SEE

SEE AD\",

ADYERTTSE:\IE~.

LIVERY STABLES.

SEE ADV.

GF.O. T. 1\IILJ,ER, Lafayette St., opp. Ccnlml House.
f>EE ADV.

WATCHES AND JEWELRY.
W. H. VAIL, No. 7

~lain

s,.

SEE ADV.

BELL, BRO'S., No. 58 E. Main

st.

I

SEE AD \' ,

J. A. WALKER Diamonds, Watches and Fine Jewelry.

GROCERS.

Cor. fain and Washington Sts.

W. G. WINDLE, S. E. Cor. 1\Jnin and Franklin Sts.

w. H. 1\fcCLUUE, Fvrmerlf with Elgin Watch Co.
21 E. Main St.

No.

b}]E .AOV.

BARBERS AND HAIR DRESSERS.
GUNSM~TH.

J. T. MASSEY, Ladles nnd child en's hair cut'ln;;. nazors put In crder. Hot nnd Cold Dath8. No.6 W. ~lain St.

A. PAUKS, Guns. ne,•olvers, Ammunition, Cartridge ,
Guns to rent, Keys of all kinds fitted, Tnmks repaired.
Umbrellas repaired and covet·ed ucw.
Waahlngt:>n St.
No. 10

L. l\IAS EY, Hair cutting, Shampooing, and Uazors put
In o. der. Good workmen. ~o. 8 E. Main St.

INSURANCE.

FURNITURE AND PICTURE FRAMES.

T.

IlL L. McCLELLAND, mak~l:> a spetiulty of Life, Fire,

Accident and Plate Glass InsurH !H'e. llepre~enting only
flt'St class companies.
No. 1 \Yest MainS ..

JOHN I.EPELL, No. 43 E. Main St.
FI'N'NEY and

BARTHOLO~IEW,

SKE ADV,

No. 21 Franklin St.
EK AD\',

BOOKS.
B. F. PERm.-E, No. 111-115 College Ave.

LAUNDRY.

EE AD\' ,

L. W. BLOC!I, -o. 4U W . Main St.
TilE LIGHTCAP
SEE AD\' ,

HARDWARE AND CUTLERY.

no

DRUGGISTS.
A. C.

W.

c.

:\HTH.

t.r:E ADV.

0., .·o. 101-103 College An•.

'o. 3 Ft·anL.t

I.ETHEll\!AX.

1 :,,.

I>EE AD\',

,,,., :\lain and Wu hfngton ts.

CLOTHIERS.
PECITT nnd FIX. -EY. No. 11 E.

~lain

.'r.

SEll: AUV.

ER AIW.

CONFEC..TIONERY .
. .J.

MEATS.

BOOTS AND SHOES.
J.

w.

Ell3, .·o. !> YrankUn t.

l>i>ll: All\'.

I

_J

"But the more carefully nature has been studied, the more widely has order heea found to
prevail, while what seemed disorder ha.<> proved to be nothing but complexity ; until, at present, no
one is so foolish as to believe that anything happens by chance, or that there are any real accidents,
in the sense of events which have no cause. And if we say that a thing happens by chance, everybody admits that all we really mean is, that we do not know its cause or the reason why that particular thing happens. Chance and accident are only aliases of ignorance. "-fn/1-orluctory Sn:ewe
Primer, T. H. I [UXLEY, F. R. S.

T EP

E
I TORY.

SCIENC

'

SCIENCE PRIMERS.
Edited by Professors HuxLEY, RoscoE, and BALFOUR STE\VART.
Introductory ..................................... T. II. Huxley
Chemistry .............. .- ........................ H. E. Roscoe
Physics. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .................... Balfour Stewart
Physical Geography .................................. A. Geikie
Geology ............................................ A. Geikie
Physiology and Hygiene ... . ...... . .... M. Foster and R. S. Tracy
Astronomy. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. J. N. Lockyer
Botany .......................................... J. D. Hooker
Logic. . . . . . . . . . . ............................... vV. S. J evons
Inventional Geometry .................. : . ........ W. G. Spencer
Pianoforte .. _. . . . . ............................ Franklin Taylor
Political Economy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... W. S. J evons
Natural Resources of the United States .............. J. H. Patton

HISTORY PRIMERS.
Edited by

J. R.

M. A.; Examiner in the School of
Modern History at Oxford.
Greece ............................................ C. A. Fyffe
Ron1e .......... . ........... . .......... . .. . ...... M. Creighton
Europe. . . . . . . . . . . . ............................ E. A. Freeman
France. . . . . . . ............................. Charlotte M. Y onge
Old Greek Life ................................... J.P. Mahaffy
Roman Antiquities ................. . .............. A. S. "vVilkins
Geography. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............. George Grove
Mediaeval Civilization .... . ....................... G. B. Adams
Roman Constitution .............................. Ambrose Tighe
Egypt ........................................ F. C. II. Wendel
GREEN,

LITERATURE PRIMERS.
Edited by J. 1\.. GREEX, l\1. A.
English Grammar .............. . ..................... R. Morris
English Literature, new edition, v. ith supplement containing a
brief history of American Literature ...... Stopford A. Drookc
Philology.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........................ T- l'eile
Cl:lssical Geography. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ;\L 1~'- Tozer
Skakespeare. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . ........................ E. Dowden
Studies in Bryant.... . . . . ............................. J. Alden
Greek Literature .................................. R. C. Jebb
English Grammar Exercises ............................ R.l\Iorris
Homer . ~. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ......... \V. E. Gladstone
English Composition ............................... John Nichol
The thirty-three little volumes composing this series of Primers cover briefly, but comprehen·
sively, the fundamental principles and facts in Science, History and Literature. The beginner in
these studies will find each topic interesting :~nd suggesti\·e, as the author has compressed into small
space an entertaining and clear treatise upon the subject of which he is an acknowledged authority.
The illustrations assist in pre ·enting the subjects in a forcible manner, and the student, whether a
beginner or already somewhat acquainted with the subject, will find these Primers a stimulus to
further study and research, and at the same time that they serve as compact reference books.

Copies will be sent, post paid, to any address on receipt of price, 35 cents.
The entire set (33 vols.) will be sent by express for $10, cash with order.

8o6

~nd

8oS Broadway"
NEW YORK.

:r37 Walnut Street,
CINCINNATI.

•

